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Stark pictures bear silent witness
"Between the dead and the rest of us," said Nobel laureate Eli
Wiesel. "is an abyss no talent can romprehend."
Photographer Judith Ellis Glickman explores this abyss with
infrared film and silver prints that capture the darkness of the
walls, trees, landscape and railroad tracks surrounding the
death camps of Poland and Czechoslovakia.
Her work bears "Silent Witness" on page 25.
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"IN NEWS

~ Union
~

~

blues
• By Bob Young
When three Portland
police officers were laid off
on July 10, the police union
began a hardball campaign
to rescind the layoffs.
The Portland Police
Benevolent Association
came on strong, blasting
City Manager Bob Ganley
in letters to newspapers,
advertisements and
appearances by the union
president on radio and TV
stations.
But the campaign has
backfired. It has failed to
elicit public and political
support. It has failed to
reverse Ganlcy'~ ded~ion.
And it sc-;ms likely to cause
long-lasting friction with
other city employee~'
unions.
Now the campaign is
backpedaling.
''We got pushed and we
had to stand up," said
union president Mike
Mayo. ''We'll speak at the
City Council meeting on
July 20. That's ourfinale.
Then we're getting out of
politics."
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Where the gas cap once was, Naoto Inoue's converted 1983 Nlssan Sentra now sports a plug.

CBW(fonet Harbert

arging it
Solar and electric cars will likely be the backbone of Maine's future transportation
systems. But the road from here to there will be confusing and expensive.
• By Paul Karr

Portland and South Portland locations where electric cars could
be charged up, as well as a central location to buy and service
electric (and other alternative-fuel) cars.
"If we wanted to, we could stop buying Japanese cars next
month, but we can't do that with oil," said Loftus. "It is so
ingrained in our way of life that we'd come to a screeching halt.
We are imprisoned by our
absolute need for oil."
But Loftus' plan depends
almost completely on a locally
awarded federal grant. If that
money doesn't come through,
he says he'll pursue other
federal grant money.
"The whole idea of electric
cars is a great one," said John
Duncan, executive director of
the agency that helps plan
transportation in Greater
Portland. "But there's a lot of
infrastructure that needs to be
developed first."

Naoto Inoue's electric car made almost no sound as it cruised
down a winding dirt road off Route 9 in Kennebunkport.
Inoue, on the other hand, made a lot of noise. He was explaining the workings of the electric vehicle he built himself from the
hulk of a junked car. It runs on
electricity produced by solar cells
mounted on its roof, and by a
windmill that stands in Inoue's
backyard.
Inoue touted the car's dramatic
ecological benefits and the energy
savings that would befall Maine
were the state to embrace electric
vehicles - savings that rould
show up on every homeowner's
electric bill. Inoue would like
nothing better than to help bring
electric and solar cars to Maine.
Jay Loftus is ready to get that
dream rolling. The Buxton man is
leading a local effort to build
Inoue's homemMie electric car.
power stations in prominent

FREE TICKETS, FREE TICKETS, FREE TICKETS, FREE TICKETS, FREE TICKETS, SEE PAGE 21
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KAnoir'NtURRY

A Casco Bay V\tekly
Educational.Resource

SMALL WONDERS

by

'm coDdiu<llCd ~lalnllt"
"Weinvite
uou
to taste alittle of our culture.
T.",y-.nd hoI or mild /0 ,u'flyour /a,,..

Over 300

SUITS

llam-lO:30 pm. Take-Out Welcome

629 Congress St.. Ptld • 874-2260

erving Sundays 9-3
. Tony·s Comed~f Hash oOmlettes - EAAs Benedict
· Pruit PiUed Crepes -Salmon & Eggs -cheese Blintzes
'Usa's Baked Beans - Creek Soul-Food - Almond Crusted French Toast
oSeoving Bloodies & eeasa.r.
'AND SAl'URDAYS TOO

Aut'hentl'~ "'anfedaotourrl!~iCken Tikkas
.. "

,

•

: The Good
Table Restaurant •
S('n'jll~
hr<" tkfa.. t , hUllh &. dillll<:r 7 da)s

•

Itt. 77 • Cape 11iJ'.aixlh • 7')9 (;001)
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"Our

All Summer

worlunanshlp
speaks
for Itself .. :

SPORT· 1/2
COATS Price

AI""y

NEW NAME. STILL THE SAME

(207) 883-4173

188 Middle St . . In the Old Port

NESS

REPORT

~89% of Casco Bay Weekly readers actively pursue a
lifestyle designed to maintain good health.

For rates and information, please contact:
Maureen, Marilyn, Gayle or Larry.

Hannaford Bros. will chop 75 Jobs from its

,f Only one program is open-captioned for
employees who are hearing impaired--

corporate headquarters in Scarborough by October. Company
officials blamed a recession and stiff competition from wholesale dubs, as well as the recent sale of Hannaford's Wellby
Super Drug Store chain,

,f For a one-time cost of less than $250--

The Maine Workplace:
Sexual Harassment Training for Employees

~MP rates have Jumped 27 percent since 1990,
tn~uding the utility's most recent 2.75 percent rate increase,
Which was approved by the state Public Utilities Commission
on July 10. In 1990 and 1991, CMP paid stockholders $87.5
million in dividends, according to company spokesman Clark

.~ & -, I~I - . S"""JI.

Bath Iron Works In Portland won a $3.75 million
Navy contract to' repair the guided missile frigate USS
Kiluffrum. The three-month contract will provide work for 200
employees at the shipyard. Last month the shipyard expected it
would have to transfer up to 700 of its 750 employees to the
company's Bath facility because of lack of work in Portland.

THE
MAINE
FESTIVAL

Home buyers will get another month of lowinterest loans from the state. The Maine State Housing Authority will extend the deadline for its loans, some of which carry
interest rates as low as 4.95 percent, through August 1. MSHA's
director said a recent drop in demand for the loans allowed the
extension.
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The founder of Moody's Diner died on July 11.
Percy B. Moody died in his Waldoboro home at age 92. Moody
started Maine's most famous roadside attraction in 1924 with
cabins on Route 1 and a tearoom next door, The present
Moody's Diner was built nine years later, and started as a
takeout stand . •

Two and Four
Year Schools

LOOK WHO'S TALKING
Best take out sandwiches... hands down!
Boston Globe
Wonderfully imaginative sandwiches!

New York Times·
Even 1 was surprized!

Vocational Schools
Continuing Ed.
Religious Schools

Sue'sMom

Military Schools

Terrific Sandwiches!

First Magazine
And if that's not reason enough, how about these deliciously convincing reasons:

Porkey's Goes Hawaiian
Melred cheese. ham, tomatoes,
onions & pineapple with a m ustard vinaigrette. all rolled in a
bakery fresh pita bread.

Date:
Thursday, July 23

..

Open
Mon - Fri: 7·7

Sat: 9:30 - 4
Sun: 11 ·4

A special thanks to our fabulous suppliers of food and beverage:

Advertising
Deadline:
THURSDAY
JULY 16, 5PM!

Try Maine's Own
"1
- -I

.

, CAPEq:>D
PoLatoOup.

970 West Ches l nut Street
Brockto n Ma ss 0240 1-5590

"The Real Thing"
Sout h Po rtland Mai ne 0011 06

<

Turkey. to ma toes, avoc ado &
sproutS, ro lled up in a bake ry
fres h pi ta bread.

~lInl"~nr'nn

11 6 Wallace Ave nue,

By Paul Kil", Bob Young Il7Id The AssociRted Press

Californian

82 Exchange 8t.
Portland
774·0014

National Distribu tors Inc .

~----------------------~

222 SI. John Street Suite 213 Portland, ME 04102

Private Schools

the state Board of Education by Gov. McKernan on July 6. A
construction contractor, Dionne was chairman of the building
committee for Brunswick's proposed new high school, which
put him in the thick of the new school debate that divided the
town. Senate Majority Leader Charlie Pray said he's received
calls from townspeople who "expressed concern" about
Dionne's appointment. The Senate has until Sept. 20 to confirm
Dionne's appointment.

Union Station Plaza has been sold to a group of
Massachusetts investors for $3.6 million. The plaza on St. John
Street in Portland was formerly owned by a partnership headed
by Michael Uberty. TrainRiders Northeast has pushed the plaza
as an ideal site for a future train station.

761-4772

:±±: :: .. j

Now Open Sunday 5 • 8pm

Phil Dionne of Brunswick was appointed to

TO<" H:" -."NE

CALL TODAY

" ... 'IDEO

769 Congress Street. Intown Portland 773-9873
Est. 19;!4 (in the historic Rines ManSion)
M-F 11 :30 am-9 pm . Saturday 5-9:30 pm

Arts teachers are seeking help in anticipation of
more state budget cuts, and they've wheeled out hard numbers
to bolster their case. A coalition of public school arts supporters
, say improved test scores demonstrate the value of humanities
classes. The state Department of Education has begun cutting
arts and music teachers from its budget anyway.

NOON '

rlCAKPLACE

casual dress, comfortable price. quality dining

The Navy's highest job has gone to the son of a Bath
Iron Works executive, Sean O'Keefe, former comptroller for the
Department of Defense, was named acting Secretary of the
Navy on July 7. After the announcement, BIW rushed out a
statement promising O'Keefe wouldn't participate in any BIWrela ted decisions.

IT MAKES SENSE

THE ROMA

Webster's search for a place to site a wastepaper recycling plant
that Windham voters chased out of town last month, The
company is studying sites on Riverside Street and adjacent to
the new county jail behind St, John Street.
Lewiston, Auburn and Presque Isle also made the cut, as did
two secret New Hampshire locations.

Irwin.

551 A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101
207.775.6601 Fax 775.1615

v.J.::ai:) ,

you need iL This month, next month,
and next year--

• 12-minule video produoed in Maine by Maine businesspeople

Exercise your right to be part of Casco Bay Weekly's
Quarterly Well ness Report.

Ad deadline:
Thursday, July 23

,f Only one training program is available when

Atmosphe re

Portland has made the short list in Stone &

Make plans now to reach this exceptional market.

On the stands:
Thursday, July 30

Sexual Harassment Education
IT'S THE LAW

Great
Italian
Food

"Over 2S y .... rs Experience.
Estimates PIck Up &. DeJlvel)l"

883-3880
617A us Rt1. Scarborough

~ Se rvice

Food

' or

A HEALTHY
MARKETPLACE

QUARTERLY

lOY2
STARS
***
***
****

A review of the top newl Itoriel lIffectlng
GNllter Portland: JulyS through 14, 1992_

lochoQ
fro",_"

9.&w 'Eng{am{ J-fi-:Fi

A.H. BENOIT & CO.

WELL

l""rICa

from $125 pair & up
7 yrs. parts & labor

Plus Shirts, Ties &
Sportswear

BEFORE AUGUST'

.......'", ..&

.

Traditional Pakistani Dinners

1/2
Price

SO tasty you'll
to lick your plate.

u___

$3 95
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Women on
the Water

Hands-on Powerboat Handling
and Sportff.Shing Seminar
Friday, July 31, 9a.m.to 4:30p.m.

Monday - Saturday, 10 - 6

Sl'ring Point Marina, So. Portland. S~sored bv
Malne Maritlme Academy wlth The Cuoo Bay Sportfi.h(ng Classic

Call 326-4311 or 283-9674

142A High St .. Port1and .. 772-2379

"SUMMERTIME AND THE UVIN'IS EASY"... at

Music, theater, art, restaurants, shopping, special outdoor activities ... it's all
right up the street or just around the comer from BACK BAY TOWER. Or if
you prefer the comforts of home - you can share a cool drink on the terrace
with friends, swim in the private pool, workout in the exercise room and
enjoy a sauna. Whatever you choose - out on the town - or the comforts of
home - Back Bay Tower can make your summenime living easy. We provide
stale of the art security.
Slop by during the hours listed, or call for an appointment.
Open Sun. 12-4, Tues & Thurs 10-6. (Closed this Sunday, July 5th,)

A

772-7050
401 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101

bcad-[(.)l'CI-'s

f'Cl.1-ad; sc!
DeliCious • Homemade

MEXICAN, e
elliS t1

8 CflY CENTER
PORTlAND, IMINE
0410)
7741500
FINE HAIR CUTS
AND
FINE ARl

~'\)s

~ Live Entertainment
on the Patio
all summer long

, j!I.~',
~"'!:

,

. lYN MIR . TRACY VARNEY, SHARON DEMERS.
. HAIR· COLOR· PERMS· NAilS,

AMX~OS ~~~.

MEXICAN FOOD SINCE t 972

712-0712

- LUNCH Tues-f~ 11 :30-2:00 - DlNNER T-Th 5-9. f~-Sat 5-10 _
- LOUNGE Tues-f~ 11 :lOam-doslng. Sat-Mon 4pm-doslng _

WAXING
for

No mo,.e shaving. And absolutely no

more plucking or bleaching.
What are you
waiting for?
773-4457
We're Maine's only

When you
want to look
your best for
any occasion.
When you
want to feel
likeyou ...
Amaryllis
Clothing Co.
41 Exchange St.
Portland,~E

(207) 772-4439
AVEDA concept salon,

NOW OPEN MONDAYS:
ON THE CORNER OF MIDDLE & EXCHANGE STREETS
lNTHE OLD PORT

Continued from front page

Ex-Standish
chief sues town
Thomas H. Jones, the
Standish police chief who
was laid off by the Town
Council last month against
the town manager's recommendation, is suing the town
over his ouster.
The lawsui t, filed in
Cumberland County Superior
Court July 9, contends the
council ousted Jones without
notifying him and after an
executive session during
which councilors usurped the
town manager's powers,
"State law vests power of
appointment and removal
with town managers," said
Steven Sunenblick, Jones'
attorney, claiming that both
state law and the town's
charter leave personnel
decisions to the town manager. "I'm not sure (the
council) paid any attention to
that. It looked like they were
cirrumspect, that they were
doing what they were going
to do."
Sunenblick also claims
Jones was denied due
process. ''The law says that to
be removed, you have to
have a hearing," he said. "He
never had a hearing; he was
voted out in absentia,"
Jones denied the charges
of false arrests and excessive
force that he believes precipitated his firing.
"It's rumor, exaggeration
and innuendo," he said.
While acknowledging several
recent liability suits against
the department - including
one paid settlement - Jones
noted that the town never
admitted liability in that case.
"At the very worst, it was
never determined," he said.
Standish residents may
eliminate the town's police
force at a July 25 town
meeting.

Eye In the
sky returns

WIMPS!
We've discovered an aloe-based
pet,.oleum-free "wax" for those who
just aren't into that pain-pleasure thing,

UNION BLUES

Hats & Accessories
for Ladies and Girls
NOW OPEN

Parking Stamps

Available For
Free Parldnv

Pot-sniffing helicopters are
buzzing Maine again this
summer, despite mounting
opposition from rural
residents. The choppers flew
two to three weekly missions
last summer,
This year's low-level
search flights will continue
until the second frost this fall,
said John Atwood, commissioner of the Department of
Public Safety. Atwood
defended the flights by citing
their assistance in seizing
about 8,000 marijuana plants '
last year, an estimated 6 to 8
percent of the total amount
cultivated in the state.
"While we think this is a
good record, far better than
all other New England states
combined, we are very much
aware of the controversy
surrounding the program,"
Atwood said.

Continued on page 6

The police union campaign stem me<! from its claim that Ganley
laid off three officers for political reasons, The union went so far as
to cite Ganley's "blatant political motivations" in an advertisement
in the July 12 edition of the Miline SundRy Telegram.
The union charged that the city has money to keep the three
officers working, thanks to a federal Drug Enforcement Agency
grant. But Ganley laid off the officers to maintain his credibility
with other city employees' unions, Mayo said.
In January 1992, Ganley made all nine city employees' unions
the same offer: They could take their contracted pay raises and
face layoffs, or they could defer more than $2 million in raises and
avert layoffs.
The police officers' .union - whose members' salaries range
from $20,000 to $28,000 - was the first to reject Ganleys offer.
"We got the impression the other unions would support us," Mayo
said.
It would've been easy for other unions to demand the raises
they had coming and sacrifice their members with the least
seniority to layoffs. But in a display of solidarity, the unions opted
to protect the jobs of their members.
"The city manager didn't expect us to defer our raises. But our
members chose to support the younger guys," said firefighters'
union president Dennis Morse.

Ganley defends layoffs
Once the other city unions chose to defer their raises, it left
Ganley little room to maneuver when it came time to trim the
police department budget.
On July 2, Ganley wrote to Portland Police Chief Mik.e
Chitwood and said he couldn't rescind the scheduled layoff of
three police officers and "expect to have any credibility with other
employees."
_
The police officers' union jumped on Ganley's remark. They
called it an "attempt to even the score, and pacify, the other city
unions."
The police union also said Ganley had "caused dissension
among" city employees. They questioned whether Ganley "can
effectively lead the city of Portland any longer," and implored "the
Portland city council to intervene."
Ganley said he knew for three months that the police union
campaign was coming, but decided not to waver on the layoffs,
"It's not politics. It's good management," Ganley said, "My
long-term credibility with the whole work force has never been
questioned, but if I broke their faith, I would never regain their
(trust)."
Ganley added that if there's dissension among city employees,
"it's not me that's causing it."
Other city union leaders are careful not to applaud Ganley's
actions. But they're certainly not Criticizing him.
'1 think he was just doing it because he said he would. I find it
hard to believe that a person who does what he says isn't effective, H said firefighter Morse.
"( am seeing no dissension in my rank and file over this issue,"
said Pat Welch, president of City Employees Benefit Association,
the city's largest union.
It also seems doubtful that the City Council will intervene for
the police union. Councilor Pete O'Donnell said he has been
"reassured" by Chitwood that the "city has enough officers to
ensure The safety of its citizens."
O'Donnell said he agrees with the police union's concern for
maintaining that safety,
"But when it comes to things they said about (Ganley) that's
where we part," O'Donnell explained.
"What (the union) won't tell you is that the federal grant money
calls for sending three officers to Massachusetts to work on a drug
sting," he added. "When I checked with the city manager and
chief, lleamed it would not put three more officers on the streets."

Solidarity forever?
The police union campaign has argued the three layoffs are
dangerous because of rising crime rates in the city. But their
campaign also implied that they should get raises and avert layoffs
because they are more important than other city employees,
"Our issue is that it's a question of priority. We're not saying
we're better, but we're different. Maybe the cuts should've been
made elsewhere. But they weren't for political reasons, We object
to that more than anything," Mayo said.
Other union leaders are reluctant to knock. the police officers
union, or confirm that their rank and file members are grumbling
about the police campaign.
But rifts between the city's unions are emerging. 'The fire
department has already put daggers in our backs," Mayo said. "(
have a copy of a letter from the fire department that says the city
shouldn't allow lateral transfers" (of Iaid-off police officers to the
fire department),
Despite such tensions, union leaders are downplaying their
squabbles.
'They're always welcome in the family of city unions," Welch
said.•
Bob Young
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Handcrafted for us in Maine, our solid
•
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ash frame takes a beautiful stain or
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looks great as is.
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6 20 workmanship guarantee.
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sizes, all in stock.
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Futo.ns made
speCIally for us by

THE GRE'TEST ....E I. SlffP

Compare our quality and value.

FUTON FURNISIDNGS
The Futon Store

343 Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine 871-0578
Weekdays 10-7, Sat 9-6, Sun 12-5
Visa, MaslerCard, America" Express, D/scOIJer ad persortal cbeclts welcOlfU! • SaIls/actio" Guarallleed
Exfl 6B RL 295 • Plellly 0/ Free Parlrmg
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'Personal InJury

Workers Compensadon

CIVIL LITIGATION
'Free Initial Consultatlon In inJury Cases and Fees paid only upon recovery.
Evening and weekend appointments available.
•

JOHN J. SEARS
- - Attorney At law--

.'

Continued from ptIgt 4

774-7500 • 1-800-780-4555
97 A Exchange St., Portland, Me.
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8ummer Qose
8p,ecial
SUNNY NEW LOCATION

12' Qoses for $15
~tllly

CELEBRATION

Wrnpped. 1014 inch fQIiCS

aLAj~~

Fri, Sat & Sun, July 17 to 191

· ~ftTfRlftl O~JfCTS
500 Congress Street Portland, Maire 04101 774-1241
Monday-SatlJ'day 10:30-6:00pm C Sunday 12-4:30pm

Fret parking ar boIh 10ca/iollS.
All major crodiJ cards accopltd Oil pho,.. orrhrs.

Port Bake House
TAKE OUT LUNCHES
• Hearty Sandwiches
• Salads & Specials
• Fresh Desserts

'I

,
'1

Relax at our
outdoor cafe tables.

J.

RICHARD.PARKS~fUl
INTERNATIONAL HOME FURNISHINGS

PORTI.AND
288 Fore Strut
77+1322

BANGOR
170 Park Strut
9-42,6880

EUSWORTH
High Strut
667.3615

~B~D~8=.aG8U~=.~E~B~D~G

Bring in 'your color
photos/slides
to make afun
T-Shirt
(2-Day Turnaround).
Put your pet,
your child,
your favorite
image on
our shirts!

.. ---

~

~

205

(~lj

.

. .

ommercial St. • 263 St. John St. (bakery only)

OF MAINE

factoy~ outfet
Now OPEN SUNDAYS
12 to 4:00
4 oz. toothpaste
irregulars*

~~~~~
Also featuring a
wide'variety of Ecological Products

FULL
COLOR
Ta. 16.15
Short
al...,a 21.15
Long

alaa"a 25.15

GENERATED IMAGE
Monday. Frida'f
• Salulday 10 ·4
Comer of Market & Mielele 8ts. • Portland • n4-4455
~

• Earth friendly cleaning products
(sold in bulk in refillable containers)
• Recycled paper products
• Mercury-free Ixuteries, Nuclear-free Ught bulbs
• Organic cotton clothing
• and much, much more!
• /".<gwIan art ~ dtftcts. Conl<nts are aI..ays of tht highest quality.

Tom's of Maine Factory Outlet
Lafayette Center

Downtown Kennebunk. ME • (207) 985-3874
Open Mon-Sat 9 :30 to 5:00

Atwood also promised
that Maine National Guard
pilots would fly the choppers
no lower than 400 feet from
the ground.
Residents of the town of
Starks voted to legalize
marijuana earlier this year
after townspeople complained about the camouflage-painted, Vietnam-era
helicopters invading their
privacy.

State employees
skirt travel ban
Amid a budget crisis that
led to restrictions on out-ofstate travel, state employees
continue to be among
Maine's most frequent fliers.
All state agencies, including the uni versi ty system,
spent at least $1 million for
travel outside Maine during
the first three months of this
year, despite a ban on the use
of state money for such a
purpose.
To finance the trips,
officials in state government
and the higher-education
system have used federal
money, dedicated funds and
special accounts.
"You think Congress
appropriated this money only
for out-of-state travel?
They're using federal dollars
or dedicated funds that could
be used for other purposes,"
said House Majority Whip
Joseph W. Mayo.
Last summer, legislators
took heat for attending a
legislative conference at
"Disney World" in Orlando,
F1a., around the time when
the budget crisis led to a state
shutdown.
Lawmakers are sticking
close to home this year. The
only legislative trip reported
during the quarter was a $425
journey by House Speaker
John L Martin.
State employee travel is
being documented for the
first time because the legislature now requires agencies to
submit detailed accounts of
their travel, even if state
funds are not involved.
The first batch of reports
show that the University of
Maine System was the top
spender, allotting $555,000
from January to April. The
money all came from the
state and students. The
university did not report
travel taken on federal grants.
Many of the trips were
essential, such as corrections
workers picking up escapees
or human-service workers
helping to place disturbed
children.

ME to sheriffs: cut
or we'll privatize
Maine's sheriffs want
more information from the
state's court system before
they'll agree to slash the cost

of courthouse security. The
cuts are necessary because of
a 25 percent state budget
reduction.
The state Administrative
Office of the Courts had
given Maine's counties until
July 9 to slash costs by 25
percent - or risk having the
work turned over to a private
contractor. Perplexed by the
order, representatives from
all of Maine's 16 counties
called for more specific
guidelines in a July 8 emergency meeting with state
officials.
Kennebec County Sheriff
Frank Hackett, president of
the Maine Sheriffs Association, said the court system is
using outdated figures and
has not yet explained which
court security services it
could do without.
Manpower, Inc., has
offered to provide court
security in all 16 rounties for
$900,000, about 35 percent
cheaper than the sheriffs'
cost, said Robert Freeman,
acting administrator of the
courts. Freeman admitted
that any deputies hired by
Manpower might have to
accept lower pay and benefits.

Q University of Southern Maine

DEADLINE

ra,alnQ Co., Inc.
1913

"Quality merchandise
and experience you can trust"

for completing fall semester admission
applications has been extended to

We Buy Anything Worth Buying

• • ·WE PAY CASH· • •

JULY 31

Use

BlTY·SELL·~E
5 Stores to Serve You
498 Congress St.,. Portland
7'72-3932

If you are interested in attending USM
this September, please contact:

Office ofAdmissions
Univmity ofSouthtrn Maint
96 Falmouth Stmt, Portland, ME 04103
or call (207) 780-4970

330 Lisbon St., Lewiston
1T7 Water St., Augusta
155 FronL St., Bath
Penobscot Plaza,
Bangor

Come enjoy our new outdoor patio

Enjoy a Panoramic
View of Casco Bay
Specializing in Seafood'and Homemade Desserts

Maine gets funds
for rail study
Maine has received
$693,000 in federal money for
the final study needed before
a Portland-Boston passenger
rail line can start up.
The Maine Congressional
Delegation announced July 7
that the state had been
awarded the funds. The
study will focus on the need
for passenger service,
environmental impact of the
line and the potential growth
for local businesses.
The study will also include
an analysis of existing
intercity bus service to ensure
the proposed rail line is
needed; and it will examine
proposals from towns that
want to become station stops.
The 1991 federal transportation bill provided $30
million to restore an interstate rail line in New England. U.S. Rep. Tom
Andrews and Sen. George
Mitchell have also been
pushing for a rail link
between North and South
stations in Boston so the
Portland-Boston line would
be on the national rail
network, said Dennis Bailey,
Andrews' spokesman.

YMCA planning
Windham pool
The Portland YMCA
announced its plans to build
an indoor swimming pool in
Windham to serve people in
the Lakes Region.
A proposed $1.5 million
building with an indoor pool
located in Windham received
approval by the Portland
YMCA Board of Directors on
July 1. But while the board
approved the plan, issues
such as fund raising and site
selection still need to be

Continued on ptIge 8

our convenient Lay-Away plan

14k Gold $13.95 per gram
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LOG CABIN RESTAURANT
Fine Kitchenware and More

BAILEY ISlAND, ME.

Monday-Saturday 9:30-5:30 • Sunday 12-5
46 Main Street· Yarmouth, Maine • 846-5533

833-5546
Open 11:30 - 9:30, Seven Days A Week
Rt. 24, just 13 miles from Cooks Corner, Brunswick

VisaiMastercardIWorldwide Shipping

You got here &om there.
Dining
The Cape Neddick hm
U.S. Route 1, Cape Neddick
363-2999
Madd Apple Cafe
23 Forest Avenue, Port1and
774-9698
Ocean Fanns Restaurant
23 Main Street, Freeport
865-3101
Rocco's Italian Restaurant
50 Wharf Street, Portland
774-6000
The Great Lost Bear
540 Forest Avenue, Portland
772-0300
TGI Fridays
25 Pearl Street, Portland
775-4236
Mandarin House Restaurant
300 Main Street, South Port1and
799-9551
Dos Locos
92 Exchange Street, Portland
775-6267
Winchester & Co.
Maine Mall, South Portland
772-0861
Maine Lobster & Seafood Market
889 Brighton Avenue, Portland
772-4024
F. Parker Reidy's
83 Exchange Street, Portland
773-4551

the

~

·
'
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Shopping & Services

Maralyce Ferree Contemporary Clothing
36 Danforth Street, Port1and
772-8607
.•.
Something's Fishy
~. ~"T ~
22 Exchange Street, Portland
.
. 774-7726
d. cole jewelers
10 Exchange Street, Portland
772-5119
Whispering Pines Tack Shop
11 Portland North, Falmouth
797-9524
Moose River Moccasin Co.
32 Main Street, Freeport
865-1444
.
The
House
of
Stiles
You've finally arrived.
125 Main Street, Yarmouth
Whatejler your plan.},
846-4232
Aureus Faetory Store
you 'If filld it e(klY
123 Main Street, Freeport
to hal'e a good tline, becalMe the
865-1371
Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange Street, Portland
il welcome at allY 0/ thede
772-4439
Lamey-Wellehan Shoes
fine e..tlablilhment.I,
Maine Mall, South Portland
774-1335
G.M. Pollack & Sons
531 Congress Street, Portland
775-3701
1)0n'I lea\'!: hOl11e without it."
Congress Square Gallery
42 Exchange Street, Portland
774-3369
,.,.
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Tired of Credit Companies Calling You?
Interested in a Fresh Start?

8 out of 9 people surveyed
prefer a Maine-made gift.*
• Includes 8 current, and
one former friend of
the owner

STEPHEN H. MACKENZIE. ESQ.
Attorney at Law

)

SO EXCHANGE STREET. PORTLAND MAINE
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490 CONGRESS ST, PORTLAND 207-775-4860

It's just a short fe~ ride from
Portland via Casco Bay Lines

For Good Food
& Fun on
The Deck
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eliU for schedule
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Enjoy summer even'n'!s

under ,he .&IIr. by ,he WIller
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
PEAKS
ISLAND
766-5542

Lei
the good limes
float!
Portland's newest nightclub sails Casco Bay:
Casco Bay Lines.

Adults Seniors Children
Music Cruise

8ig Chief 8c The

$10.00 $9.00

3 hrs. Sundays 5 {'M

Continentals
~"sic Cruise

p:.PiI l.aves
Mambo
)enny 8c The

(o.,'er 21 only; State ID Required.)
3 hI'S. FriJJuly 17; 7:30 PM
$10.00 In advance

3l1rs. Wed.JJuly 22: 7:30 PM

~10.00 [n

Port.City
}4.l1Stua

3 hI'S. Pri.lJuly 24: 7:30 PM

$10.00 In advance

~Rockets

J hI'/;.

W~>d. July 29: 7:30 PM
3 hrs. FrU)uly 31; 7:30 PM

$}O.OO In advance
510.00 [nadvan<:e

WoodMen

-a
CUTS "'? ,

Fast, Friendly,
Fabulous

~~Ight

8:·': 'P:

:~:>~: .,.;j;: ) "~~')".
00

12 and

UNLIMITED TANS... $75

Cash bar. No one under 21 admitted. Official State lD only .

Aug. 31

Morning Perms I

Bring 'em in Today!

: Monday thru Friday:

KIDS KUTS

I

~

:~$28
l;:8~;'om : 3 for $12
_________
J______ ~~~~~

I

VJ\~?.cu-.s
..
FOR LESS
327 Allen Ave' Portland' 797-7872
1041 Brighton Ave. Portland. 761-0907
Shaws Mill Creek. So. Portland· 767-7332

advance

And much more scheduled throughout
the summer season.
Tickets available at Casco Bay Lines Ferry Terminal.

under $6
TANS ••• 10 for
0 Now thru
Kid's Kuts

addressed, according to Bob
Dickie, Portland YMCA
director. He estimates it will
take five years for the
building to be completed.
Along with the pool. the
building will also have locker
rooms, administrative offices
and a room for exercise
activities such as aerobics.
The YMCA currently runs
an after-school program in
Windham and other surrounding towns as well as as
a day camp in Standish.

008 cruising
ban to return

!109{U
£M(1JI~
Serving:
lobstet dambakes,
fresh seafood, frozen drinks.
beers 13( wine

Continued from page 7
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Don't Miss The Boat

LunCh, Dinner
& Cocktails

&other
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Casco Bay Lines
Casco Bav Ferry Terminal, Commercial & Franklin Streets, Portland
.
774-7871
OU'I1eri alld operated by the Casco Bay Island Trallsit District.

A ban on cruising was
defeated by the Old Orchard
Beach Town Council by a 3-2
vote on July 7. But some
residents have vowed to
bring the ban back before
voters in November.
The ordinance sought to
curtail repeated trips by
motorists through the town
square. It would have given
police the power to determine whether a motorist was
violating the cruising ban,
according to Town Councilor
Dan Carris, who wrote the
ordinance.
Immediately after the
meeting, a group of merchants and residents formed
a committee to revive the
ordinance. Led by motel
owner Dan Bolduc, the group
wants to bring the ordinance
to voters as a referendum
question later this year.
Bolduc complained that
traffic backed up from Old
Orchard Beach Square runs
past his motel on weekends
and weekdays, causing
congestion, noise, headaches
from exhaust fumes, and
sometimes canceled reservations. Many of the dri vers are
teenagers who cruise the
beach for hours, he said.
The traffic jams also make
it tough for residents to drive
their cars, said Bolduc.
"People who live in that area
are prisoners. There's a
virtual gridlock of kids."
Bolduc's group needs to
collect signatures from 730
registered voters in town to
bring the cruising ban to
referendum. They must
submit the signatures 60 days
before the Nov. 3 election.

Ooops ...
Last week we identified
Jim Wise as a member of
ACT UP /PortIand. Wise is a
member of Acr UP/Maine.•

Reported by Paul Karr, Michael
Reagan, Bob Young and
The Associated Press

SEA KAYAKING SEMINAR

mistakes
ByAl Diamon

This ain't no party
Gov. McKernan's nominee to be the state's next human
services commissioner appears headed for a tough confirmation
hearing. McKernan has chosen his former legal counsel, Jane
Sheehan, to take over the troubled department. ~ut the nomination must first win support from the Legislature'S Human
Resources Committee, as well as confirmation by the state
Senate.
'1'm not saying she's not going to get it," said committee cochairman Peter Manning of Portland, "but I think there'll be
some hard questions asked."
It's difficult to believe committee Democrats such as Manning won't use the confirmation hearing as a platform to attack
the Republican McKernan administration's handling of the
Department of Human Services. But Manning insisted his
comments were not politically motivated. He said the new
commissioner must be someone "who knows all aspects of the
department," and Sheehan is "an unknown quantity" as far as
the committee is concerned.
Sheehan spent over two years as ombudsman for DHS' child
welfare program before going to work as the governor's lawyer.
In April she was shifted back to DHS to head the Bureau of
Child and Family Services, which had been severely criticized
for its handling of the rape of a baby in Portland and the death
of an infant in Auburn.
As for being "an unknown quantity," that could work in
Sheehan's favor. The "known quantity" she'd replace as
commissioner is Rollin (What the Hell, I'll Run for Governor)
Ives, whose relations with legislators could be charitably
described as strained.
Just proving to the committee that she's not Ives should be
worth a couple of votes.

Saco River Outfitters will host an all-day Sea Kayaking Instructional Seminar
for beginning and intennediate paddlers on Saturday, July 25.
You will learn the basics of safety, self-rescue, efficient paddling, and
equipment selection. "Hands On" rescue practice.
$65.00 per person, including the use of a kayak.

5ACO R(\;ER
O(JTI~l'r"I~US

127 MARGINAL WAY, PORTLAND· 773-0910 • OPEN 7 DAYS

Rt.1, Saco
Presents ••• JULY 18 • OCTOBER 18

DINAMATION

J~'(?~. •

~~& M©IM~1i'~~~~
"jg) m©> $~ I!J Ii?l $ ©> fi=
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These robotic sea creatures ranging from 18-38' long
reveal a glimpse into the world that existed before,
during and after the age of dinosaurs when these
incredible creatures ruled the world's oceans.
Proceeds to flO to Maine Aquarium 5 expansion.

Now Open 9AM • 9PM EVERYDAY
284-4511 (ree. Info/rates) or 284-4512 (adm.)

Longing for the simple life
The League of Women Voters of Maine and the Maine Sunday
Telegram have sent questionnaires to all candidates for the
Legislature, seeking their stands on 20 issues. The completed
forms will be used to publish a "Voter's Guide" in the Telegram
this fall. (Gee, what other Portland-based newspaper has been
publishing voter's guides for years?)
The cover letter accompanying the survey explains "The
questions ... were chosen because they reflect issues that are
clear-cut (can be answered with a yes or no), and should be
widely understood by both the candidates and the public."
At first blush that rule might prevent political prevaricators
from posturing, but the survey's strict rule against elaboration
could lead to some distortion of the results. For instance,
legislative hopefuls are asked "Should the state eliminate sales
tax exemptions and lower the overall tax rate?" A "yes" answer
could be interpreted as meaning the candidate favors imposing
a sales tax on food or medical care. A check in the "no" column
gives no indication of whether the candidate's objection is
lifting the exemptions, lowering the tax rate, both, or neither.
Another question reads, "The Legislature passed $300
million in temporary sales, personal and corporate income taxes
to help balance the state budget. These taxes expire next year.
Would you vote to continue them?" A "yes" vote seems to be
political suicide, but if state revenues continue to slump next
year, cutting $300 million from the budget would throw the
state into another round of the turmoil that led to last year's
shutdown. Those who check "no" ought to explain what they'd
cut to avoid a defiat.
Or how about the question, "Should environmental regulations be relaxed to help create more jobs?" Does a "yes" vote
mean the potential legislator plans to gut the Department of
Environmental Protection? Does "no" mean he or she doesn't
care about jobs?
The survey's questions on workers' compensation, school
funding and the University of Maine suffer from similar
oversimplification.
Its almost un-American these days to argue that complex
problems may not have easy answers. So call me a Commie. I
just hope voters who are guided by the League's and the
Telegnlm's voters guide will be forgiving when the candidates'
simple answers collide with Augusta'S complicated reality.
Send me a tip on political activities, Ilnd in the glorious archives of those
who have contributed to the betterment of the humlln condition, the rise of
civilization tmd the triumph of justia your name will jvreTJe1' be
enshrined. Or I can keep it anonymous. The address: Casco Bay Weekly,
551A Congress St., Portland, ME, 04101. The phone number is 775~601.

Imagine! Your hair!
Thicker, longer, more
beautiful!
The HairBuilders System
can make short hair
long... thin hair thick...
sparse hair full ...
Our unique process uses
your own hair to create
more hair permanently!
Wear it in any style you
like.
And it's all perfectly
natural!

"

HairBuilder's
for mc;m

r. womcm

Call 'or an
appointment today

883·8400
Oak Hill Plaza
Scarborough, ME

LOCATION IN: BURLINGTON, VI, SCARBOROUGH & BANGOR, ME
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from

$1999

JULY 21-AUG.16. TUES.- SUN, TICKETS: $15 / $17

AT MAD HORSE THEATRE • 955 FOREST AVE PORTlAND
BOX OFFICE: 797-3338
'

"A JOYOUS SURPRISE
INTELUGENT,
...
HILARIO' lS AND

MOVING."
Rex Reed

"A PERSONAL
CRY FROM
TIIE HEART."
\:ew York TlInc~

761-1580 • Free Parking • 130 :-Jt. John St., Portland

Monumental
Deli8cPizza

formerly Frigate Pizza

We're in Bloom!

162Mafn

(207)

2 liocb north 0/ L.L. Bean
R...rvalioo. Sl7oog/y

• •••• because we deal in pizza •••••

Rtcommended VL!>4. Me. AMEX

.990 cheese slice everyday
• All the Pizza you care to EAT 2pm'till0pm
• Cheese $2.99 or Pepperoni $3.99 •
• Pepperoni Slice & 16 oz. Drink $1.99
• Breakfast Pizza 9AlV1 'tillllAlV1 only 990
PAST, PRIENDLY DELIVERY
TO YOUR HOME OR OFFICE
lOam ttl 10pm Mon-Sat

Have breakfast with friends, lunch on the
terrace, or enloy an elegant dinner
overlooking our beautiful gardens. We
feature Maine raised fowl, seafood and
meats, fresh local produce, homemade
baked goods, desserts, lce creams and
sorbets. And before you go, be sure to
celebrate summer with a stroll through
the garden!
Call for information or reservations
865-1085.
'

18 Monument Square

Hot Pizza Line: 874-0000
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Describe your car; truck, or cycle in
25 words or fewer and we'll run
your ad for four weeks in front of
over '1 00,000 readers
FOR ONLY $251
IIIII!!I!~' ........ii;~~~ If your veh,icle ~o~sn't sell, just notify
us In wnttlng after the fourth
publication and we'll run your ad
again FOR FREE! There~ no limitl
$25 really does sell your car.

I.....
, ,
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anq Coffee

$1. 50 tax included

Classifieds 775-1234

Our muffins are made
from scratch right herel

Ad changes are $5. No refunds
PrIVate party on~.

Offer good 71 16 - 7/23

Casco Bay Weekly
551 A Congress St.. Portland, ME 041 0 1
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15 Temple St. Portland 879-2425
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your party.

Weather guys
to clear air
on proposed
forecast site

I
I

II
I
I
: ______________________
6/20 through 9n192
(207) 282-3112 JI
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With
Casco Bay Weekly,
see page 30.

The National Weather
Service is running into some
turbulence in its effort to
build a new weather forecasting facility in Gray.
George Schneider, whose
property abuts the site, sent
out a "community alert" to
his neighbors, detailing his
opposition to the forecasting
facility. And Schneider said
many of his neighbors will
attend a public hearing in
Gray on July 14 to grill
National Weather Service
officials about the facility.
The facility is slated to be
buil t on 10 acres of state land
just south of the Pineland
Center on Route 231. The
land is part of a l,lOO-acre
parcel surrounding the
center, owned by the state
Bureau of Public Lands. The
proposed facility includes a
9O-foot radar tower, a balloon
launching pad, a one-story
office building, roads, a
parking lot and a septic
system.

Radar radlatlon7
Schneider's chief romplaint is the loss of public
lands, which now can be
used by anyone for hiking,
picnicking and canoeing. But
he also wants the weather
service to prove that electromagnetic radiation (EMR)
emitted by the radar won't
pose a health risk. And he's
concerned about the radar
interfering with his radio, TV
and other electronic systems.
National Weather Service
spokesman Bob Chartuk said
residents are ronfusing their
fears of radiation emitted
from high-voltage power
lines with the radar, which
by romparison emits extremely low levels of radiation.
'The radio waves used by
radar are comparable to the
energy given out by a
portable telephone and less
than the energy emitted from
a television set," Chartuk
said. ''It's 800 times below
(the government's) acceptable standard."
The radar will be listening, not transmitting, most of
the time, Chartuk said.
'There will be no interference with radio, TV, pacemakers, microwaves or
cordless phones. The radar
will emit a signal for only
three minutes during an
average 24-hour period."
And Chartuk stressed the
benefits the facility will bring
to the area, including a $2.5
million ronstruction project
and quicker, more reliable
forecasts for people in
southern Maine.
The facility is part of a $2
billion program to modernize
the National Weather Service
with the newest technology.
The program calls for 115
facilities to be built across the
country, creating a new

forecasting network.
The weather service now
has a facility at the Portland
Jetport. But its new program
calls for a more remote site
where the radar competes
with less "electronic clutter
from the ground," Chartuk
said.
Chartuk claimed the
facility will not be noisy or
ugly, nor an environmental
hazard.
The 3O-foot-wide radar
dish will be rovered for
protection by a geodesic
dome and the tower will be
lit onl y by a warning beacon
for planes. Chartuk predicted
that the impact of the office
building' S septic system
would be "negligible" on
nearby groundwater. "We're
not building a condo romplex," he said.

Land In demand before
Maine Bureau of Public
Lands Director Tom
Morrison said the weather
service was not the first party
who had sought to use the
Pineland parcel for transmitting radio waves. "We've
been approached by telecommunications rompanies,"
Morrison said. "But this is the
first project that we were
willing to entertain" because
the public benefits outweighed its drawbacks.
Morrison added that the
10-acre parcel the weather
service wants to use "has not
been identified as having any
unique natural resource
traits."
H the project goes forward,
the weather service would
probably lease land for the
balloon launching pad and
radar tower, and buy the site
for its offices. Any land
purchase would have to be
approved by the state
Legislature, Morrison
explained.
The potential lease and'
sale were not motivated by a
budget crunch facing the
Bureau of Public Lands,
Morrison said. The bureau
manages 500,000 acres of
timberland and gets all the
revenue it needs - and more
- from harvesting trees for
lumber. And if the bureau
sells land to the weather
service, state law requires
that the money be put into a
land acquisition account. It
can't be spent on bureau
management, or diverted to
the state's general fund .
'This use was not inconsistent with our ability to
maintain the land for other
uses," Morrison added.
"Obviously some neighbors
may have a different perspt'Ctive." •
Bob Young
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Continued from front page

Cross Ideal Cut - The world's most beautiful Diamond.

Why You Should Buy Your
Diamond Engagement Ring From
Cross Jewelers
Cross, as Ponland's oldest family-owned jewelry store, has a Irad'tion of excellence which span> four genera.
tions. The philosophy which guides Our SlOre is that all jewelry must be made from the best precIous metals. de·
SIgned for beauty, deSIgned to last. set wllh the finest gems and accurately represented. Our philosophy and
commitment to excelle!:.:e IS your greatesl assurance that anything you buy from, Cross will represent true value
and provide maximum satisfaction. The benefits of buying your diamond at Cross Include:
Ideal Culling: Ideal CUlling is simply the most
beautiful way to cut a diamond . Only one out of
every thousand diamonds cut in the world today
achieves the exacting standards of the Cross Ideal
Cut diamond. Your choice of a Cross Ideal Cut di·
anlond gives you the optimum combination of bril·
liancy. dispersion (rainbow colors) and scintilation
(sparkle) ...• lifetime of e",...ordlnary beauty.

.'

Diamond Hallmartc All of Cro;s' Ultimate Ideal
CUi diamonds come with a unique rorm of identification: a laser-inscribed registry number on the
sirdle (outside edge) of the gem. which positively
tdentifies the diamond and authenticate.. your
ownership. This registl)' number. called a hallmark
is just 4 microns (4·ten thousandths of an inch)
high . and is visible only under magnification. Reg.
istered to the new owner in the permanent records
of Cros> Jewelers, the quality grades (cut. color
and clarity). as well as the carat wei~ht arc abo
listed in an international diamond registry in New
York City. Only Cross' Ultimate Ideal Cut di·
amonds offer this additional guarantee of quality.

,"

i

I

.>

Finest Diamond Mounting: A Cross Diamond solitaire mounting starts with the part which holds the
diamond. called the head. Forged from a single
block of 18K white gold alloyed with platinum, the
head goes through 12 individual die strikings. using
55 tons 'Of pressure in each stcp. The result is the
strongest. most durable head ever made. The pan
of the ring which encircles the finger is called the
shank. and is crafted from two rectangUlar blocks
of IMK gold. Like the head. the shank ,eetion> go
through muillple die·strikings. the 55 ton> of pres·
sure which squeezes oul all the air bubble .... den~
Iy compacts the atoms of gold. After the head and
shank ~ctions are a~cmbled, the ring mounting is
ready for fini!'Johing. The die !'Jotriking results In a
ring which accepts an extrao rdinarily hIgh polish,
for a beautiful ring which will hold Cross most
beautiful diamonds.
Cross' Diamond Lab: One of the values of buying
your diamond from Cro~s Jewelers b the assurance
that your diamond has been weighed. and the
quality grading checked and verified by a regis'

tered jeweler. By acquiring our diamonds loose.
we can guarantee the quality represented is exactly
correct. Each Cross Ideal Cut diamond has been
hand selected from hundreds, to provide the very
best quality and value.
Cross' Diamond Seiling Sbop: Cross' Diamond
Selling Shop is staffed by America; finest d,·
amond seHers. and is visible from OUf shO'W' room.
The first rule of our diamond selling shop is. "take
whatever amount of ume is necessary 10 set the diamond most securely and most beautifully." Few
people realize that. at the moment a properl)'
weighted prong is pushed over the edge of a d"
amond, over 45 pounds of pressure is cxerled on
that diamond . Careful preparations are required
to ensure that the precious metal on which thl.! diamond rests is perfectly smooth. a nd properly sup·
porlS the diamond. 8ecau~e of (heir value.
diamonds arc never set "while you wait " at
Jewelers. Any lime pressure on a diamond scll~r

eros.,

increa.!J.es the risk to the di<Jmond. For the !)afety of
~lIing in our shup is alwa~ M:hedulcd within a block of time, allOWIng maximum
time fur all preparal ion details. The safety and ~
curity of your diamond dcpends on the quality of
the mountlOg. the philosophy of the diamond sct·
ting ;hop. and most imponantly. thc skills and
allention to detail by the diamond seller. If you
would like to learn more about diamond !oelling.
3>k for a copy of our " Quality of Stone Selling"
guide, written by Cross Jewelers.
your diamond.

Cross Diamond Prices are Real: For over three
quarters "f a centul)'. Cross Jeweler ha~ main·
tained a consistent. conse rvative priCing philosophy that allows you to shop with the " real price"
on every piece of Jewelry In our store-. Items are
pricl!d according to their true value - we never
have sales or offer discounts. because pncl!s arc
not tnllated to allow for these types of artifiCIal
sales techniques. We ftnd that people enjoy shopping in a store where quality IS a~urately represented and the values are real· 365 days of the
year. When non-Iueal CUl di~unl and !>alt: diamonds are accun.llcJy graded for cut. color and
damy and accurately weighed for their carat
weight, lh~ir ··~uvi ng.s" often nO( only vani~h when
compared to an Ideal Cut diamond . but may be
priced at a premium over the Ideal Cut.

Cross is a Teaching Jewelry Store: We have always found that whenever consumer., have the facts, the), make
informed decisions and have the highest level of ~alishlctlOn in their purch<J!'JoC. Our entire ~taff i!> committed to
taking any amount of time nece~ary to an!'Jower your question~ and gIVe you the h(Jckground informatIOn nccessary to make a decision concerning gems and jewelry. Crrn.., ha, ju!ol completed a 24·page booklet titled
"C ross" Guide To The World ', MO>l Beautiful Diamonds." If you have been thinklOg of the purchase of a di·
amond, we invite you to stop and receive yuur free cupy.

Cross Jewelers
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Up~tdin.

Jewelry Sture

570 Congress Street, Portland, Maine 04101 Tel. 773-3107 J!) 91
Open Monday-Friday 9 a.m.- 4:45 p.m., Thurs. 'til 8:45 p.m.

The idea of running a car on something other than refined
fossil fuels is not a new one; inventors have patented cars that
run on everything from booze to vegetable oil.
Electric cars, too, are nothing new: They were invented more
than 100 years ago and flourished briefly in the early years of
this century. By 1911, there were more than 360 recharging
stations - not unlike the ones Loftus wants to build - that
supported the thousands of electric cars operating in the Greater
Boston area.
But electric cars and trucks rapidly fell into disfavor after
vehicles driven by internal combustion engines proved to be
faster, and because those gas-powered vehicles were capable of
traveling greater distances than electric ones, which could only
go so far between recharges.
In the past 75 years, the ranks of gas-guzzlers in America
have swollen to almost 190 million - one third of the entire
world's total- while electric cars disappeared from the roads
as quietly as they arrived.
Yet electric-powered vehicles (EVs, as they're called by EV
buffs) never really went away. Golf carts, wheelchairs, forklifts,
small tractors and other light vehicles are still used today for a
variety of tasks.
The city of Portland even experimented with electric vehicles
back in the 1970s, but rejected them because they were too
unreliable. Current technology is much improved over those
rudimentary efforts, and is getting better every year.
Recently, as environmental concerns have taken center stage
on the national agenda, socially conscious engineers have begun
re-examining the solar-electric car. Within the next year, the
largest EV pilot program in the country will begin in the Boston
area: 20 electric car!) will be bought by the state and leased to
commuters, and at least one suburban "r" station parking
garage will be eqUipped with solar-powered recharging facilities for use by those commuters.
And it need not be much longer before such facilities exist in
Maine.

Charging Into the solar age
With his shaven skull, youthful complexion and slight build,
40-year-old Naoto Inoue looks like a Zen master about to
perform some feat of spiritual prowess. His eyes gleam with
directness.
"Let's take it for a spin," he said, heading straight for the
Nissan Sentra parked in his Kennebunkport driveway. Inoue
leapt into it with excitement.
But this is not your grandfather's Nissan. The car doesn't
have a tailpipe, an engine block or coolant hoses.
This car runs on sunlight and wind. Every available inch of
its hood and roof are covered with grids of purplish photovoltaic cells. Uke an snaky umbilical cord, a protruding socket
connects this car to a 22O-volt charger poking out of Inoue's
bam. The charger is fed, in part, by the SO-foot windmill nearby.
"The perception is that we're so deep in shit that we can't get
out of it," said the Zen master, explaining his decision last
summer to rescue this car from a scrap yard and transform it
into.a clean-running machine.
"It's very hard for us to imagine it. But we're the generation
that's going to take this country from a petroleum age to a solar
one. That's very exciting to realize, and that realization got me
going on this."
When Inoue twisted a key to start the car, it purred quietly.
When he whipped it smoothly around the curves of Route 9,
there was no smell and no noise. When he approached a stop
sign, he pressed a switch to cut off the power, using excess
energy and the car's own momentum - it weighs 3,000 pounds
- to brake itself.
When he stopped, the car was silent. Unlike gas-guzzling
cars, EVs do not "idle" while stopped, and therefore waste no
power while sitting at traffic lights, stuck in traffic, etc.
Inoue hit the juice again, and the car accelerated slowly but
noiselessly away.
These kinds of amenities, plus the words "electric-powered"
stenciled on the car's sides, draw crowds of onlookers wherever
Inoue parks his car. At the town pier in Cape Porpoise, eight
people in three separate groups quickly collected to ask questions about the car's design and efficiency. At another stop in
town for mail, a man in a hard hat approached the car.
"Is this really electric?" he asked.
"Sure," said Inoue. "Did it myself."
Doing it took some serious sweat equity. First, Inoue surgically extracted the junked car's guts: the blown engine block, the
battered exhaust system and all the other vestiges of gasoline
combustion. Then, using a book as his guide, he transplanted an
electric motor, a half-ton pack of 16 lead-acid golf cart batteries,
an adapter plate and a spaghetti-works of controls, fuses and
wires. The entire operation cost Inoue about $10,000, including
the $600 he shelled out for the junked car.
Later, he added the expensive photovoltaic (solar energy)
cells - which, though they are state-of-the-art, only produce up
to 10 percent of the car's power - to cut the car's dependency
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on fossil and atomic fuels down to the bare minimum.
cars)."
"If I had to totally plug it into CMP (Central Maine Power),
Loftus, 57, was the developer who helped pull together One
it would be a 4O-percent nuclear car," Inoue said. "I wanted to
City Center in the early 198Os. Now he's heading the non-profit
supplement the electricity with solar and wind."
Maine Energy Coalition, a group that wants to open a 4,000Having completed the retrofit, which consumed about three
square-foot "car bam" somewhere in Greater Portland to sell,
weeks' worth of work, he charged up the car for its climactic
repair and recharge electric cars.
road test.
The coalition's vision includes plans to build at least two
'1 had followed the wiring diagram, changing a few things
recharge stations in "high-traffic, accessible areas" such as
that I thought were redundant, and I didn't know at all what
Congress Street and the Maine Mall. (A similar recharging
would happen," Inoue remembered. "So when I turned the key
station opened this week in Tampa, Fla., while others are in the
and just took off - it was very satisfying."
works in California and Massachusetts.)
After an initial breaking-in period to warm up the batteries,
"Because of the way the funding runs, the emphasis is on the
electric car bam," Loftus explained. "But there are also an
Inoue has been able to drive the car more than 50 miles on a
single charge. Just as important, the car's revamped innards educational center and a conservation center" that would
which, like a golf cart, have no fan belt, radiator, carburetor or
exhibit hydrogen-powered and other low-emission cars, superefficient light bulbs and similar products, he said.
motor oil- are much cheaper to maintain than its former, gaspowered self.
To put that ambitious plan in motion, Loftus' group hopes to
"All I have to do is add water to the batteries," he noted,
secure nearly $400,000 in funding from the Portland Area
opening the caps and peering into the wells. "Looks like they
ComprehenSive Transportation Study (PACTS), a regional
need a little." The entire operation took 10 minutes.
planning agency. The agency's policy committee voted in June
Advantages like these make the car his choice for short
to postpone deciding on the proposal, because it was so undrives when he doesn't need to carry heavy loads. He's driven
usual.
the car 4,000 miles since he put it in on the road last November.
"One of the comments made at the committee meeting was,
"This car was bound for the junkyard," said Inoue. "Now
'Is this an appropriate project for investing public funds in?'"
it'll probably get 100,000 more
said PACTS executive director
miles and suit me for the rest
John Duncan. "People who
of xny life."
aren't familiar wi th the idea
Inoue, who's thinking of
are reluctant to (commit public
going into the business
money to the project)."
converting cars from gas to
If the PACTS money falls
electric-powered, said anyone
through, "We'd probably go
directly to DOE for the whole
else could do the same.
"What I'm trying to prothing," Loftus said. "This
mote is, why wait for GM and
center could, with a lot of
selling, in a very short time be
Chrysler?" he said. "This
independent."
vehicle is completely built off
the shelf; I didn't do anything
Still, Loftus admits the new
unusual. There's no new
venture will have problems
technology here."
attracting consumers.
Inoue's next project will be
'1t's a chicken-and-egg
to build a lighter electric car thing," he said. "You can't get
Under the hood: batteries and electrical components.
enough attention because
from scratch.
"For me, the vision is that 50 years from now, my kids and
people aren't willing to buy (electric cars). The only way to get
thei( kids will be riding around in human-powered, electrictheir interest is to lower the price, but you don't know what the
pnce is yet. It's a Catch-22.
assisted vehicles going 50 to 60 miles per hour," he said.
Looking off across marshes combed by the relentless sea breeze,
"That's why industry alone is not going to make this work,"
he added, '1t's a dream."
added Loftus. "Sad to say it, but it'll take somebody other than
But, Inoue added, "EVs are practical for a lot of people's
an oil man in the White House to make this work."
use" today. '1t's the sanity of a petroleum-based transportation
Hills left to climb
system that we have to start questioning."
It's precisely that consumer issue - combined with a lack of
Socket to me, Portland
government support - that worries advocates of the electric
If Inoue ever realizes his dream of building or converting a
car.
"They make an awful lot of sense from energy policy perfleet of solar-electric cars in Maine, it's possible that drivers will
spectives. 1 would love to see a lot of these things on the road,"
be able to charge up right in downtown Portland.
said John Flumerfelt, director of Maine's Energy Policy and
"I would really like to see an overall commitment to getting
Planning office. "A family could have one gas car running on
rid of foreign oil purchases," said Buxton real estate man Jay
reformulated gas, and have a little electric commuting vehicle
Loftus. "We're trying to alert people to a condition that we can't
afford, to get the information flowing. I've already had calls
Continued on page 14
from people who said they'd be interested in buying (electric
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ELECTRIC CARS
Continued from page 13
that amid be plugged into a solar garage or something.
"But we're waiting for the market to develop some products
that the average consumer can afford."
The few electric vehicles on the road right now (see page 15)
cost too much: Solelectria, a Massachusetts company that
transforms Ceo Metros into electric cars, will sell you one for
between $19,000 and $49,000 - and that's one of the cheapest
EV's on the market. The big three auto makers have priced their
prototype electric vehicles at more than $100,000.
There may also be a "green backlash" forming against the
cars. Some critics have argued that electric cars merely replace
one source of fossil fuel pollution - auto exhaust - with
another: the electricity produced from the burning of coal,
natural gas or oil.
Energy expert Flumerfelt strongly disagrees.
"We have a lot of renewables in Maine," he said. "You'd be
running your car on 50 percent renewable energy, 30 percent
nuclear and just 9 percent oil. ... Even with the worst oil·
burning plant in the state, it's still much more efficient to bum
oil to produce the electricity for a car than to bum gasoline in
the engine."
Others note that solar and electric cars can't drive very far,
usually 60-70 miles at a time, that they require long periods of
time to recharge and that the batteries don't work very well
during the winter. New battery technologies are expected to
overcome these problems by the end of the decade. But for now,
said Flumerfelt, "You can buy really expensive batteries that
you never have to replace, or you can buy regular lead-acid
batteries that last only a certain amount of time."
Inoue refutes some of these arguments, seeing the cars'
limited range as a point in their favor. Noting the average
commute is less than 30 miles, and the average errand less than
five miles, Inoue said his car is perfect for city drives.
"This vehicle is meant to do local commuting over short
distances," he said. "It's good for 80 percent of the commuter
trips people take."
Inoue also dismisses complaints that it takes a full day to
charge an electric car's batteries. "I can charge this up in five
hours," he said.
"Someone who worked all day could easily hook it up at
their workplace and get recharged during those eight hours,
then drive 50 or 60 miles home."

Following California's lead
Maine's ~~\.

Authenti~
.- f

Oyster Bar

Maine's electric rate payers might be the big winners if the
electric cars ever start running here. That's because they could
plug into power plants during off-peak hours.
'1deally, what you do is charge up overnight during off-peak
hours," explained Inoue. "Right now, we have excess power
(during those hours) in New England that we're selling to New
York and New Jersey."
'1f we could sell a little more power off between 10 p.m. and
the morning, we'd be better using our resources," agreed
Flumerfelt. "You'd never have to build a new power plant for
that extra power. It's already there in excess, probably being

sold at a fraction of its cost."
That could lower electric bills, he said.
"Anything a utility does to sell more electricity would lower
rates," F1umerfelt noted. "If they increased sales to the point
where they had to build new power plants, it might increase
rates. But right now, especially using off-peak capacity, (electric
cars) would ha.ye a very positive impact on rates."
Because of these potentially huge environmental and
economic savings (see editorial, page 16), plus the reduced
dependence on foreign oil their widespread use would create,
state and federal governments alread y take electric cars very
seriously. The U.S. Department of Energy and major auto
makers have signed onto a $260 million electric vehicle research
program. General Motors and Ford have each built energyefficient (though, so far, prohibitively expensive) electric
vehicles.
And the state of California has done the U.S. government one
better. It's requiring speedy research and development of
electric cars. Faced with Federal mandates to clean up its air fast
or forfeit highway funds, California has passed a tough cleanair law that will require 2 percent of the state's new cars to be
electric by 1998. By 2003, fully 10 percent of California's new
vehicle fleet - some 200,000 each year - must be built to that
standard. The state will partially subsidize the cars, paying
manufacturers $1,000 to $10,000 per vehicle.
"I think Maine should follow the California lead," Inoue
said.
Maine lawmakers did, in fact, pass clean air legislation last
session that is similar, in many respects, to California's. The
laws include strict n~w emissions testing requirements designed to reduce the ozone and other pollutants that plague the
Maine coast during summer months.
However, that law doesn't require zero-emission cars to be
sold eventually in Maine.
'The state isn't exactly flush with funds, but we' re working
to help fund development of alternative fuels," said Flumerfelt
of Maine' s efforts. "We're always looking for grants for demonstration projects .. .. Maine is still going to be a very car-oriented
state, and an electric vehicle makes a lot of sense."
But his office is not currently planning any electric car
projects. In the short-term, he said, the vehicles might work best
in a certain niche: urban deliveries_
'There are applications where it's cost-effective right now,"
Flumerfelt pointed out. ''Market opportunities are going to be
there for meter-readers' trucks, delivery vehicles, fleet trucks,
small commuting cars_" Bangor Hydro, a midcoast utility, has
already experimented successfully with a converted pickup
truck, he said.
Intercity shuttle buses might be another possibility. The city
of Santa Barbara, Calif., presently operates a small fleet of
battery-powered electric buses.
"You could get great traction with an electric bus in the
winter, because some of the designs have a motor at each wheel.
That would would give superior traction," Flumerfelt said.
'The way 1 figure it, we're going to be sending a trillion
dollars overseas to buy oil in the next 20 years," finished
Loftus. 'That can' t continue. We've got to get on with it or
we're going to be left behind." •

Paul Ka" often goes solar at Scarborough, York and Pine Point beaches.
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Naoto Inoue adds water to the batteries that power
his electrk car.

Watching electric cars In action
Want to see electric and solar vehicles in action? You can.
The Northeast Sustainable Energy Association (NESEA) hosts
an annual race from Albany, N.Y., to Boston to gauge the
progress of solar and electric vehicles.
The Tour de Sol, held each May, winds through and around
the Catskills, Berkshires, rural Connecticut and Hartford before
slicing up through Massachusetts to Beantown. Fuel efficiency
counts in this race. And cars that break down are heavily
penalized .
This year, "Sol Survivor 0" - a sleek, nearly flat car built by
a classroom full of New Hampshire high school studentsgrabbed top honors away from the MIT college students who
have dominated the race in years past.
Call the Northeast Sustainable Energy Association (NESEA)
for more information about next year's race at (413) 774-6051.

Buying a solar or electric car
California Electrk Cars, Seaside, Calif., sells a sports car
for $19,500. Call (408) 899-2012.
Triple "0" Seven, Everson, Wash., sells a sports car for
$30.000. Call (206) 966-7206.
Sebring Auto-Cycle, Sebring, Fla., builds a three-wheeled
cab for RVs costing about $8,800. Call (813) 655-2131.
Sol .. Car Corp., Melbourne, Fla., sells converted $-10
pickup trucks and Festiva subcompacts. Call (407) 254-2997.
Soielectri .. Arlington, Mass., sells "The Force," a converted
Ceo Metro, for $25,000 to $29,000 (more with solar panels). Call
(617) 894-6670.

Converting a car yourself
"Convert It," by Michael Brown, is a guide for home
converters that costs $35. Call (408) 429-1989 for ordering
information.
Doran Motor Co., Sparks, N_Y., sells a variety of supplies
for do-it-yourselfers. Call (800) 388-8770 for a $5 catalog.
Electric Vehicle Directory, N.Y., N.Y., is a comprehensive
listing of electric car manufacturers and resources. Call (212)
228-0.376.
Sol .. Car Corp., Melbourne, Fla., sells a kit that converts a
Chevrolet pickup truck for about $6,500. Call (407) 254-2997.

Other resources
Enjoy a view of
the Marina from
the relaxing
atmosphere
of ~'$
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Buying a converted electric car

-.

330 Fore St.. Old Port. 112·5656

loU Danforth St., Portland, 774-7604

AltemRlve TransportRion News is a bimonthly magazine that follows developments in the solar, electric and alternative fuel fields of car design. It costs $20 annually. Write P,O.
Box 743, Mariposa, Calif., 95338.
The N_ England Electric Auto Association, Maynard,
Mass., serves as a clearinghouse for local electric vehicle
projects and publishes a newsletter. Call (508) 897-8288.
Northeast Sun, Greenfield, Mass., is a quarterly magazine
that mostly focuses on the latest in solar energy research. Free
with membership ($25-$35) in the Northeast Sustainable Energy
Association. Call (413) 774-6051
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Widgeon Infant Ralnsults
25%off
Widgeon Rainsuits
25%off
Echofield Cotton Jumpsuits & Dresses 30%off
Bami Rotation Swimsuits
Reg. $38.95 Now
$10.00
Flapjacks T Shirts & Sweatshirts
25%off
Sara's Prints Long John Sets
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Cherry Tree Boy's Windbreaker
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30%off
Dugan and Bob T Shirts (Asst Colors)
3 for $19.95

Dugan and Bob Swing Tops &
Bike Shorts
30%off
Boys' and Girls' Swimwear
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Uttle Natural Cotton Separates
30%off
Carol Amper Hats
25%off
Assorted Sweats by Russeli
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Check Out Our 50% Off Rack. You never
know what goodies you might find.
Flojos Flip Flops
$3.00
Canvas Sneakers (Sizes InfantsBig Kids)
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Toddler University Shoes
(In Stock Only)
50%off
Saltwater leather Sandals
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Electric cars are good news for both the consumer
and the environment. And Mainers will be commuting
in electric vehicles (EVs) by the end of this decade. But
there is much that needs to be done before this cleaner,
greener future arrives.

J

Electric vehicles make sense
lV, save money Based on the meticulous records
he's kept since last November's pilot run, Naoto Inoue
(see cover story) figures his car uses about 2 1/2 cents
worth of electricity per mile. Periodic battery replacement costs about another 2 to 3 cents per mile. Gaspowered vehicles cost about 25 cents per mile to fuel,
maintain and operate.
EVs save energy The typical gasoline-poWered car
uses about 30 percent of its energy; the rest is wasted as
heat and noise. Gas-powered cars are especially
inefficient at low speeds; they pollute most heavily and
guzzle the most gas When starting up, shutting down,
idling or traveling at low speeds - which is most of
what happens during a short commute or trip to the
store.
Electric cars don't have that problem. Researchers at
Texas A&:M University, which maintains a fleet of
seven electric cars, have found that a compact electric
car is about twice as energy-efficient as a gasolinepowered one.
lV, clean up"neI and water If Inoue's car gives
him the 100,000 miles he predicts, he'll have kept 4,000
to 5,000 gallons of gasoline and 200 quarts of motor oil
out of the environment.
EVs clean up the air Like the bumper says,
Inoue's car produces "zero emission. H By driving his
car 100,000 miles, he'll have Single-handedly spared
our lungs several t07lS of carbon diOxide, as well as
lesser quantities of toxic chemicals (like benzene and

carbon monoxides) and acid rain-ausing chemicals
(such as nitrous oxides).
EVs reduce greenhouse gases Each mile driven
with electric or solar cars spares the air some 20 pounds
of greenhouse gases.
These savings add up fast. The World Resources
Institute in Washington, D.C. has estimated that electric
cars could reduce America's greenhouse gas output by
as much as one-<Juarter if the electricity were generated
by a balance of hydroelectric, fossil and nuclear fuels
(as it is in Maine). The reduction would be even more
dramatic if solar technology improves.

Making sensible electric vehicles
Fund the Maine Energy Coalition plan CBW
supports the initiative to jump-start electric commuting
in Greater Portland. And though we applaud the
Portland Area ComprehenSive Transportation Study
for being skittish about funding such an unusual
venture, CBW urges PACTS to fund the project.
The $400,000 sought by Jay Loftus and coalition is
only a drop in the bucket compared to the money
private industry will
be pouring into the
EV business. But it is
the drop needed to
prime the pump - a pump that is attached to a well of
long-term savings.
There is plenty of precedent for this sort of project.
In Switzerland, a publicly funded electric vehiclp.
system has proven popular and trouble-free during its
three years of operation. By this time next year, Los
Angeles and Boston expect to be operating facilities to
serve electric commuters. Tampa, Fla., is dedicating its
first recharging station this week.
And the Big Three U.S. automakers are already

Ads subtract
planning for what they expect to be a Significant
portion of the automobile market by the end of the
decade - electric vehicles. Detroit is taking electric cars
seriously. So should we.
Support a local entrant In the Tour de Sol The
annual electric vehicle race from Albany to Boston is
the best test of electric vehicles in the world. It's time
that innovative Mainers - Who have been conspicuously absent from the starting lineup - got involved .
This year, a car built by a classroom full of New
Hampshire high school students grabbed top honors,
Another high school class from Connecticut designed
the fastest car in the "open" category. Solectria's MIT
whiz kids won a commuter race with 'The Force" _
shaped like, because it is, a Ceo Metro.
But there were no Maine entries. Inoue said the
entry fee, and the cost of tOwing his car to Albany,
dissuaded him. •
It's time to flex Maine's eca-muscle.
CB W challenges any Portland-area educational
institution or civic group - particularly the Portland
Regional Vocational Technical Center and Southern
Maine Technical College - to build and enter an
electric vehicle in next year's Tour de Sol.
And Casco Bay Weekly will put up the $500 entry fee
for one area team, and run ads in this paper thanking
every other area business that donates parts or materials toward the vehicle's construction.
So if any of you are interested in leading Greater
Portland transportation into the next century, call the
Northeast Sustainable Energy Association at 413-n46051 for more information about next year's race. Then
put a plan together and submit it to CB W Editor Monte
Paulsen, care of this paper.
We'll be waiting for you at the finish line in Boston .•
(PK&: MP)

It's Saturday afternoon. A
friend and I want to go to a
concert or movie. We pick up
CBWand I begin to page
through it. I immediately ~
a large ad for "Adult Entertainment. magazines, videos
and toys for 'discriminating
adults'" and then one for
"Busty Brittany" the "16 time
centerfold." The words and
images assault me. I become
so angry that my stomach
starts to hurt.
Do you understand?
Imagine what it feels like for
women who survive rape
and/or incest to be bombarded every day with
dehumanizing "sexual"
images of women. Do you
understand racism? Would
you publish overtly racist
advertisements? No, because
it is understood that while
racism exists in our society,
it's not acceptable to promote
racism through ads.
The message that you send
by printing these ads is that
the degrading objectification
of women and children found
in pornography is completely
acceptable and that its
promotion belongs on the
entertainment and personal
pages alongside the weekly
"Stuff for Sale" and "Real
Puzzle."
The real puzzle is that this
continues. The policy of
printing advertisements for
strip joints and pornography
establishments is a glaring
contradiction to the otherwise
progressive image that your
paper tries to convey.
It seems that the people
who are in charge of accepting these ads do not understand the effect that pornography has (beyond helping
men to masturbate). I urge
these people to be truly
"discriminating adults" by
educating themselves about
the strong relationship
between pornography and
violent sexual crimes against
women and children. Some
very powerful books have
been wri tten on the subject.
Your paper often shows its
concern for this community
by expressing viewpoints and
ideas that help bring about
positive changes. Please
make this concern more
believable by ceasing the
publication of these hurtful
ads.

~~~
Donna Giroux
Portland

felicia Postolache painted pictures of trees In Deering Oak, park July 10
while trucks roared by behJnd her on 1-295.
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It's time to build cleaner, greener cars

,

.,

I

daytime p-'- number

and address to: Lettan,
Casco Bay Weekly,

551A Congress St.,

Port"neI, Ml04101.

Accentuate
the positive
Life is to be lived individually. A person can go through
life doing what feels good to
them, having no control over
any other human. When you
live this way, nothing offends
you because you can take it
or leave it. Others have no
control over you unless you
let them. I concentrate on the
positive in this world. Most
others concentrate on the
negative an~ that's one
reason humans will never
live in harmony. Good for
David McGowan (5.7.92) for
his insightful letter.
Let everyone have their
own fun. If you women are
jealous of the attention a few
girls are getting, join in! By
concentrating negatively on
Mark's Show Place you are
only stealing from yourself
the energy to be positive.
I'm saying live your life,
concentrate on you, have a
great time without intentionall y hurting others and
maybe you'll become happy
enough within yourself to
laugh at how silly it was to
concentrate on such a
harmless issue as Mark's
Show Place, Good luck Mark!
Don't let anyone get to you.

SlJL

In response to Jeff
Weinberger's letter (6.11.92),
lighten up Jeff, get a grip. It
must be great to be the allknowing guru of the "politically correct" crowd. Yes,
exploitation exists; why don't
you jump off your selfrighteous soap box and do
something constructive
rather than bitching about the
ads for Mark's Show Place et
al?
Exploitation is everywhere
if you look hard enough. Try
professional athletics,
cosmetic models or
prostitution. Where do you
get off telling others what's
right? Your arrogance in
assuming that most readers
feel the same as you do on
this issue is superseded only
by your diatribe of how
afraid we who think differently than you do are of some
people moving into our
neighborhoods. Is it possible
to be more condescending?
When you get finished
with your ranting and raving
give me a call. :. I'll take you
to Mark's and buy you a beer.

proportional to inner confusion. There is a time to
facilitate good and negate
evil, but one wouldn't liken a
stri p joint to the Inquisition.
Eastern dictum: You are the
only one who allows yourself
to feel exploited or affronted.
Here's my political
agenda: I defend CBWs right
• not to bow to insidious
censorship clothed as "political correctness." I defend the
rights of perhaps mis-guided
males who have not sought
therapy for their stray
hormone problems to spend
their time as they choose.
Most of all, I defend '1ifodi versi ty" in the face of
soulless homogenization.

IIJ~~
Jeff Christiansen
Gorham

/

Ads help
feminism
You do more for the cause
of feminism by publishing
the Mark's Show Place ads
with the resultant outcry than
by Cl!l\soring them. Mark's
double-D vision represents a
still-too-prevalent attitude.
Suppressing it isn't the
answer - holding it up to
public scrutiny could be. The
furor won't empty out
Mark' s, but it might leave
some atavistic ideas flattened
in its wake. I know of at least
one man whose thinking has
changed because you've held
to the role of challenging
ideas rather than enforcing
them.
Ufe is what's politically
correct - thanks for giving it
a forum.

~jc:.t ¥c.:!.
Margot MtCain
Portland

J{~~
Katie Clark
Portland

Don't bow to
censorship
It seems to be in vogue to
be affronted, nay, outraged, if
life doesn't measure up to
one's particular paradigm/
agenda.
Western dictum: The level
to which one is affronted is
proportional to one's insecurity with an issue. The level
of need to impose structure is

I also feel CB W has been
quite successful at maintaining its integrity while holding
on to its alternative edge, and
we in Portland, Maine,
should be proud of our paper
and the people behind it.

~u~nc~

AIDS scam

Randy Seaver
Portland

Monte Paulsen is being
nothing more than a hypocrite when he publishes
headless images of virtually
nude women while simultaneously writing that "viewing women as objects is the
root of the problem ... "
("Freedom of choice means
having choices," 5.14.92). The
request for Paulsen to
discontinue business with
Mark's Show Place and Video
Expo is not an attempt to
deny that such institutions
exist.
The request is a human
one that calls upon Paulsen to
consistently uphold the ideals
he espouses in the rest of his
paper. No publication is
apolitical or amoral.
"Viewing women as
objects is the root of the
problem ... It is this problem
that we as a concerned
community must address," so
wrote Paulsen. Freedom of
the press does not exempt
Paulsen from his duty as a
member of this community to
practice what he prints!

freedom of choice!

Portland

%?4~~r-

what you print

administration.
Hats off to CBWas well for
the bold move of making the
exotic dancing dilemma their
lead story ... What does a
people's publication do when
it's taking a lot of heat on a
controversial issue? Cover
story! Bravo!
What's everybody so
damn afraid of anyway?
Ufe's process is enough of a
struggle. I think we should
spend a lot less time and
energy on groups' rights and
more on individuals' rights as
well as responsibilities, and
give people what they want

.s:4

CBW: Practice

Djaylan Adams
Freeport

,

Get a grip

Use time and
energy wisely
As a woman and a mother
I am no less than appalled
that others are taking issue
wi th an ad - an ad you can
skip over if you so choose.
When I walk to the library
with my daughter, you can't
just skip over the homeless.
You can't tum the page over
the mentally ill.
Don't people realize there
that are shelters for teenagers
here in Portland? Where is
the indignation over these
things? Are the ads really
worth your time and energy?
The women are doing what
they want, the paper needs
the ad dollars. Get mad about
hate crimes and the AIDS
issue and hungry kids, or
worse yet, kids without
homes. Give a little time to
people who need it.

~/{Jl'T/clhiJ~
Katrina Winchenbach
Portland

Give people
what they want
I would like to thank and
commend CB W for rerunning our "BUSH" T-shirt.
We sincerely hope that the
people so offended by it come
to understand our intentions.
As F.D.R so aptly stated:
'We have nothing to fear but
fear itself." Instead of hiding
the swastika, or hiding hom
it, I feel it should be exposed
and used as a harsh reminder
in places where the many
forms of fascism exist, such
as the kinder gentler fascism of
this hollow and arrogant

So Dr. Owen Pickus thinks
that AIDS cases will double
over the next three years? He
isn't the first to warn of a
potential AIDS explOSion
(6.11.92). First it was 1987,
then '88, '89, '90, '91, '92 and
now '95, Each time the year
of the "explosion" passes
without one, the experts
come up with a tidy excuse
and tell us it's going to
happen the next year.
This doomsday methodology of AIDS activists and
health-care workers isn't
science or medicine, it's
fundraising. If everyone is in
fear of their lives, they'll
hand over their·money and
won't dare question the AIDS
status quo. If people do
doubt, the AIDS intelligentsia
will tell them that their doubt
will get them AIDS. If any
scientist raises some serious
questions about AIDS, HN or
treatments for AIDS, the
intelligentsia labels them as
crackpots and/or
homophobes without
answering their criticisms.
Nice scam, isn't it?
Don't get me wrong: AIDS
is a serious disease and those
who have it should be cared
for. But we should realize
that fear won't cure a disease
and we must question not
only our government, but
also the scientists, health-care
workers and activists who
inform us about AIDS and
take our money. Unfortunately, only the music
magazine Spin has begun to
question the accepted
"truths" of AIDS. The other
news organizations, including CB W, seem to be scared
of tough questions about

AIDS.
It's time for the rest of us
to stop following blindly and
to question the fear-mongers.

~ .~
Dan Short
Portland
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The Casco
Bay Weekly
Calendar.
10 days and
more ways
to be
Informed,
get Involved
and stay
amused.
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections must be
received In writing on the Thunday prior to publication.
Send your Calendar and Listings Information to
Ellen Llburt. Casco Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St.,
Portland, ME 04101.

Entertainment
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• Woodn't it be lovely to slip
on over to Thomas Moser
Cabinetmakers for an opening
tonight? You can do it from
5:30-8, when the "Guild of
Maine Woodworkers Juried
Show 1992" - all sorts of
pieces by 22 cabinetmakers
from 10 counties around the
state - as well as the semifigurative acrylic paintings of
Blue Hill artist Heidi Daub,
will be on view. See 'em
through Aug. 22, Monday
through Friday, 9-5, at the
showroom, 415 Cumberland
Ave., Portland. Call 774-3791
for more info.

• Amazing bass: Drummer
George Schuller, founder &
director of the Boston-based
big band "Orange Then Blue,"
tonight brings to cafe no a trio
cOlJsisting of the "amazing
bass" of ex-Port lander Ben
Street, and Hal Crook, considered by many critics to be the
pre-eminent trombonist
working in the jazz idiom. The
no's located at 20 Danforth St.
Call 772-8114 for details.

• Still a far cry from freedom:
Feminists Agail1st Rape
(F.A.R.) is holding a protest/
rally today at the sites of two
recent sexual assaults. Meet at
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4 p.m. at C&J Trailways bus
station on Marginal Way
(where on June 26 a woman
narrowly escaped sexual
assault) for a brief rally. Then
march to the Fore Street
Parking Garage (where on July
4 a woman was sexually
assaulted) for a big rally at 5.
Show up, stand up and be
counted. Call 772-0208 for info.

• Isn't it romantic? Celebrate
the spirit of romanticism with
"Romanticism Revived: A
celebration of the music and
times of 19th-century Europe,"
an evening of music, dancing
and champagne set in a
Parisian salon of the 184Os.
Recreations of many famous
paintings immortalizing such
musicales will be staged
during the course of the
evening, which is the finale of a
gala weekend sponsored by
Bowdoin Summer Music
Festival. It begins at 9 tonight
in Moulton Union Main
Lounge on the Bowdoin
College campus. Admission is
a donation of $35 to the .
scholarship fund. Call 725-3895
or 725-3322 for tix.
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Donee, donee fo, the "gun h easy;
The tune h catching and will not stop;
Donee till the stan come down from the rafters;
Donee, donee, donee till you drop - Saturday, July 18.
• "I think that I shall never

• What is modem dance?
Doug Varone & Dancers,
company-in-residence for the
1992 Bates Dance Festival,
demonstrate and discuss the
elements unique to modem
dance and explain their
approach to creating new
works. As a model they'll use
the Franco Community/
Varone Dance Project, their
current work-in-progress,
which pays tribute to the local
Franco-American heritage. This
free lecture/demo takes place
at 4 p.m. in Schaeffer Theatre,
Bates College, Lewiston.
Questions? Call 786-6330.
• Uncle Green, a Georgiabased band whose sound has
been likened to a cross between
Squeeze and the popular side
of the Smithereens, plays
tonight at Granny Killam's
Industrial Drink House, 55
Market St., Portland, The
band's been doing gigs all over
the country with the likes of
alternative band The Levellers.

see/ A poem lovely as a tree":
So wrote Alfred Joyce Kilmer
in 1914, proving it with his
poetry beyond a shadow of a
doubt. Kilmer also wrote that
"Poems are made by fools like
me,lBut only God can make a
tree," and he had a point that
the folks at Wolfs Neck
Woods State Park in Freeport
are eager to share.
Today at 2 p.m., Lari Bishop
offers "Talking Trees." Bishop
will introduce visitors to her'
favorite trees, focusing
primarily on how important
they are in the ecosystem here,
as well as what they're good
for in a human resources sense.
For the first time in three
years, the park is able to offer
this and other programs on a
daily basis through July &
August (weather permitting).
They're all free, and begin at 2
by the big signs at the end of
the second parking lot. For
more info, call 865-4465.

"Culnness Book of World Records" holden of Most
Wlnnen In a Came of Musical Chain: Meet 'em
Wednesday, July 22 •
She'll be joined by singersongwriter Radney Foster,
formerly of the duet Foster & '
Lloyd. Get your tickets through
the Portland Performing Arts
box office at 774-0465, or at
Amadeus Music in Portland.
• Worship at the altar of the
Guru of Formatlessness: Tune
in to "Lorenzo's Emotionally
Bankrupt & Morally in Debt/
Four Years of Formatlessness
Anniversary Show" broadcast live from USM and
simulcast on WMPG, 90.9 FM
- today at its usual time, 1-3
p.m. The show is free and open
to the public. Like the fouryear-old program, it'll offer a
mix of live music, comedy,
interviews, telephone calls,
obscure recordings and the
unexpected.

• Livingston Taylor will grace
the stage at Raoul's Roadside
Attraction (865 Forest Ave.)
tonight with his sweet folkrock sound amI thoughtful
lyrics. Shows are at 7 & 10.
Admission's $12. Call 773-6886
for harmonious details.

I
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+ Music to soothe the dead
(and the living): The Andrea
String Trio will play today
from 2:30-3:30 p.m. in front of
the Wild Memorial Chapel in
Evergreen Cemetery on
Stevens Avenue, Portland.
Hear selections by Mozart,
Bach and Beethoven, as well as
a short talk on the history of,
and future plans for, the chapel
by Carrie Peterson, board
member of the Friends of
Evergreen. The concert is free.
Bring along a chair if you don't
want to cozy up to the ants on
the lawn. Call Carlene
Goldman at 780-4864 for more
concert info.
• Rhythm & Blues Cruise:
Ruski's & Rosie's hold their
annual summer cruise tonight.
Celebrants leave the dock of
Casco Bay Ferry Terminal at 7
p.m. and return around 10:30.
Tickets are $14. Call 774-7604
or 772-0656 for more.

They think In sync•.• she sings,
Friday, July 24.

• Boston-based Laurie
Geltman Band -led by folk
rocker Geltman (a former
. member of Vasco da Gama), in
collusion with violinist Daniel
Kellar - will be the special
guests of acoustic, countryinflected rockers The Moxie
Men tonight at 9 at Raoul's
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest
Ave., Portland. Ca1l77~
for details.
+ It's all over this year for Big
Sounds From All Over, as
Mary-Chapin Carpenter wraps
up a fine season of performances. Carpenter, who won a
Grammy this year for Best
Country Vocalist, is changing
the face of country music with
her sophisticated lyrics, downand-dirty rock backup band
and her predilection for the
solo, acoustic-guitar playing
ways of the folk tradition.

Join the reunion when Siald Cleaves and the Moxie
Men get It together Friday, July 24.

• Deering Oaks Family
Festival begins today and runs
through July 26. Sponsored by
the Chamber ofCommerce of
the Greater Portland Region,
this humongous annual affair
is now in its 11 th year. In
addition to the festivities, the
festival offers a sense of
community as warming as a
summer night in Deering Oaks.
For a complete schedule of
events, check out the insert in
this issue of CBW.

Cover is three bucks. Call 7612787 for more.
• "Beyond Vietnam: Lessons
Unlearned": Veterans for Peace
are showing Steve Bentley's
recently completed video
"Beyond Vietnam: Lessons
Unlearned," tonight at 7 in
Woodfords Church, 202
Woodfords St., Portland. The
video shows Bentley's work in
Maine classrooms, where he
tries to dispel the military
macho myth perpetuated by
our soCiety. Find out more by
calling 772-1442.

M

The circus comes to
Sunday, July 19 when Roberts
Brothers Three Ring Circus
Under the Big Top hits
Westbrook's Riverbank Park
on Main Street for shows at 3
and5p.m.
Don't let summer pass you
by without whiffing again the
peanuts and sawdust, ogling
the jugglers, elephants ana
acrobats, or losing yourself
once more in the transformative possibilities of the circus.
Though the circus isn't
exactly a cheap thrill, it's cheap
enough - for the sense of
timeless wonder it conjures.
Advance tickets are $6 for
adults, $4 for kids and seniors;
$8 or $6 at the door. Call David
DiTomaso at 974-5184 or 8544886 for more
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ONLY 2-1/2 MILES TO l.l. BEAN

"Songs That
Got Us Through
World War D"
with

Duncan Slade
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Opt" 24 HollIS a Dab 7 DaJla W,d
548 Congress SL
Portland· (207) TRY-ABES

I
Come to Freeport,
and Visit...
I
Desert
I
I· : - ~ of Maine
I . Maine's Famous
I Natural Phenomenon
I GianI Sand Dunes. Narrated
I Coach Tours· Nature Trails
I
• Sand Artist ·1 783 Bam
I • World 's largest Sand Painting

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

• Gift Shop. Store

:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Off U,S. Route 1 and 95
• Desert Rd. • Dept. CB.
Freeport 04032
Open May 8th
to October 12th
Tel. (2Q7) 865-6962
WITH THIS AD, $1 OFF
ADULT ADMISSION
UMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON

ALSO, CAMPING AVAlUlBlE

~ '13intliJtS

I
I
~

PRIVATE GARDEN

U LL· greal beer &wine
,

• July 16

GEORGE SCIlULLER TRIO
willt trombonist

HAL CROOK
o

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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'tA77 : ~:: music
July 17& 18

mE EImERJORCHESTRA
eall for reeervatiou
• July 22
Vlnla«e Repertory Co.'.
"JACQUES BRELL..."
o July 23
LINDSEY HORNER TRIO
reeervationi welcome

"Io.ed oundaya till labor day
clo""d monday.
20 danforllt al •• 772-8114

... at!he end of a stressfij day witt1
the latest CJld best of rIIi1N age

CAFE CIDCKEN
SAlAD

on tape and CD

[h.(il
·,,··~ .. ,e ..1
CDa • TAPES. VIDEOS
0rIy 15min. 110m Por1IancI

YARMOUTH MARKETPlACE
Vormou1h, ME (207) 846-4711
Open 7 days a week. 1010 10

".

PATIO

widl
Hooey Mustard DressiIw

Enjoy Breakfast or
Lunch Outdoorsl
See us before the
Deering Oaks Festival

$3.95

7/2t-7/26

(Qraled 0Ud<en Breast
OnABedq
Fresh Greens)

Breakfast M-F 6 to 11 :lOAM
Lunch M-F,11 :45-2PM
All Day Breakfast
Sat 6AM-2PM Sun 8AM-2PM

Qg;,EnietGi:..rS'Niglli. •

~ Lisd.fol'au for info;' ,.

·
a

presents

I . _, •
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98 Portland Street
Opposite Main Po>t Offtce
. Portland 773-2096

•
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"j\si .Spl

by Michael Frayn
directed by Suze AUen
July 8th through August 2nd
Wednesday·Sunday at 8:00pm

For infonnation Ind reser;alions,

contact The Theater Project
It J4 School SL,

Brunswici, ME 04011, m·8584.

20 0Isc0 &y YoUkly

Ocean
A
'Park Association

.
presmts the

Maine's

Chaukuqua.by-the-Sea

Entertainment

112th Season
Concerts • Plays • Recitals • Lectures.
Seminars • Worship Services

Omlimltti frr1m 1()'4IIy CALENDAR

SILVER
SCREEN
A l8iIgue of TheIr Own

For a complete schedule of all events and to reserve tickets, call
934-9068, or write OPA. Box 296, Ocean Park, ME 04063
(Ocean Park Is one mile south of Old Orchard Beach)

THOMAS MAPFUMO

aad Tbe Blacks Ualimited
15 piece orcbestra fro. Zimbabwe

In 1943, all the baseball-playing men
were at war OIIQI'SQas and woman wen!
glvoo thair chance to play professional
ball. Penny Marshall directs this c0medy about the All-Amorican Girls Pr0fessional Baseball League. stll'ring
Gaona Davis, Lori Petty, Tom Hanks
and Madonna.
. .man Aeturns
Batman(MichaeI Keaton) reiLmB to battle
the combined forces of the Penguin
([)amy DeVrtol, an8YiI indusIriaIist(Christopher Walken) and the Catwoman
(Micheile Pfeiffer). Directed by Tim Bu-ton. Lotsa action c.1~ mask the lack of
a coheslve plot.
IIMuty 8IId the . . .t

Disney's animated extravaganza based
on the fairy tate.
Beethown
Suburban paAIIlIs 01 three, played by
Charles Grodn m Bomle Hunt, have
to deal with a Sl Bernard that joins and
disrupts their household. ThoughI-pro-

Friday, July 17
Portland Performing
Arts Center
25A Foresl Averue
Tickets $15

yoking.

Call 774-0465

Also available at

Amadeus Records.

Sponsored by:

COOKIN

,

TIffiFOOD
"Loved the roast beef_ We'll be back for it."
"The veggies were fresh, crisp, unusual - very satisfying."
"Superb! The entrees were a bit big.:'
,
..
"You must enter your chowder in this year s Chih and Chowder
Challenge. I've had it twice and it's the best."
"If I had room I know the dessen would be scrumptious."
"Best strawberry shortcake in 2 or 3 years."
"Fantastic cuisine at reasonable prices - food was perfectly
prepared and served hoL"
"Bitchin' food!"

TIffi SERVICE
"We had Jim. Every time we come here the service is incredible."
"Service by Doodle is an enjoyable experience."
"So very glad that Meredith is back! We love her!".
.
"Camille was friendly and attentive; she was unbelievably qUick
but we didn't feel rushed_"
"Ken is a wonderful waiter_ Give him a raise!"
"Elizabeth tolerated our kids in a friendly, charming way."
"We had Julie_ Where did you get such a wonderful waitress?"
"Joanne was excellent - very friendly and pleasant."
"What a friendly, welcoming staff!"

TIffi PRICES
"The Blue Plate is a very good value."
"Large portions for very reasonable prices."
"Very reasonable for such excellent food."
"If we say your prices are excellent, they will go up!"

TIffiATMOSPHERE
"I like the zillions of different salt 'n pepa shakers."
"Your place is good for people watching."
"Love the ladies room."
"We always enjoy coming here. Great food and comfortable
atmosphere. A treat at the end of a gray day."
"We enjoy coming here and it's a pleasure to bring our guests."
"We live in New York and this is our favorite reastaurant. We come
in whenever we pass through Portland on our way north."
"I love this place! Don't change a thing!"
.

,~~0)~
774.1740. SPRING AND HIGH STREET

MON-THURS 5PM -lOPM

e

FRI AND SAT 5PM - llPM

Man Troubl.
Whle housesitting tor her sister, 8 classical
singer (Elan Barkin) notices the home's
S8CII1Iy gata Is broken ;wKj begins to feel

threatened. Enter Harry Bliss (Jack
N~. aeon man posing as an attack
dog trainer. who wants to court the singer
as much as train her new dog. With Beverly
D'Angelo as the slster.llis film marks the
r8lIIionof Nicholson with the director (Bob
Ralelson) and screenwriter (Carole
Eastman) of "Five Easy Pieces."
MecilterTllMO

Early in Worid War II, an oddbelleontingent
of Itaian sotdiers arrilles on a Greek Island
withthe mission of guarding it lor Mussolinl.
The Greek men have been taken prisoner,
so the sotdiers find themseN~ in something akin 10 paradise - a beautiful island
YiIageWlabiled r:df btjwelcoming women,
childroo and a priest.
My Cousln VInny

Joe Pesd plays the Inept Brooklyn lawyer who comes to the rescue ot his
cousin and a friend (Ralph Macchio and
Mitchell Whitfield). college students
wrongly accused 01 murder in a rural
Alabama town. Featues a deliciously
tawdry perfomlance by Marisa Tornei as
Pesci's bodysuiI-dad girttriend, and a
great cameo by FAid Gwynne.
PatrtotGanlft
Harrison Ford steps in fer Alec Baldwin
as CIA analyst Jack Ryan in this sequel
to "The Hunt fer Red October." International terrorists and an IRA splinter group
target Ryan and his family after Ryan
foils their a118I1'llt to kidnapa member ot
England's royal family. Also featuring
Anne Archer as Ryan's wife and Thora
Birch as their daughter.
"nocchlo
Disney's animated classic about a
wooden puppet who must prove timsen
worthy 01 being a real boy.
The Player
Insider Hollywood satire about a movie
exec suspected of haYing murdered a
screenwriter. (Doesn·t happen otlen
enough.) Starling Tim Robbins and
Whoopi Goldberg, with cameos by half
the big names in Tinseltown.
Prelude to • KI ••
Meg Ryan and Alec Batdwin play newtyweds whose lives are dramatically altered by an uninvited guest at their wedding reception. When the guest, atanninallyil old man, kisses the bride. his SOIA
switches places with hers. challenging
the bridegroom's unconditionallOYe fer
his new wife. Also features Kathy Bates.

Boom.... ng
Eddie Murphy stars as a womanizer who
changes his ways when he falls in love
with another exec at his company (Robin
Givens) who's as hard-boiled and professionatly driven as he - and as unattainable romantically. Features Halle
Beny and Grace Jones. Directed by
Reginald Hudlin ("House Party").
Cool World
Director Ralph Bakshl oombines live
Patty ClU<a and Ned Beatty.
aclion and animation inthlsmurder mysSl8ter
Act
tery about a cartoonls! (Gabriel Byrne)
A trashylolllge singer(Whoopi Goldberg)
who finds himsen putled Into the tantasy
goes Into hiding in a convent after witwOOd he's created. Kim BasInger plays
nessingacrime.Shetakesoverthecholr
an animated seductress who. like
and transmutes them Into superb jazz
Pinocchio. orI:t wants to be real.
singers. thereby attracting the attention
Encino Man
of the thugs involved in the murder.
Two lllpopt.W t8fJl\8ge bc7js l.Il88I1h
stranger Among U.
and thaw a trozoo Neanderthal man.
Melania Griffith slars as Emily Eden. a
They errol tim In school as a foreign
hard-nosed Irish cop who goes underexchange studfJllt, ther'eb'j gairing 111cover
10 find a kiler in the instAar commuexpacled popUariIy.
nity 01 the Haskim. an orthodox sect of
Far 8IId Aw.,
Jews. OIling the investigation she lab in
A tlm-Of-the-cenn.y Irish laborer 00love with the murdered man's best friend
dures llardshlpln Bre. then In an IIIlIkely
(Eric Than, who ~t happens to be the son
tLm of events. flees Ireland with the wellof the rebbe. the community's leader. Dito-do daughter of the rich Iandord who
rect8d by Sidney WlI1IIl
oppressed his family and tails In love
Toto
I. Her08
with her In America. Starring Tom Cruise
A disgruntled old ITWI Is convinced thai
and Nicole Kidman.
life passed him by because he was
Frted Green Tom.t_
switched at birth with a weatthy neighM OYfJlWeight and neglected housewife
bor. lnhisayesthewealthyneighborhas
befriends a lonely older woman living In
stolen his life, and after 60 years of
a rest home. TheydeYeIopaclosefrtendbroocing. the old man plots his revenge.
ship as the older woman spins a tate
Un."....
.. Soldier
about two intimate female friends In the
A reporter discovers a secret government
'30s. Her story helps restore the
experiment 10 creallthe ultimate fighting
hougewife's joie de vivnI. Stars Jessica
machines. genelicalty engineered soldiers
Tandy. Kathy Bates, Mary Stuart
made from dead Gis. But a ftaw il the
MasIer1lOll and Mary LoUse Parleer.
programming 01 the six prototypes enHoMr. I BI_ Up the KId
ables them 10 break free from their masWayr.e Szatink3i (Rick MoranIs), the same
ters. In the ensuing balUe. one (played by
scatterbnlined Inventor who shrank his
Jeen-Claude Van Damme) struggles to rekids, now finds his probIeme magnified
gain his lost humanity, subdue his rampagwhen he accidentaJly zaps his son Adam
ing companions and protect the reporter.
with an enlarging ray. Not surprisingly.
Also starring Dolph WIdgren.
the towering toddler. who grows to 112
1ae1, wraaks ha\'OC on his family's 111suspecting commllllly. Also starring
MarcIa Strassman.
Howard. End
In this adaptallr;rt of E.M. Forster's
novel, the clash between dif1erent segments of -tv 2OIh-century British
society Is reftected In the relations
between the bohemian Schlegel sist8l'S and the convoolional Wilcox tamUy. stars Vanessa Redgrave, Mthony
Hopkins. EtTYna ThOl'JllSOfl and Helena Bonham-Carter.

H_ltter
Gokie Hawn plays a con lWIist who has
aone-f'li!tll standwllhan arctlitect (steve
Martin). moves into the ITWI'S home and
pnrtendsto be his wite while trying to win
his heart.
LethIII Weapon II
Vet another enoore fer the ha'dcore.
Murtaugh has plans to retire but can·t
heip being sucked into one last free-ferall caM - this time Invotmg stolen
fil1llllTllS from the police depIrtmant with pam- Riggs. SIlIrs Danrry Glover
and Met Gibson.

Nter a yOlllg couple's home is vandalized, the police officer assigned to their
caM begins to terrorize them. starring
KlXt Russell. Madeline Stowe m Ray
Uotta, who does a nasty tLm as the cop.
White Men Can't Jump
Acomedy-ci'wna in which Wasley Snipes
i JlIIgIe F8Yer") and WOtXtt HarrIIIsOn
(TVs "Cheers") team up to make money
scarnning other beskAltball players on
LA's pIaygro4nts. Great dialogue. Great
basketball.

WHmE'S
WHAT

July 16, 1992

Due to scheduling changes after
CBW goes to pr8$S, movie goers
are advis«:t to confirm times
with theatres..

General Cinemas
Maine Mati
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland
774-1022
Dates effective July 17-23
L.thal W . .pon 3 (R)
1:40,4:15,7,9:35
F.r .nd AWfI'/ (PO)
6:50,9:40
Hou_ltter (PO)
12:30,2:50,5:20.7:30, 10
BoolMl'llng (R)

1 :30,4:05,7:10,9:50
P....ud. to. KI_(PO-13)
12:15, 2:35, 5, 7:25, 10
Honey. I Blew Up tM Kid (PO)
12:15. 2:30, 4:40, 7:20, 9:30
stranger Among U.(PO-13)
12:20, 2:45, 5:10. 7:30, 9:55

Hoyts Clark's Pond
333 aarx's Rd .. S_ Portland
879-1511
DaI8S effeclive July 17-23
a.tn-. R.turnll (PO-13)
12:30,3:20,6:30,9:20
alat_ Act (PO)
1:30, 4:20, 6:50, 9:10
Unlawful Entry (R)
12:50,3:10,7:20,9:50
PIItrIot O'.... CR)
3:50,7:10,9:45
Plnocchlo (0)
1:40
A LMllue of Thelr OWn (PO)
12:40,3:30,7,9:30
Universal SOldl.... (AI
1. 3:40. 7:30. 9:55
Cool Wortd (PO-13)
1:10.4,6:40,9
M.n Troubl. (PO·13)
1 :20, 4:10, 7:40, 10

The Movies
10 Exchange St., Portland
772-9600
Matin.s Sat & SUn
Medlterran_

July 15-21
Wed-Tues 7, 9; Sat-Sun 1, 3
Toto I. Hero. (PO·13)
July 22-26
Wed-Fri 7, 9; Sat-Sun 1, 7

Nickelodeon
Temple and Midde streets,
Portland
772-9751
DaI8S effeclive July 17-23
....hoven(PO)

1:20,4:20
Whit. Men Can't Jllmp (R)
7:10,9:45
T1M Play_ (R)

1,4, 6:50, 9:35
Fried 0 _ To ...._
(PO·13)
12:40,3:40,6:40,9:20
My CousIn Vinny (A)
12:50,3:50,7,9:40
8Muty and the 8M.. (0)
1:10,4:10, 7:20, 9:30
Howard. End (PO)
12:30.3:30,6:30,9:25

Pride's Corner
Drive-In
651 Bridgton Road, Weetbrook
797-3154
DaI8S effective July 17-23
8Muty and tM ..... (0)
8:25
Encino Man (PQ)
9:55

Tom Blgonglar. D. . Penetler .nd J_mlah Kissel (left to right)
bring St. t-n. prototypical femlnlat, to Itf. at Monmouth,

Exalting language at Monmouth
If you haven't yet been to the Theater at Monmouth, make it your
business to get there this season. It'll convince you that Maine has
genuine culture as well as natural beauty.
With its dome, frescoes and violin-shaped balcony, the theatre
itself is gorgeous. Designated the "Maine State Shakespearean
Theater" by the state Legislature in 1975, it simply has a wonderful
feel to it. It shares the nearly centuryo{)ld Cumston Hall with
Monmouth's town offices and library. Outside, patrons can enjoy
coffee and pastries while browsing through a tiny shop sparsely
stocked with authentic Maine crafts and books. The evening is an
experience that's well worth the beautiful drive to Monmouth.
The productions, happy to say, are worthy of their elegant venue.
The pre-season presentation of Samuel Beckett's "Waiting for
Codot" exceeded my expectations.
This is a play that will break your heart. But chances are you
won't be crying for the characters, two desperate, homeless tramps.
You'll be weeping for yourself as you realize the similarities of their
lives to your own, and laughing at life's absurdities. Indeed. it was
this play that inspired the term "theater of the absurd ."
"Waiting for Godot" is the story of Vladimir and Estragon,
vagabonds who have endured life together for a very long time.
Their relationship. full of ritual
and bickering, is like that of an
old married couple who can't live
with or without one another.
Their lives have no purposeThe Theat... at Monmouth la
located In Cumaton Han, Main
they spend each day waiting for
Street, Monmouth. For more
Godot - whom they are sure will
Info ... Stage Llstlnga or can
change everything and "explain it
the box offk••t 933-2952 or
all." Of course, Codot never
933-9999.
comes. Meanwhile they make
frantic attempts, as Estragon puts it, to "find somet,lting to give us
the impression we exist." "Nothing to be done," they occasionally
mutter; the utterance is almost like a tic.
Michael O'Brien's Vladimir is perfect. I was amazed at his
performance; he has the energy of a small boy whose vitality is
repeatedly punctured by the cruel circumstances of his existence.
When, in the midst of giddy laughter, he doubles over in chronic,
untreated physical pain, his agony is palpable. This is O'Brien's 17th
season at Monmouth, and he has r\>les in each of this year's prod uctions.
There is just one more performance of "Godot," on Tuesday, July
21. Catch it if you possibly can.
"St. Joan," by George Bernard Shaw, is running throughout the
summer, as are two Shakespearean plays, "Macbeth," and "A
Midsummer Night's Dream."
] saw "St. Joan," and this production also is rich, lively and fastmoving - a good thing, since Shaw can be wordy and difficult to
absorb. But Shaw's sense of humor is marvelous; this is a play
written in the 19th century about the 15th century, and yet its humor
and language feel up-to-<late. The acting is excellent; we see real
people, not actors confining themselves to a stylized form.
Jeremiah Kessel, who plays Estragon in "Godot," also has a lead
role in "51. Joan" as Robert de Baudricourt. He is riveting and
powerful in the role, a complete departure from his work in
"Codot," which while entertaining, has a touch of Catskills schtick.
Dee Pelletier plays St. Joan with freshness and spirit_ She is perfect
as the young warrior saint who was an apostle of nationalism, a
Catholic martyr, and, while this term was still 500 years from usage,
a feminist.
You might wonder why a Maine summer theater would not
choose lighter fare than Beckett, Shaw and Shakespeare.
"The playwrights chosen are those with timeless themes,"
explained Managing Director George Carlson. "Box office-wise, we
might sell more tickets with something by Neil Simon. But the
physical space of this building cries out for the kinds of plays we put

sta e

on."
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161 I'etOIU IT • OLD PORT • 718-1898

Carlson also pointed out that Shakespeare was the primary
impulse behind the theater's founding 23 seasons ago; the mission
has traditionally been to exalt the use of language_ "Language,"
noted Carlson, "is very important, the ability of a play to transport
you to another place and put you in another's shoes."
Echoed Beckett and Shaw Director Christopher Rock: "I find
echoes of Codot all the time in my life."
All of these authors sound echoes in our lives; the productions at
Monmouth give them thunderous voices_

Omlmlltti 011 p!Jse 22
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Entertainment

How to use

"An Unfinished SongMad Horse Theatre Company presents
a new rnusica1 by James J . MellonaboUl
searching for love and fuWilimenl In lhe
modem world JIIy 21 -Aug 16 - TuesSat. 8 pm; Sun. 7 pm-attheMadHorse
Theatre. 955 Forest Ave. Portland. Tile
$15Tues-Thurs.$17 Fri-5un. 797-3338.

find

us

CAsco &y WeelcJy's office is at
551A Congress St. in downtown Portland. We are open
Monday through Friday from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
How to

find

the paper

Every Thursday, CAsco Boy
Waily distributes 24,500 copies
at 260 high-traffic locations. To
find a d istribution site near you,
call Customer Se<,ice Manager
Robyn Barnes at 77S-6601 .
CAsco Boy Weekly is available
free of charge, limited to one
copy per reader. No person
may take more than one copy of
each issue of CAsco Boy Weekly
witho ut written permission

STAGE CON
CERTS

••
I
SUMMER COLORS OF BENETION

ooc.mIY-'"

WnchimCenterStageTheatrepresents
a musical about a young orphM girl who
~ enchanted with and joins the
carnival. July 31-Aug 18 - Fri-Sat. 7
pm; Sun. 2 pm - al Windham Com/nJnity Center. WiI1dtlan. Tix: $8. $5 seniors and children under 12. $1
praschoolars. 892-0241.
Com.dlan. TIm F.rr.n, Jo.nne
Ct.a. . . . Kevin Shone
ask Iha age-old question: 00 you fear
mimes. sad clowns and puppetry? Than
you'U love the improvisational comedy
Of this demented trio. who take audience
ideas and transfonn them nto two hous
of comic mayhem. Admission Is $3. Every Thur5day at 8 pm at the Cave. 29
Forest Ave. 879-0070.
Rick .nd Jackl. DIIvI.
team up for an evening of comedy and
mime plus Iaam dozens of useless skills.
such as yodelling and advanced aye
crossing July 18 - Sal. 8 pm - al
Celebration Bam Theatre. Stock Fann
Road. S. Paris. Tix: $6. $3.50 chikl,....
743-&452.
"Jacqu. . llrel I. Alive .nd Well and
Living In Parl.Vintage Reper10ry Company presents a
musical review of the wOfks Of ~
Brei. Belgian singer/songwriter. from
June 26-Sapt 4 - Fri. 8 pm - July 15 &
29. Aug 12 - Wed. 8 pm - at Jonian
Hall. Temple Avenue. Ocean p8/I(. Old
Orchard Beach. Tix: $7 . $9. Performances aIao JIIy 22 . Aug 5 & 19 at 8 pm
at cafe no. 20 Danforth St. Portland. TIx:
$10. For rTlOAI info call 8~654.

UNITED COLORS
OF BENETTON.

56 Main St. Freeport, ME 865-6369

rr-------------·---------------·-·-·-·-·---·-·-·-·-·-.---------•. .,.,

.ECOLOGY HOUSE
Gifts of Environmental Consciousness

from the publisher.

.J

How to buy a back Issue
Back issues and extra copies

of the curre nt issue are available
for $1 each at our office. Mailed
copies are $2 each.
How to subscribe

c.sco &y Weekly is available
by mail. SubscriptiOns cost $29
for six months or 549 for one
year, payable in advance.
H_ to place

a

classified

If you have a MasteICard or
Visa, you can place your ad
simply by calling 77S-1234.
Otherwise, you can fax, mail or
deliver your ad in person. All
classified ads must be received
by 6 p.m. on Monday for that
Thursday's issue, and all must
be paid in advance.
How to list your event

To have your meeting or
event listed in "Entertainment
Weekly: mail or fax complete
infonnation to Arts Editor Ellen
Uburtlnclude ail the details
and don't forget to include a
phone number. Usting
infonnation must be received in
writing by noon on the
Thursday preceeding the issue
in which the listing is to appear.
How to submit

a letter

Usco &y Wttkly welcomes
letters on al1 topics, but will not
print unsigned letters or letters
that have been sent to other
publications. Letters are printed
in the order they are received,
on a space-avallable basis.
Be brief and to the point
Letters of more than 300 words
may be edited for length. Be
sure to include your signature,
full name, address and daytime
phone number. (Addresses and
phones are for verification only
and wil1 ~ol be printed.)
How to submit

a correction

c.sco &y Wttkly strives to

-.I

THE ECOLOGY HOUSE
AT THE MAINE MALL HAS MOVED!!!

report the news fairly and
accurately. If we have pUblished
a misstatement, we wil1
endeavor to correct it quickly
and in an appropriate piace in
the newspaper. Please contact
News Editor Monte Paulsen
about mistakes in news stories.
Please rontact Arts Editor Ellen
Uburt about mistakes in
"Entertainment Weekly."

While awaiting construction on our permanent
space we will be located on the left as you
approach Jordan Marsh. We look forward to
greeting you in our new location.

-""118 Christ SUpe..uo"

And to help you find us, we are offering a

10% D SC

T

with this coupon when you come to
our new temporary location ...
• Products Supporting Animal Issues· Educational
Games. Recycled Paper Products • Ecological Items •

775-4871
49 Exchange st. Old Port

775-7441
Maine Mall

._---------------------------_._

JAL
SPORTSWEAR
Buy One Bottom,
Get the 2nd One
For $5.001··
JONES
NEW YORK
SEPARATES
Buy One,
Get Another"
For 50% Ol'f'!··
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THURSDAY 7.18
c.IdeI wood Conaort
(ctassicaI) 7:30 pm. St. Alban's Ch~.
885 Shore Road. Cepe Elizabeth. Tix:
$4. 7~-7375.
Chand.... BMd
(popIJar) 7:30 pm. Fort Allen p8/I(. Free.
874-e793.
Anlll CI.rIl
(folk/rock) 12 pm. Tommy's p8/I(. Portland. Free. 772-6828.
" - t Rea_, plano
(classica1) 8 pm. Corthell Concer1 Hall.
USM at Gorham. Free. 780-5265.
Upbeat! conc;ert
(classk:a) 8 pm. MoUton Union llx6lge.
Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Bach's
Suite fOf" Solo Guitar. Copeland's Plano
Variations. Mendelssohn's Octet for
Strings. TIll: $5. 725-3895.

FRIDAY 7.17
1M A c.ppeU. Felln
(tunaroUS hannonies) 7:30 pm. Waldren
Audtorium. WaynfieteSchool. Portland.
$6 donation. 772~1 .
J.me I.8redo and
Roblneon
(c:Iassica) 8 pm. 51. Jom·sChl.rch. P1easant Streat. Brunswick. Brahms' 00IbIe
Concert. Zwiiich's Double Concerto.
Uszt's The Bells of Strasbourg Cathedral. TIX: $12. 725-3895.
Thorn•• Maprumo. Blacks Unllmlt.d
(world beat) 8 pm. Portland Per10rming
Arts Center. 25A Forest Ave. Tix: $15.
761-0591 .
Judy Mlch. .l. 8Md
(c:o.nry) 12 pm. Morunant Square. Portland. Free. 712-6828.
1M Old Tlme Radio Gang
(coootry) 8 pm. Heffeman Center. 51.

Maine State Music Theater stages
Webber and Rice's rnusica1 July 7 -25Tues-Sat. 8 pm; Wed. Fri & Sal (first
week of each new program). 2 pm; Tues.
Thurs. Sat (second week). 2 pm - at
Pickard Theatre. Memorial Hall. Bowdoin
College. Brunswick. TIx: $12-$24. For
reservations call 725-e789.
"lettice. LOYllg."
Ogunquit Playhouse presents Peter
Schaffer's comedy July 13-25 - MenTues. Fri-Sat. 8 :30 p!D; Wed-ThIn. 2:30
pm and 8:30 pm - on State Road.
OgU'lQlit. TIx: $19. 846-2402.
Joseph's CoIIege.Whites Bridge Road.
HI... Stat. a.11 ..
Standish. Free. 892-6766 .
will conduct informal lact... performances each Wed eve at 7. through Aug Portl.nd SymphonJ Orch. .t ..
(Rogers & Hammerstein) 7:30 pm. Fort
12. aI Iha Univer.sity of New England's
Williams p8/I(. Cape 8izabeth. Advance
cmnpus center. BiddeIord Included in
Tix: $36 for family of four. $12. $10 for
the one-hoIJ' pe/forman08S wil be exchiklren. senior citizens and groups of
cerpts from "Alee in Wonder1and" and
10 or more; at gate: $40. $15. $12. n3"Stars and Stripes Forwer.' Free. For
8191 .
rTlOAI info call 878-3032 or 283-()171 .

"Melody Hour MurderS"
at The Mystery Cafe Oimar Theatre.
Baker's Table Banquet Room. 434 Fore
St. Portland. ShowS wary Saturday at 8.
For info and reservations cal 693-3083
Cormorant Chamber ....,...
or 1-800-e34-3063.
(claSSical) 8 pm. 92 Atlantic Ave.
"HolM. Oft"
Boothbay. Mozart's Quartet for Oboe
Thaaler Project presents a satire on the
and Strings; Britten's Phantasy Ouartat
Inner workings Of theater and people
for Oboe and Strings; Beethoven'sString
July 8-Aug 2 -Wed-&.!. 8 pm - al14
Trio In Eftat. opus 3. TIlI$10. $5 students
School St. Brunswick. TIll: $10. $8 sawith 10. 833-3938.
riors and students. 729-8584.
Tom~
"Noodle DoodI. Bo..
(folk) 8 pm. Heffernan Center. 51.
The VIntage Repertory CofT1lanY preJoseph's CoIIege.WhiteS Bridge Road.
sents West Gennany's most popular
Standish. Free. 892-8766.
chiklren's play JIIy 22 & 29 and Aug 5.
Schooner Fa..
12 & 19 - 4 pm - -' Jordan Hall.
(folkl 7:30pm. TheChautauqua-By-ThBTerJ1lkI A _. ~ P.-k, Old OrSea Assembly Center. Temple A _ .
chaId Beach. TIll: $4. 828...a54.

SATURDAY 7.18

ec-n Park. TIll: $10 . 934-5034.

SUNDAY 7.19
Andr.a String Trio
(classica) 2 :30 pm. at Wikle Memorial
Chapel. Evergreen Cemetery. St8ll8OS
Ave. Free. Bri'1g iawnchairsorblankets.

.. of equal or lesser value
.. "selected items

t.o,
Cuco Bay W ....ly
551A Con!i"." st.

~I",

Portl.nd, MI 0410l
207775660l

t..7751615

NEW SUMMER HOURS:
Mon thru Sat 9-9
Sun 10-6

31 Main Street
The Mikasa Building
WE MAKE NEWS MAT11R

Freeport, ME e 865-3158

"'ron

• amIth Dance

Modem c:honIOgf8pheIs JoanIe Smith
and Daniel Shapiro perfonn original
woIIaI with IheIrCOl11'8f'lll JIIy 25 - sa.
8 pm - III Sc:hMffer TheaInI. Bat.
Collage. Lewiston. TIll: $12. fT sanIors
and studentS. 786-e181.

780-4864 .
M. . . Baroque E_bl.
(classical) 7:30 pm, The ChautauquaBy-The-Sea Assembly Center. Temple
Averua. ~ Parlt TIll: $3. $1 children. 934-5034.
Art f'.e.1 and John Wonie)'
(jazz) 7:30. Kemabw1kport Inn. Dock
Squ.-e.~.Free. 7~780.

..udent cOM«t
(classical and jazz) 2 pm. CortheI C0nSc:hooIloI.eArtsCentarat$eb8g0 lJIkAI
cert HIli. USM GorI1Im. Free. 780-5285.
~ I family nuIcaIl'IMJ8 July 98tudent concert
Aug 2 - Tlus-Sal. 8 pm; SUn. 5 pm (cIIIsaicaI) 7:30 pm, I<rftga Audtcrium.
at the junction 01 routes 114 IWId 35.
VIsual Arts Center. Bowdoin College.
Sebago VIllage. TIx: $8. $Ii chIdnIn. $4
BrwISWick. 00nalI0n: $2. 725-3895.
cI1iklren LI1der 12 on ThIn. 842-3743.

-runeefromT_"
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MONDAY 7.20

TUESDAY 7.21

OmlimleJl from 1"'se 20

How to

July 16, 1992
Leg.nd (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton Ume Rock.t. (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
St.Portland. 774~ .
Moutton St. Portland. 774-0444.
Th. Zen Tl1ckat... (Dead cover band) Bob Marl., (comedy) RaouI 's Roadside
Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest
Altraction. B65 Forest Ave. PtkI. m....... Albert
Ava . ~. 773~ .
6886.
(foIk/jaZZ) 12 pm. Maine Savings Plaza
Portland. Free. m-6828.
• The a.nd... (classic rock) Spring Point The Mald_(ctassio'originairock)Spring
Cafe. 175 Pickett St. S . Ptkl. 787-4627.
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St. S. Portland.
787-4627.
Jenny Woodman (rock) T-Birds, 126 N.
Boyd St. Portland. 773-e040.
Lou & the Sk.leton Craw (aooustic)
Curt a....tt. (acoustic) Tipperary Pub
Wharfs End. 52 Wharf St. Portland. n30093.
Sheraton Tara Holel. S. Ptld. n5-e161:
Llttl. Slater (rock) The Wrong Brother.;' Open Mlc Night with Th. Cool Whip.
DIll.. Meredith Belcher
Pub at Port Biliards. 39 Forest Ave.
(b.y .o. jam) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at
(organ) 7:30 pm. City Hall Auditorium.
PorUand. n5-1944.
Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave Portland.
389 Congress St. Portland. Donation.
n5-1944.
•
874-M38.
V.lvet Cruah .nd Th. Brood (rock)
Zootz. 31 FOf"est Ave. Ptkl. n3~187 .

DANCING

WEDNESDAY 7.22 SATURDAY 7.18
concert

OIImper FeatlYIII
(co:nt~ classical) 8 pm. Mouhon
Unton. Bowdoin College. Brunswick.
Bartok's Rhapsody for Cello. Crumb's
Apparition. Currier's Clockwork
Corigliano's Poem in October. Tix: $5:
725-3895 .
Oldobe"... GennM a.nd
(traditional Garman) 7 pm. Mill Creek
p8/I(. S. Portland. Free. 767-7650.
Oppoelt. . Attract
(foIWock) 12 pm. CongressSquare. Portland. Free. n2-6828.
Vlrelal Co.-ort
~ to contemporary) 8 pm. Olin
Arts.CenterConcert Hall. Bates College.
LeWiston. TIx: $4. S2seniorcitizensand
full-time students. 786-6135.

UPCOMING
E.r1y Music on the C.pe
7123192 (claSSical) 7:30 . 51. Alban 's
ChLn:h. 885 Shore Road. Cape Elizabath. Tlx: $4. 767-7375.
M.,-y-Ch.,.ln c.rpent...
7/24192 (coootry) 8 pm. Portland City
Hall. 389 Congress St. Portland. Tix :
$17. 7744Ul5.
DuncWl Cumlng
7/28192 (pianist) 7:30 pm. The
Chautauqua-By-The-Sea Assembly
Center. T8fI1)Ie Avenue. 0c8NI p8/I(.
Till: $3. $1 children. 934-5034.
Bob a.g.,.Ila and John Wonler
7126192 Qazz)7:30. Kennabu~lm.Ootk

aott. D.nce, Inc_, Thompson's Point
Second F100rBIdg 1A, Portland . Smoke:
Mllril F.mngton (acoustic) Bramhall Pub
and chem-free dances with swing. Latin
769 Congress st. 773-9873.
•
& ballroom music Fridays from 9-12 pm
Elth.r/Orch•• tr. Oazz) cafe no . 20
& Sundays from 3-6 pm. $5. n3-3558.
Dantorth St. Portland. n2-e114
Scumflow... and Strglflecl (~gina1 Th. LIving Tr.e CUItUN Club, 45
DantorthSt. Portland. African. woridbeat.
grungelha-d rock) Gene's, 13 Brown St.
reggaaandaitemative rock. Open TuesPortland. m-7891.
Sat from 8 pm. Sur! all day. Breakfast
Blue Roota (bIuesj Granny Killam's Inserved Fri-Sal. Tues: reggae and world
dustria1 Orinkhouse. 55 Market St. Portbeat: Wed: alternative rock; Thurs:
land. 761-2787.
women's night - women get first drink
8wlnglng Hot (swingljazz) little Willie's
for ~ ; Fri: comedy and singles night;
36 Market 51, Portland. 773-4500.
.
Sat: hve band; Sun: chem-free. 874Rockln' VIbration. (reggae) The Living
0022.
Tree Culture Club. 45 Danforth St. PortM.ne B11l1room, 614 Congress St. Portland. 874-(X122.
land. Every Sat 9-midnight. Cost: $5. No
Aerial Suit. (rock) Moose Alley. 46 Marreservations required . n3-0002.
ket St. Portland. n4-5246.
Th. Moon, 425 Fore St. Portland. Open
Leg.nd(rock)OIdPortTavem. l1 Moutton
ntghtly. 8 pm on ... Naked Thirstdays: no
St. Portland. 4-0444 .
cover. drinks $1 .25 & drafts 25¢: Fri-Sat
SIMp, l.8a..f (bIuesrock) Raoui'sRoadt.nI~ 3 am; Sun-Men: cham-free. Cover:
side Attraction. B65 Forest Ave Port$3. n2-1983.
land.n3-6~ .

•

Salutes, 20 Milk 51. Portland. Open nightly
The Shlrte,L_ls El!pe.....nc. (blues)
until 1 am. No cover. n4-4200.
Spring Point Cafe. 175 Picken St 5
PorUand. 767-4627.
• . T .Blrd's, 126 N. Boyd St. Portland. Sun:
comedy night; weekdays: special 8IIents;
Jenn, Woodm.n (rock) T -Birds. 126 N.
Fn & Sal: rock & roll. dance. 773-8040.
Boyd St. Portland. 773-e040.
Wherehou.. Danc. Club, 29 Forest
Tony Bo11. Band (POP) TIpperary Pub
Ave. Portland. Progressive music. Fri:
Sheraton Tara Hotel. S. Ptkl. n5-6161 :
cham-free. all ages with deejay; Sat:
Llttl. Slst... (rock) The Wrong Brothers'
women's night from 9-1 withdeejay Deb.
Pub at Port Billiarda. 39 FOf"est Ave.
874-9nO.
~. 775-1944 .

Zootz, 31 Forest Ave. Portland. Wed:
cham-~; Thu: cutting edge dance; Fri :

SUNDAY 7.19

hve nationaJacts; Sat: deejaytMI2:30 am.
hve at The Cave; Sun: request night.

n3-8187.

Open Mlc Night (b.y .o .) The Living Tree
Routel. Kittery. Tlx: $4. 439-7892.
Culture Club. 45 Danforth St Portland
Bonnie RaItt and Lwi. L_tt
874-0022.
•
.
8122/92 (blues & country) 8 pm.
CUmberland County Civic Center. 1 Civic LIvIng DlI1'Ilght. (rock) Old Port Tavern
11 Moulton St. Portland. n4-0444 . •
Center Square. Portland. TIX: $22.50.
Arne Schu. .l.r (acoustic) Spring Point
$24.50 . n5-3458 or 775-3331 .
Cafe. 175 Pickett St. S. Ptld. 787-4627.
Chance I.8ngton and gu.... (comedy)
T-Birds. 126 N. BoydSt, Ptkl. m-8040.
The Sorry Dolls (acoustic) Wharls End
52 Wharf St. Portland. n3-0093.
.
J ...I. SImone (acoustic) The Wrong
Brother.;' Pub aI Port Billiards. 39 Forest
Ave. Portland. n5-1944.

THURSDAY 7.18

featuring

July' 18th
michael danahy
Julf25th
slald cleaves
August 1st
matt griffin
show slarls al 8:00 pm
$1 at th~ door

Tues - Sun
8:00PM-2:00AM

MARY-CHAPIN CARPENTER

~

1992 Gramm, Award Winner and
~
Nashville's Hottest Star
~

n

Square, Kemebunkport. Free. 799-9780.
D.J. I.8ndry (acoustic rock) Gene·s. 13
Moxie Men and Slalcl C I _
Brown St. Portland. 772-7891.
811192 (rock reunion) 9 pm. Norton·s.

CLUBS

saturday nitu, Illl~ music
at th~ callI! (below lOOn)

MONDAY 7.20

Friday, July 24
Portland Performing

Arts Center
25A Foresl Avenue
Tickets $17
Call 774-0465
Also ova ilable at
Amadeus Records .

Sponsored by
POf~Ond CAR.E.S.,
Wf'QR , Maine Yankee

1:J

ond PepsI.

BIG SOUNDS
FROM ALL OVER

A
i.-V'

ART

SCENE

ART

LIvIng DlI1'Ilg hta (rock) Old Port Tavem
11 Moulton St. Portland. n4-0444
•
Gao.,.e Schull... Trio Oazz) cafe no 20
Op.n MIc with Randr Mo"bltO(b.~.o.)
Danforth St. Portland. n2-e114. .
Raoul's Roadside Altraction. 865 Forest
CaracOia 8000 (rock) Gene·s. 13 Brown
Ave. Portland. 773-6886.
St. Portland. n2-7891 .
Op.n Mlc with Ken Grlm".y (acoustic)
T.lklng with Animal. and Knota &
Wharfs End. 52 Wharf St. Portland. n3Croa_ (folk rock) Gramy Killam's In0093.
Th. eNston QulkI
Craft Gall.ry
dustria1 Orinkhouse. 55 Market St. Port81 Ocean Ave. S. Portland. Opening
land. 761 - 2787.
reception July 17 from 5-e for liturgical
Legend (rock)OId Pori Tavem. 11 Moulton
photographs of Marjorie Manning
St. Portland. 4-0444
Vaughan. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 10-5
God St,..t Wine (roc~ RaouI's RoadSat 12-5. Sun 12-4.
.
side Altraction. 86!) Forest Ave Port- Open Mlc with Paul FNnch (b.y.o.)
Cry of the Loon Art OII11ery
land. n3-6~ .
•
Granny Killam's Industrial Orinkhouse
Route 302. S.Casco. Opening reception
DM!-, Rock.t Rusty (karaoke) Spring
55 Market St. Portland. 761-2728.
•
July 18 from 4-e for paintings of Joe
Point Cafe. 175 Pickett St. S. Portland. Um. Rocketa (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11
Ferigno and pottery of Eric Schottin.
767-4627.
Moutton 51, Portland. n4-0444 .
Galery hours: Tues-$un 9:30-5 :30. 655.uri. SUite (modem rock) T -Birds. 126 Op.n Mlc Night with ...t ... Gleaaon
5060.
N. Boyd St. Portland. n3-a040.
(acoustic)SpnngPointCafe. 175Plckett OI ...on G.I.ry
DMJayQreg Powen (karaoke) T!pp9nUy
st. S. Portland. 787-46V.
15 Oak St. Boothbay. Opening recepPub. Sheraton Tara Holel. S. Portland. Jim ourr, and M.rlJane BrInk (acoustion July 24 from 5-7 for "William Muir in
n5-6161 .
tic) Wharfs End. 52 Wharf St Portland
Perspective," an exhibit of scufpture
Open Mlc with K.n Grlmal.,. (b.y.o .
773~3 .
•.
watercolors and drawings. Through AuQ
acoustIC) The Wrong Brothers' PIil at
24. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 10-5. or by
BI.nderhead (rock) Zootz. 31 Forest Ave.
Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave Portland.
appotntment 633-6849 .
PorUand. m-e187.
n5-1944 .
•
H.rdwar. Caf' • Gall.ry
115 Island Ave. Peaks Island. Opening
~pllonJUIy 16 from 4-e for the paintIngs of Suzanna Parrott and the baskets
of Denise Feeney. Through JIIy 29. GalJacqu. . Brei Is Alive .nd W.II .nd
lery hotn: Mon-Fri 11-7; SaI-$un 10-6.
Marll F..-rIngton (acoustic) Bramhal Pub
livIng In Pari. (Vintage Rep's jazz re766-5631 .
769 Congress St. Portland. m -9873 ..
VIeW) cafe no. 20 Danforth St. Portland. J.wele.. Worll
Elth.r/Orche.tr. ijazz) cafe no. 20
n2-e114.
30 Exchange 51, Portland. Opening reDanforth st. Portland. m~114
lori ScrIpture, V.I Ha.-erd and Curt
ception July 16 & 17 from 5-e for an
Pluck TheatN and Pop.kull (~inaI
a....tt. (folk) Gene's. 13 Brown St
axhibition of jewelry by eight designers.
popIgaraga rock) Genc's. 13 Brown St.
~. m-7891.
.
No set gallery hours.
Portland. 772-7891 .
Uncle Q _ WId FI, SpInach Fly (pro- Thoe. Moe... Ceblnetmakers
God In T..... BlenderhNd and Reck"
g~e rock) Granny Klllam 's InciJstriai
415 Cumberland Ave. Portland. Openonlng Force (rock) Gramy Killam's InOrinkhouse. Market St. Ptkl. 761-V87.
Ing reception July 16 from 5 :3O-e for the
dustrial Drinkhouse. 55 Market St. Port- Bachelon' NIght (topless) Moose Allay
"Guild of Maine Woodworkers Jl.Iied
iIIncI. 781-2787.
46 Mar1<et St Portland. 774-5246.
•
Show 1992" and Heidi Daub's acrylic
8wlnglng Hot (swingf)8lZ) Little WiNIe's BeBop Jazz En_bIB (jazz) The Portpaintings on paper. Through Aug 22.
38 M.tcet St Portland. 773-4500.
.
HOI.ft: Men-Sat 9-5. n4-3791.
hole Restaurant, 20 Custom House
MrllIllJulte (rock) Moose Alley. 46 MarWharf. Portland. m-5575.
ket St. Portland. n4-5246.

~ Open

Invitation To The Community

OPENING

Art.

n

FRIDAY 7.17

TUESDAY 7.21

WEDNESDAY 7.22

Joe Ferigno Paintings
Eric Schottin Pottery
Through Sunday, August 9th
CR'l OF Tl-J;:
7 days S-M
9am-8pm

655-5060
ART GALLERY • FINE GIFTS
Nancy K. Davidson, curalor

Rte 302-

South Casco

luly 16, 1992
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)

Entertainment

,

1

Philiphose
Chiropractic
Clinic

.)

Qmlinwtl from I"'ge 23

ART

Today's·chiropractor does much.more
than just get backs to work.

Real Health Care For Real Problems
778 Main Street, South Portland

828-1490

AROUND TOWN

AfrI.,.n Import. MId New England Arb

!,

5H

LIARDs

Union station Plaza

I

~here Is a 2 for 1 Special All Day, Every
Day, 7 days A Week.

. do on rainy days'!'
and play pool.

~ant a free lesson from a state
champ? Ask for Info when you SH;'!!UE

240 ST. JOHN STREET
UNION PLAZA
PORTLAND, ME 773-34&&

through July 19.

"Th. Mar F ....11y Collection

"SI1.nt wttnes.
Judy Ellis Glickman's photographs of
Polish ghettos and death camps of
Trebiinka.Auschwitzand Bir1<enau, taken
overthe pestfOU'yeaI'S. Onviewthrough
0cI18.

20 Milk st, Portland. An exhibit of Robart
21 Pleasant St, Portland. "Felt AllegoWilson's glass sculpture. Showing
ries," recent photographic posters of
through JIiy 31. Gallery Hours: Mon-Sat
Derise Frohich , JIiy 25-Sept 5. Hours:
11-8, Sl.fl11-4 . 772-9072.
7 am-l0 pm. 774-0016.
W..t Side R....ul'lNlt
Art Gall.ry at the Phoenix
58 Pine 51. Portland. Abstract paintings
630 Forest Ave, Portland. An exhibit of
of Paul Hollingsworth. showing through
authentic batik paintings from Java, InJuly 19. HOlM'S: 8 am-9 pm. 773-8223.
donesia, acquired by Lois Flahen\l.
Showing through JIiy. Gallery hoI.n:
Thurs-Sat 10-5, Tues-Wed by appointment. 774-4154.

The But... 0.11..,
619 Congress st, Portland. "Integration: Gender and Identity," an exhibition
cU'ated by Dozier Bell. On view through
August 14. Gallery hoI.n: Mon-Fri 9-4.
775-5152.
42 Exchange st, Portland. Group show
by gallery artists through July. Gallery
hours: Mon-Sat 10:30-5. 774-3369.

OUT OF TOWN
Bam Gallery

Shon! Road & Bourne's Lane. OglrlQUit.
Exhibits: "Man, Women and Children,"
figlM'ative bronzes of SU'nner WinebaU'n
through Sept 27; "Bejond Isms: Jt.b-

straction Agai1," contemponwy abstracts
of 23 artists through Aug 3; "Postcards
from OglnlUit," oil sketches of Chartes
H. Woodbury through Aug 3. GalI9I}'
Hours: Mon-Sat 10-5, Sun 2-5. 6485370.

34 Danforth st, Portland. "Portland
Through the Lens: Urban Ecology from BowdqIn College MIIa.urn of Art
Walker Art Building. Bowdoin College,
People to Porches." a group exhibition
Brunswick. The museum is open to the
of photographs by students at the USM
Department of Community Programs.
public free of charge. Hours: Tues-5at
Showing through July 17. Gallery hours:
10-5, Sun 2 -5. 725-3275.
Tues-Thurs 11-3, Fri 4-8, Sat 11-3. 775- -SCulptural Color Photograph.
6245.
The photos of Leigh Kelly. Through August 30 in Mounon Union. Lancaster
F... street studio
Lounge. Hours: 8-5 weekdays.
8 CityCenter, Portland. New landscapes
and figurative works by Chris Mir. Show- "VI.w. of Brldg. .
ing through JIiy. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat
Selected works on paper from the per10-7, Sl.fl12-5. n4-1SOO.
manent collection . Through July 19.
Froat Gully Gall.ry
·MaI .....,.p. .
411 Congress St, Pcrtland. Work 01 galAn examination of Maine landscapes
lery artists. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 12-6,
through a selection 01 works from the
or by appointment 773-2555.
permanent collection. Through Aug 30.
Greenhut Gallerl. .
'Recent Acqul.ltlon. I
146 Middle st, Portland. "Photo RealSelections of recent additions to the
ism."the paintings of Thomas Connolly.
permanent coIection at the Twentieth
Through July 30. GalI9I}' hoU's: Mon-Fri
Century Gallery - paintings, photo10-5:30, Sat 10-5. 772-2693.
graphs. works on paper and sculpture.
Through July 26 .
Jewell Gall.ry
345 Fore st, PortIand. lmpresslonisland Th. Chocolat. Church Gall.ry
realist oils and watercolors by Bill Jewel,
804 Washington st, Bath. "Three PhoPaul Black, Cynthia McMullin and other
tographers Who Happen to be
local artists. Stained and painted giaM
Women, "recent photographs of Joame
by Bill Jewell and Burt Weiss. On view
F. Boucher, Lee Hargadon and Bonnie
through JIiy. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat
Farmer. TtIough JIiy 25. Gallery hoI.n:
10-5, or by appointment. 773-3334.
Tues-Fri 9-4. Sat 12-4. 442-8627.

Nancy Margoll. Gall.ry
EI.m.nt. Gall..,
367 Fore St, Portland. Ceramics, jew19 Mason St, BrunswiCk . Annette
elry, glass, wood and metal work by 52
Kearney's mixed media sculpture and

area artists. TtIough the summer. Gal-

M......... GaIl.ry
40 Pleasant st, Portland. ·Spirit in LMld:
Heritage of the Australian Aboriginal."
showing through JIiy 31 . Gallery hoU's:

wall pieces. Showing through July 25.
GalIe!y hours: Tues-Thurs 10-4, Fri-5al
10-5. 729-1108.

Fam._rth Museum
19 Elm 51. Rockland. Retrospective exhibition of Kari Schrag's paintings and
prints. Through September 13. HoI.n:

T ues-Sat 12-6, 01' by appointment. 871Mon-Sat 10-5, Sun 1-5. 596-6457.
1078.
Gallery at Portland PI.,...
Photography Co-Op
420 Cottage Road , S. Portland. Oils.
547 A Congress St, '33. Portland.
watercolors and mixed meda by Frieda
"People and Places," an exhibit of ph0Lundbarg. AI Waterman, Michael Willis
tos by Curtis L Harvey. On view through
and Robari Demers. Showing through
July 16. Gallery hairs: Tues 10-8, or by
September. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 10-2
appointment. 775-174"
or by appointment 799-7337.
PIne T... Shop & BayvIew 0.11..,
Th. Gall.ry at WIdgeon Cove studloa
75 Markel st, Portland. "The Marine
Route 123, Harpswell. A selection of
Show," a show of sea imagei)'. On view
new monotypes, showing through July.
through JIiy. Gallery hoI.n: Mon-Sat
Gallery hours: Fri & Sat 11-5. Sun 1-4.
9:30-5:30. 773-3007.
833-6081 .

PI-u

SHOT ~ILLIA ....·'" ,.,

fornia, this 2Oth-cent~ painter evoked
a sense of harmony batween man and
nabn. Exhibit consists primarily of landscapes il watercolors and oils. On view

Alb.rta'.

lery hours: Mon-Sat 10-6, Sun 11 :30-4.
775-3822.
.

Summer heat got you down?
olest spot around.

'By Land and Sea: The Quest of Jam. .
Fltzg..... d
Working in Monhegan Island and in Cali-

1 Union St, Portland. Original artwork &
advice to collectors. HoI.n: 10-9 MonSat, 12-6 Sl.fl. 772-9505.
Th. stein Gall..,

Th. Danforth Gall.ry

IS ~O£[
WINTE
ORT

Contemporary American sculptor
George Segal has distilled the meaning
of this atrocity In a life-size composition
of haLIlIing white plasterfigl.l9S. Through
0cI18.

Twenty-two works from the 19th & 20th
112 High st, Portland. Opening recepcentU'ies that unite the cuitlM'aI diversity
tion July 23 from 5-8 fOl' "Observed &
of America from East to West. Showing
Imagined Struct\ns(oI a CIty)," the paintingsolVlCtor Romanyshyn. Through Aug
throuIJh Sept 8.
9. "Bodies Renecting," a show by New ·Artl... You Love: Monet, Renoir and
York photographer Julia Wittich continOth.rMaat...
ues through July 19. Gallery hours:Thur.s
Works by European masters of the past
5-8, Fri-Sat 12-5, Sun 12-4. 772-1961.
two centU'ies from the Joan Whitney
PaysonColectionandother private!enders.

C_,... Square Gallery

OT

Lym Butler photographs places threatened by daveIopment, from New York's
Coney Island to the south of France.
Through November 1.

If you think chiropractors just treat
backaches, disc pains, sciatic problems or
whiplash ... you don't know modern
chiropractic.
Headaches, sports injuries, work-related
injuries and a wide variety of functional
disorders respond to chiropractic
treatment. Why? Because ...

(

'Endangered Lanchcap. .

one HoIoc..t

The Trow 0.11..,

.

2S

27 FOAISt Ave. The palntlngs of John
oakes, showilg through Aug 22. H04.ft:
Tues-Sat 5 pm-1 am. 828-0112.

Portland Museum of Art

GalleryH_
Holly Hill. Route 1 • Nobleboro. New work
of gallery artists including Eric HopkWls,
Jane Dahmen and John Neville. Gallery
~: 10-5. 563-8598.

Seven Congress Square. Portland. QoIdlSmlth Gall.ry
Hours: Tues. Wed, Fri & Sat 10-5, Thurs
7 McKown st,Boothbay Harbor. "Nudes
10-9, Sl.fl 12-5. Admission: adJIt8$3.5O,
in Water," the photography of Karin
senior citizens and students with 10
Rosenthal. On view through JIiy 29.
$2.50, children under 18 $1, group rate
Gallery hours: daily 10-5. 633-8252.
$3. Museum admission Is free llHloon
Saturday. 773-2787.

Blurring the passage of time
Annotating the movement of change

Bearing witness to the Holocaust

The works of Lynn Butler have been likened to that of the French Impressionists. This is an interesting comparison because the French Impressionists
were painters, and Lynn Butler is a photographer. But while Butler's photographs leave the viewer with an impression of things that are defined by light,
shadow and color - rather than the sharply .
replicated images that are the usual stuff of
photographs - that's where the similarity
ends.
Although these photographs are of
passable interest, and in one or two do
vaguely resemble Impressionist paintings, on
the whole they're gimmicky and not particularly laden with content (It's difficult to
imagine why the Portland Museum feels
compelled to donate almost half of the third
floor to a collection of relatively ho-hum
photographs. You'd think Butler knew
someone there.)
That said, Butler has a few techniques up
her sleeve for achieving this Impressionist
effect. Her first is to take the photos with long
exposures at extremely slow shutter speeds,
The risk that this process usually entails is
L)'IIn
that images blur. But that's exactly what Butler's goal is - blurred images. And
to make sure they're blurred, she makes sure she's in motion as she shoots. She
goes so far, in fact, as to take some of her shots from the back of a galloping
horse. This she does in her series of countryside shots of Sleepy Hollow, the
legendary place in Tarrytown, N.Y., made famous by Washington Irving's tale
of the headless horseman.
In both the pastoral Sleepy Hollow series and the more tawdry and luridly
colored Coney Island series, the effect of the blurring is to capture the feeling
and mood of the place, as well as a sense of menace - menace inherent in the
place itself, and menace to the place, from the encroachments of developers and
the inevitable progression of time.
As you're whipping through Sleepy Hollow on horseback, for example,
seeing the woods go blurring by, you just know that that headless horseman is
close on your heels. At Coney Island, in "Girl with Gun," a young girl walks
purposefully through a night sky uneasily lit with neon signs saying "Cyclone"
(the ride) and "Tickets," over litter and trash, and with sinister-looking characters in the background. It's not all sinister, though. Butler intermingles the
light-hearted with the grim to reflect life as it really is,
Whatever the subject matter of Butler's photographs, they're all about
movement - the movement of the subjects, and the inexorable movement of
time and change.

Elie Wiesel, Nobel laureate and Auschwitz survivor, called it "bearing
witness," It was the duty, he said, of every living and thinking human being
who understood the truth of the Holocaust, to bear witness to the fact that it
had existed. Never, he said, must the human species be allowed to forget what
it was capable of.
In her eerie, haunting photo documentary of
the now-abandoned Nazi death camps of
Poland and Czechoslovakia, photographer
Judy Ellis Glickman shows that the buildings
themselves, the railroad tracks, and even the
surrounding trees are still bearing witness
today to what went on there 50 years ago.
Glickman's photographs show clearly that
if walls could speak, they'd do so, volubly, in
gas chambers. The rooms and the cells
Glickman has photographed are redolent with
hideous karma. The walls of the subterranean
"Gas Chamber" seem to weep - or perhaps
they're merely oozing. Bleakly lit by two bare
lightbulbs, this corridor from hell is unquestionably a grave in waiting.
Glickman's photographs are so powerful
that they actually conjure up spirits. Using
infrared film and silver prints, as well as a process whereby the film records
absorbed and reflected infrared radiation, Glickman is able to "see" and record
images that are not apparent to the naked eye. The resultant light imagery looks
for all the world like the spiri ts of those who
had been massacred creeping out of the
ground or, in one, like some pretty powerful
avenging angels.
"Silent Witness," photoIn "Railroad Crossing, Treblinka Death
graphs by Judy Ellis
Camp, Poland, 1990," a black road is interGlickman through Oct. 18;
sected by a railroad track, There are black
and "Endangered Landposts, standing like sentinels along the side of
$Capes: Coney Island and
the road, and two railroad crossing signs stand
other Bright Legends,"
high above them, looking like twisted cruciphotographs by Lynn
fixes. Behind, blazing like the fires of hell, is an
Butler th,ough Noy. 1 at
engulfins- menacing stand of trees, Retribution
The Portland Museum of
certainly appears to be at hand.
Art, 7 Congress Square,
Glickman's images are simple, stark and
775-6148.
extremely powerful. Though herself not a
survivor of the camps, Glickman shows a deep spiritual connection with those
who were there, And with a clear and outspoken voice she, too, is bearing
witness.

Margot Brown McWilliams

Margot Brown McWilliams

July 16, 1992
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Entertainment

. .b_cocIegen Artlat. OIIl1ery
Route 24, Great Island. Works by 21
Maine artists. Gallery hours: TuesSun IO-S. 833-5717.

Wlaca..et Bay O.lIery
Water Str&&1, Wiscasset. "Wash and
Gouache," wat8fCOlors and gouaches
by artists Ii'om the 19th m 20th centuries. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 10:30-5, or
by appointment. 882-7682.

Omtmud from
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Rolling Stone said

ART

•• VELVET CRUSH

is an exhilarating rush of brash guitar energy and hook filled
tunes that slide easily and indelibly into memory bands,~~

***112

with THE BROOD

p"ge 24

City Council M . .tlng •
July 20 at 4 m 7:30 in City Council
Chamber, City Hall, 389 Congress St,
PorUand. 874-8300.

c ...n of Rctlon
Dianne Benedict will teach a two-day

wor1<shop July 18 from 10-3 and JlAy 19
from 10-6 at Mane Writers Center, 12
Pleasant St, Brunswick. Cost: $65, $55
for MWPA members. For more details
call 729-6333.
York InatHute Muaeum
371 Main St, Saco. "Kaleidoscope: Maine Demyatl1ylng CI...lcai Mualc
Does Robert J.'s voice strike terror In
Contemporary ArtIsts," an inYkational
your heart? H so, attend these classes
showofpai'ltingmsaJlpture, showing
through Sept. Hours: Tues, Wed & Fri 1every other wookday from July 17.July
4;
1-8; Sat 1.... 283-3861.
29 from 9:30-11:30 am at Ionta Institute.
Trefethen Landing, Peaks Island. Cost:
$40. For more details call 766-4425.

nus

OTHER

Downtown Portland Corp M. .tlng
July 16 at 4 pm in Room 209, City HaM,
19 Mason St, BnnIwick. Tom Chapin's
389 Congress St, Portland. 874-8300.
saJlpIU'es and John Gallagher's paint- Air Quality Art Show
"The F..,. . of Abl1lh.m Lincoln"
Artists preparing wor1< for the Air Quality
ings & drawings, throughJlAy2S.GaIIety
For people who thought he had only one,
hours: Mon-sat 1 -5. 725-8157.
Art Show shoUd contact the show's
attend H. Draper Hunt's lecture JlAy 22
coordinator, Roy Rika, PO BoK 489,
Audubon Society
at 7 pm, LutherBonney Auditorium, USM

Icon Contempo....., Art

~

.w ....
.'

WED JULY 29TH

fJ

SO"t~tn
Attica

Mahlathini &
The Mahotella Queens

Gilsland Farm, 118 Route 1, Falmouth.
Paintings of Marilyn Cartnill, through
July 10. Gallery hours: Mon-sat 9-5; Sun
12-5.781-2330.

.w .... Cast Artist.

day altemoonfrom 3~ in Portland. Cost:

m

*V.III -

Palntlnga of two worlds

A memofiaI exhibition honoring Valli V.
Dreyfus Firth. Through JlAy 26.

.w .... M.rltlme Muaeum

Classes begin JlAy 1810r six Saturdays

from 10-1 at Ionta Institute, Trefethen
landing, Peaks Island. For more info call
766-4454.

beginsJuly22forfiveWedn&sdayslrom
10-12 at Ionta Institute, Tmfethen landing, Peaks Island. Cost: $50. For mom
details call 766-4425.

Individual ArtIst Fellowahlpa
Llterery Agent.
This year's competition is open to artists
MWPA presents a panel discussion with
in the performing, media and tracitional
arts disciplines. The application deadline is Sept 1,1992. For more info call
289-2724.

three literary agents July 18 from 11 ... at
12 Pleasant St, Brunswick. Cost: $35,
$30 for members. Call 729-6333 to reserve space.

Maritime History Bldg, 243WashngtonSt,
Bath. Gallery hours: daily9:3D-5. 443-1316.
N.tlve Le.de,.. st U.N.E.
"The Maritime Folk Art of A.. De Clerck Mat .... Architecture
American Institute of Architects presents
Members of the Wabanaki describe the
Paintings by Belgian artisl portraying the'
the55&ntriesforthel991 Design Awards
history of the past 500 years from the
coastal and deepwater vessels that enCompetition
through
Aug
12
at
Portland
Native American's perspective July 24tered the ports of Antw&fP m Liverpool
Public UbrlllY, Lewis Gallery, 5 Monu26 aI the Univenity of New Englm.
In the last days of sail. On view through
ment $quare, Portland. 871-1700.
CEUs offered. For more inlo call 865the year.
1944.
·New World.: North Atlantic " a " " M.I .... Contemporary Drawing
Danforth Gallery is accepting subrris- Poetry "SI.m" Try-Outa
Ing In the EI1I of DlKovery
sions for its drawing eKhibit, judged by
for the Maine Festival's first ever poetry
Rare wortd maps and nautical chal1s,
Sigmund Abeles of UNH. For more info
slam July 22 at 7 pm, MWPA, 12 Pleas&arty navigation instnnents, iluslralions
send '10 SASE to: "Maine Contempoant Street, Brunswick. Poets shoUd be
01 fine art m archaeological material
rary Drawing Exhibit," Danforth Gallery,
prepared to read three short poems.
bring together the otd m
the New
34 Danforth St, Portland, ME 04101.
Sign up is limited to the Int 20 poets at
Wortds in the Age of Discovery and be"Migrant Within - Fl1Inco-Amertcan
each location. For more details call 761yond. On view through the year.
ArtIst. of N_ Engl.nd"
3930 in Portland and 729-6333 in
*When Bllth Won tIM Amertca'. Cup
Juried exhibition reftecting aspects of
Brunswick.
This exhibit describes the construction
Franco-American henlage, whch will Public Safety Commltt_ M ...ting
and racing history ofthelamous J-boat
travel throughout New EnglandandQueJuly 16 at 4, Fourth Floor, City Hall, 389
Ranger bult by Bath Iron Wor1<s for a
bee. All media accepted. Submit slides
Congress St, Portland. For more info call
successfIJ defense of the 1937 Cup
by August 20. Formom info, contact The
874-8300.
races. Half-hull modols of the Ranger
Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth Street, Writing Workshops
and its competitor, Endeavour, historiPortland, ME 04101, or call n5-6245 .
cal photos and other artifacts tell the
Maine Writing Fellow Denis LedoUK
Portland School of Art
story. Through JlAy 29.
teaches a series 01 wor1<shops every
presents a graphic design lecture series
other Tuesday from 7-9 pm through
MUMum of Art of Ogunquit
at 7 pm in Ba)(\er Auditorium, 619 ConAugust 18, at SoIeil Press, lisbon Falls.
183 Shore Rd, OglXlqUit. Hours: Mon-

FREE
FREE

Konica Film
-and-

Sat 10:30-5, Sun 1 :30-5. 646-4909.
·Amerlcan M ..ter
The paintings of American impressionist

wan Kuhn, through Sept 15.

2nd set of prints

gress SI. Portland. Upcoming: Bruno
Monguzzi, "Behind the Eye." July 21 ;
Rudolph de Harak, "Graphic Design:
1910-1990." JlAy 26. n5-3052.

with the Big De

of Your Youth"

Danforth Gallery is accepting SLbmissions from senior artists statewide for Its
jurIed exhibition. For more info send'l 0
SASE to Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth
St, Portland, ME 04101 .

~~\:~I\~~f;~el\\S

"'lIOlam and Zen .t Tldebrook"
Portland School 01 Art oHers this one-

$2. .S~$:tct\ EoW'~

day wor1<shopJlAy 18. Call 775-3052 lor

space availability.
38th Annu.f Summer Exhibition

Picture Maine
noto contest
P
today I

*PIIlntlng••nd DI1Iwtng.

Call 353-5454 for detlis.

"Prep.rlng for. Jurled Fibre Show"
Rachael Emmons answers allyour questions about submitting wor1< for a teKtile
show JlAy 16 at 7, Maine Writers Center,
12 PleasMtSt, Brunswick. Cost: $8 (entry foo for first item in "Expressions In
Fibre '92' show waived with ticket pur·
chase). 729-1944.
"Repl.y: OIIm. ., Sporta & P_tlrnee

EVERYDAY

" 'Of detailS

at Portland. For more info call 760-4059,

Action Workahop
with Dianne Benedict every other Sun-

Celebration of the Arta
$95. For mom into call 721-01124.
A festival 01 the lifts, including art show, OIly .nd '-"blan Survival
Russel AVenJ&, Rockport. Gallery hours:
dance
musical performances July
daily 10-5. 236-2875.
The Matlovich Society presents "Gay
17-24 aI the Franciscan Monastery,
"EIIrtr Artist.: Through tIM Y.....
History: A Continuing Holocaust" July
Beach AVenJ&, Kennebunk. Cost: $5/
R&cogrition 01 17 artists active in !he
23 from 7:30·9 pm at Rines Auditorium,
event,
$25
for
entire
festival
.
For
more
gallery's formative years. Through July 26.
Portland Public Ubrary, 5 Monument
info call 967-1473.
·MCA M. .t. MCA: Bre.klng T ......
Square, Portland. Wheelchair ace_ible.
FIgure Sculpting
tIon.
JournaVJoumey
The gallery's first eKhibition of contemporary furniture, ceramics and fiber arts
by Maine Crafts Assoc members.
Through July 26.

/>o.S...

Bn.nswick, ME 04011, ff they have not
almady done so. The show will be held aI
the TroveGall&ry, 112HighSt, Portland,
Sept 3-27.

The Maine Art Gallery Invites Maine artisis toSUbrM paintings, drawings, handpressed prints, photographs and sculpture lor its jurled show. For info call 862·
7511 or write to Maine Art Gallery, P.O.
BoK 315, Wl9C8SS8t, ME 04578.

HELP
ACOA Open Meetlnga
Sundays from 6:30-8 pm at Jackson
Brook Institute, 175 Running Hill Road,
S. PorUand. For more info call 863-5006.
The AIDS Project (TAP)

sponsors the following support groups:
HIV-negative partners 01 HIV-positive
per5Ofls, Mondays from 6-7:30 pm; H IVpositive persons and all who have been
affected, TtJ&sdays from 10:30-noon;
HIV-positive persons, Thursdays from
5:30-7:30; wornen with HIV/AlDS, twicea-month from 1: 15-2:45. Groups meet
at 22 Monument Square on the filth
floor. Other support groups: mothers,
sisters and loved ones of HIV-positive
people, every other Wed; women's support group, second & fourth Tues of
each month. Call TAP for locatlons.The
groups are lacilitated by TAP case managers withthepurposa 01 making a space
lor those aH&cted by AIDS to share their
feelings and concerns in a confidential
setting. For further info call Sandy at

The wor1< of figurative lumimt Brett
Women In the Arta
BIgbee, through Aug 12.
A W&&k-long celebration 01 the arts July
"meg. . and Worda
17-24 In the gymnasium building,
Abstract expressionist paintings and drawFranciscan Monastery, KeM&bunkport.
ings 01 Henry Meloy, through Sept 15.
Festivities include an lift show, dance
M ......mofArta
and musical per1onnanc&s. Cost: $5.
Olin Arts Center, Bates College,
For more In call 965-4343.
Lewiston. "Philip Barter Retrospective,·
n4-6877.
an exhibition of Maine landscape paintA..R. T .s. Anonymou.
ings, prints and sculpture. Showing
A 12-step support group lor creative
ttYOugh August 7. Gallery hours: Tuespeople in recovery meets Mondays at 7
Sat 10-5, Sun 1-5. 766-6158.
pm at St Luke's Cathedral. Use Park
Thomaa Memorial Ubl1lry
Street entrance.
6 Scott Dyer Rd, Cape Elizabeth. "Burls In

One Hour
Service
Available
3C City Contor, Porll.nd 772·7296
71 U.s. Route 1, Sc.rborough 883-7363
Mond.y - Frld.y 7:30 • 6:00
S.lurd.y 9:00 • 1:00

Natural Edge," an eKhibitlon 01
woodII.rnIngs by Richard McFaul. Through
August 1. Gallery hours: Moo,Wed, Fri 9-5;
TUIIS-TIU's 9-9. 799-1720.

O'F......,OIIllery
,

58 Main St, Brunswick. "Contemporary
Abstraction," featuring paintings and
saJlpture 01 Glenn Gralelman. Connie
Rush, Claire Seidl, Sarah Hitchcock, RIchard R&1Tl9OI1 m Tom Paimenl. On
viewthroughJuly25. Gallery Ileus: TuesSat 1 0-5, 729-8228.

SENSE

C _ r Support Group

meets first three Wednesdays 01 the
month from 2-3:30 at Williston-West
Church, 32 Thomas St, PorUand. For
more details call n3-0652 or 799-3179.

Bowd of AppellIa Public ....rlng
July 23 at 7 pm In Room 209, City Hall, TIM Cent... for artevlng Children
389 Congress St, Portland. 674-8300.
is a non-prom organization to help childrengri&vingthe loss ofa parent, sibling
Bay Tl1Inait DI.trtc:t
orother loved one. Support groups meet
holds its regUar monthly meeting July
Wed & Thurs nights and are civided by
19 at 6 am in the Conterence Room of
ages. Free services to children & flmithe Casco Bay Ferry Terminal, Portland.
lies. For more info, cal 874-2676.
The public is Invited to attend.

c..c:o

P.O.s.S.I.B.L.E.
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Chakr. Energy Workahop

Support group lor people facing pr0bPartners of SLWVivors Stop Incest by
Using tarot imagery and chakra enerlems In divorce; newcomers' group each
Learning and Educating Oilers phone
gies, eKp!ore the link between the bocIy
week. Meets year-round Weds at 7:30
support, wor1<shops and self-help supand the unconscious. For more info call
pm in Woodford's Congregational
port groups. Portland group meets bi799-8648.
Church, 202 Woodford St, Portland.
monthly. For mom info call 1-547-3532. Childbirth CI.....
Upcoming: JlAy 22, Small Group Dis- The Repe CrIaI. Center
Discovery Education offers six-week preCUSsions; JlAy 29, Came Peterson, M.A,
amounces a Ir&&, facilitated support!
pared childbirth classes including
M.S.Ed., presents "Women's Issues in
discussion group for women survivors
anatomy & physiology 01 labor, relaxR&tationships." Donation of $1.50 reof seKUai assalJl or child sexual abuse.
ation & breathing techniques, pain manquested. For more inlo call n4-HELP.
Thisconlidential groupmeets Weds from
agement options dLling labor, role of
DMD Portland
12:30-2 pm. The center oilers crisis incoach or support person, physical &
Depressed-Manic Depressed confidenterventlon,adJocacyandsupportgroups
emotional changes after birth, and much
tial support group meets Monday rights
Iorsurvivors 01 sexual assalJl and abuse,
more. Classes are held Men or Tues
in room '2 at the D_ Health Center,
including family and friends of the vic&VIIS from 7-9 for siK weeks. Cost: $60,
Maine Medical Center, Portland. For
tirns. All services are Ir&& and confiden-'
including handbook, gift packs and armore Inlo call 4-4357.
tial. Comprehensive training is given to
ticles. To register call 797-4096.
Eleler' Abu. .
volunt&ers, who are Welcomed. H you Codepenclency & Intlm.te Relat'ona
A group of individuals, concerned about
have been sexually assaulted, call the
Abuse and negl&ct, which ollen accomissues aH&cting the elderly, have started
24-hour hotline at n4-3613. For more
pany chemical dependency, can span
info on volunteering, cal 879-1821.
a group in Portland. For further info call
generations and seriously affect the way
n3-0202.
we relate 10 those around us. Stephen
Empowerment Group for Women
Andrews speaks about these issues July
is now forming . Aimed aI helping women
16from 7 -S pm in UnityChlXCh of Greater
face and overcome anxiety symptoms,
Portland, 54 RiverRoad, Windham. Cost:
low sell-esteem, depression, etc., via
$5. For more info call 774-3535 .
assertiveness training , role-playing,
Dancing from the lnalde Out
spirituality and joumaling. For details
A fun exploration of the bocIy's wisdom,
call 874-{)158
creativity and freedom. For schedule
F.mlly Memb.... with Mentel III ......?
and location, call 772-7549.
A support group - The AIIianoo for the
Dhann. Study Group
Mentally 111- meets the second & fourth
Weekly non-denominational meditation
Wed of every month, from 7 -8:30 pm at
practice every Tues from 7:30-9 pm at
12 CedarSt, Portland. CaD 772-5057, for
98 Maine St, Brunswick. Although the
additional info.
group is aligned with Tibetan Buddhism,
Feeling Alive
general Bud<t1ist meditation instruction
New social group forming for those age
is available on request. For more info call
35+, separaled, civorced or widowed,
666-3396 .
who would like to meet new people. Call
Dlac:overlng Your BIIlanee
284-1922 for further details.
Elaine McGillicuddy, c&r1ffied Iyengar
0., Support Group
yoga teacher, and Thomas Myers, certifor gay men concerned with safe reiatioofied advanced roller, helpyogastudents
ships, dating, coming out, etc. is now form.
identify their structural imbalances July
ing. Cal 799-7276 for further Info.
25 from 8-30-11 :30 am at Portland Yoga
Studio, 616CongmssSt, Portland . Cost:
HOPE Support Group
$35. For more info call 797 -5684.
supports health through mutual sharing
and interaction in facilitated groups.
At ...... Yoga Workshop
HOPE groups are a sale, nonjudging
Elaine de Greck oHers an introductory
and healing environment forthoseeKp8- 80S
wor1<shop July 18 from 10-12 pm at
Altemative non-religious recovery supri&ncing stress, personal traumas, adTennis of Maine, 196 U.S. Route 1,
port group lor alcoholics moots Sun·
diction, grief loss, inner-child recovery,
Falmouth. For more details call 871days at 7 pm in Westbrook Universalist
spiritual exploration and physical
8964.
Church, 719 Main SI. Westbrook. For
wellness issues. All are welcome. For
Freedom & Energy In Mowment
more info call 775-4850.
more info call 767 -4369 or 743-9373.
A non-profit dance group meets Mon
So.
Maine
Are.
Agency
on
Aging
Ingrah.m VoIunt. .,..
eves at 6 pm in the Elm Street United
oHers a trained advocate in Portland, at
Help available by phone 24 hours a day.
Methodist Church, 168 Elm St, S. Port2370xlord St &Very Friday from 10 am·
Call n4·HELP.
land. Children are welcome. Donations.
1
pm,
to
assist
older
residents
m
their
For further info call 799-1902.
J_11e Dlebet. . Foundlltlon
concerned family members and friends Friend. of the W. .tem Buddhl.t Or·
meets second Tues 01 each month in
with qtJ&stions about Medicare, MedicRoom 1, Dana Center, Maine Medical
der
aid, insurance, housing, social services,
Center, 22 Bramhall St, Portland. Founinvite all interested individuals to a peconsumer
issues
and
others.
To
scheddation needs voluntoors to help make
riod 01 meditation and study of Buddhist
ule an appointment, call the agency at
this the decade 01 the cure . Call 654concepts and practice. Meetings are on
n5~503 or 600"'27-7411 .
1810 for more info.
Mon &ves, from 7:15-9:15 pm. For info

Get the lowdown on over 70 restaurants in
Casco Bay Weekly's Southern

•

Maine Dining Guide.

o

n

164 Middle Street, Portland, 773-4340
Open daily 11 :30-1 AM, Sun. 5PM-1AM

Merrymeeting AIDS Support SerY\c.. TRUTH
oHers ongoing support and info on HIV
andAlOS. ~currentlyspon~anHIV+
support group meeting the first & third
Wed of &Very month, from 7-8:30 pm; as
well as a lamilyllri&nds support group
which meets the first & third Moo of
every month, from 7-8:30 pm. For more
Info call 725-4955.

Need to Talk?
Dial Kids Hotline is fort&&ns who have a
problem or need to talk. The hotline is
open from 2:30-5 pm Mon-Fri. Teens
callng In talk to other teens who are
trained to listen and help. Calls are kept
confidential, except wilen the caller is in
danger. Topics dl9cussad on the hotline

range from family and school to sexuality m

relationships, peerrelations, birth
mI, loneliness, Slbstance abuse &
suicide. H you need to talk, call n4-

TALK.
Outright

The Portland Alliance of Gay and lesbian, BiseKuai m Questioning Youth,
oHerssupportandinfonnationforyoung
people age 22 m under, in a sate environment, every Friday from 7:30-9:30
pm at 72 Pine St (AndrewsSquara Building), Portlm. For information, write or
call: Outright, PO Box 5028, Station A,
Portland 04101, tel. n4-HELP.
Parent. Support Group
sponsored by Parents Anonymous meets
Tues eves at 6:151n the United Methodist Church, Brunswick; Tuesevesat6:15
in St. Elzabeth Center, 87 High St, Portland; Fri moms at lOin Family Resource
Center, Presumpscot St, Portlm. Volunteersare needed to help staN a Parent
Helpline now in use. For further info call
871-7445.

Paren1ll WIthout Pertne,..
holds its support group lTleeting the second, third and fourth Mon of the month,
from 7-9:15 pm, at Holy Trinity Greek
Orthodox Church Parish House, 133
Pleasant SI, Portlm. For more info call

n4 ... 357.
PHr Support MeetIng

about location call 642-2128.
Support group now fonning lor families Healing Support Group
and friends with loved ones Incarcerated . A safe environment for those experiencin Maine's prison systems. Lets get toing personal Iraumas, addiction, grief,
gether to support one another and
loss of good health, m who seek supchange conditions in the prison sysport within a conte)(\ of mutual sharing.
tems. For mom info send your name,
Tuesdays from 5:30-7:30 pm at Brighton
address m SASE to TRUTH, PO BoK
Medical Center, Surgical Conference
2046, Windham, ME 04062.
Room, 335 Brighton Ave, Portland. Call
Veter.n.' Support "rvlc. .
767... 369 for further details.
provide vets with the opportunity to s0He.lth Servlc. . of South Portl.nd
cialize & gather in relaxed setting. Dinner
holds an adult screening clinic - serserved Thurs nights, open to the public.
vices include blood pressure, sugar and
Located at 151 Newbury St, Portland.
cholesterol screening - on the last Wed
. For more info call 871-0911 .
of every month, from 11 :30 am-I pm at
Wharf Rats
the Peoples United Methodist Church,
A fellowship of Dead Heads in recovery
310 Broadway, S. Portland. Call 767meets nus eves at 5:30 pm at the
3326 for further details.
statue on the Western Prom, rain or
He.rtllne C.rdlac Rehabilitation
shine. For more intormation, call n3USM Lifeline oHers an eKercise program
3865.
for people who have had a heart attaCk,
WINGS
angina, bypass surgery or angioplasty
A non-profit organization that serves
or are at risk for heart disease. Classes
single parents. New support groups for
are ongoing Mondays, Wednesdays and
1991 -92 will meet every Thurs from 7-9
Fridays at 7:30 am and 6 pm at Portland
pm. For more info call 767-2010.
Campus Gym, Falmouth St, Port 1m.
For more info call 780-4649 .

ELEGANT ()LD STYLE [)INNE'R liN

-'-IlfHE

fi)LD I?OR(I-I

• Tues Night Prime Rib""" $9.95
• Wed NighT Complete Dinner
for "2" ... $22.95
• Daily Specials Including Lobster
• One of Portland's Best Wine Lists

Herbal Medici .... Workahop

WELL

NESS

Adult Screening Clinic

Herb grower Unda Kill< teaches the ba·
sics of harvesting medicinal plants and
making medicinal preparations from
fresh herbs JlAy 18 from 8:30 am·noon
at Moonstone Herbs, 10 Hardy Rd,
Falmouth. Cost: $45. For more info call
797-3320.

Herbel Workahop.
Crystal Sprlngs Farm & Center serves as
a learning center and provides a variety
01 herbal and educational wor1<shops:
July 19 from 2 ... ''The Path of Herbs,"
$20; July 26 from 10... "Make Your Own
Herbal Gilts,· $50. Held at 70 Hollis and
Buda roads, Dayton. To register call
499-7040.

on the last Wed of every month, for
blood pressure and testing for sugar, The M.I .... He.d Injury Found.tlon
anemiamcholesterol,lrom 11:3Oamsponsors a conference for survivors 01
1 pm at the Peoples United Methodist
head injuries and their lamilies Aug 22
Church, 310 Broadway, S. Portland . Call
from 8:30 .... Registration deadline July
767-3326 for appointment and further
31 . Cost: $12 conterence, $14 conferInfo.
ence and one overnight, $16 conference
Aikido
and two overnights. For more info call
is a mattial art used to increase IleKlbllity,
498-6362.
stamina and a sense of well-being . Adult My Choice Pregnancy Rnourc:e C1r
classes: Mon and Wed, 5:30-6:15 pm
oHers counseling, referrals and housing
and 6:30-7 :30 pm; Fri, 6:30-7:30 pm;
lor women and teens experiencing an
Sat, 2:30-3:30 pm m 3:45"':45 pm.
untimely Pl'8Qra1C)'. Counseling focuses
Children's classes: Sat, 1 :15-2:15 pm.
on the options of parenting or adoption.
Classes held at Portland Aikido, 25A
A birth mother support group is oHered
Forest Ave, Portland. Forfurtherinlo call
to atry woman who surrendered a child
772-1524.
for adoption or is considering doing so.

lor individuals with disabilities and other
interested parties. Two monthly meetIngs: third Thurs of every month, 1-3 pm
at 1700 Broadway West, S. Portland;
thirdTues of &Very month, 5-7 pm at 100
State St, Portland. For additional details
cal 767-2189.
,""pie With AIDS eoalltlon of M.I....
oHers a special meeting for those mcovering AA's Living with HlVorAlDS, Tuesdays at 8 pm, at The Living Room North, Buddhl.t·OrIented Meditation
Group rneets every Sun lrom 10-11 am
377 Cumb&riand Ave, Portland. For deat 1040 Broadway, S. Portland. Small
tails call 871-9211.
donation, For more info call 839-4897.

For more info call n2-7555.

[)ON"T FORGET

To

VISIT {)UR EXOTIC

:~tificrr rEiur'
HAPPY HOUR DAILY
4-7PM
PUB MENU DAILY & NIGHTLY
• Freshest Raw Bar in Town •
Friday Night Champagnes
by the Glass
Accompanied by Oysters
Serving Daily
Reservations Call: 773-4340

J

28 G:Isco &y Wully

Entertainment
55 MARKET STREIT
PORTlAND, MAINE

Corllm,," from pAge 27

20776127'01

WELL
NESS

. . . THRrJULY.1& ····· ··N . ·.·..

TALKING WITH ANIMALS with
KNOTS &CROSSES Aooustic Sretion

NllturW F~ Sol"'*Leam aI about the pwchase and pn!p8r&lion of whole foods vegelarianorneals in
yOII' home. For more detah cal 4-8889.
Outdoor Yoga C I _
Eat1y morning classes in cape Elizabeth,
Falmouth ForesideandGorham. Classes
Inctude stretching posllns, meditation,
bnIaIhwork, visualization and seIf-healIng techniques. Galt Noonday Sun Center at 839-LIFE for more info.
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WMPG Benefit with

GOO &TexM Blender Head &RtOOring Rml

PlanMd P...mhood
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Blue Roots
25 Whig~ltra Blue/ Last Thbe
29 Uncle Moxie
30 Thumper w/ opener
31 Thsty Llama
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In over
50 Adult
Movies
and
Penthouse
Magazine
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Tues-Thurs:
6,8,10,12,
Doors open
at4pm.
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Fri-Sat:
1, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12,
Doors open
at 12 noon.
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of Northern New England helps tMnBgers at Its Walk-In Clinic Frt, 1-4:30 pm
and $81, 9 am-noon, at 500 Forest Ave,
Portland. Confidential saMces include
birth control, pregnancy tesls, pap
smears, STD screening SId treatment.
Fees based on ability to pay. For fu1her
Info call 874-1095.
SIlicone ImpiMIa CIHrtne HoI.a
For Info on implants and potential hazards, call (606) 331-0058.
Special Yoga Wortcahop
George Purvis, nationally respected
Iyengar Yoga teacher, teaches classes
Augus115 from 9-11 :30 & 4-6:30 and
Augus116 from 9-11 :30 & 3-5:30. Class
size is limited. Call 797-5684 or 7994449 for more info.
.."... Yoga Medlt.tIon
Experience thoughtless awareness
Wednesdays at 7 pm in the Faculty
Lounge, USM at Portland. Free. Forment
info caJl799-5749.
SUfI Retreat
Explonl the dhikr, wazifa, authentJclty,
cornrn\I1ity and silence July 24-26 in
Gray. Register by July 18. Cost: $60-$80
(sliding scale). For details call 657 -2605.
ral ChI Ch'u.n
is an ancient Chinese martial art based on
mental jIIld physical balance. It's good for
spiritl.B1 growth, physical health and for
reducflg the effect of stress and tension.
Beginners through advanced classes 0ngoing. For more info call n2-9039.
The TeenlYoung Adult Clinic
Is a place to go if you have a heaHh
concern or medical problem, need a
sports/school pITysicaI done, or have
birth control issues to deal with. Open to
anyone 13-21, wary Monday from 4-8
pm, at Maine Medical Center, 22 BrarmaI
St, PorIWld. Walk-Ins seen if they arrive
by 7 pm. 871-2763.
Veterans For ....ce
ara showing Stwe Bentley's recently
compIetedvideo "Beyond Vietnam:lessons Unlearned" July 22 at 7 in
Woodford's Church, 202 Woodford St,
Portland. Video shows Bentley's wort< In
Maine classrooms, where he tries to
dispel the mUitary macho myth perpetuated by our society. For more info call
n2-1442.
WlahcraftlT....worka
Support team of motivated people who
want to make things happen. TIYough
gMng support, ideas, acwrate staps
and the faith it one another's ability to
succeed,wewon't letyouqw. For more
info cal 773-6226.
Women's MeclHlItIon Worbhop
Learn to listen to your Imer voice. For
more Infonnation call 781-0044.

Back Country Bike excursions
These mlnl-waekends, which run June
13 through Oct 1 , will take you through
the foothils of the White Moootains.
They start at noon on Sat and and about
2 pm on SlI'I. Each weekend Includes
overnighttentaccornmodation,onepancake breakfast. one sweat sauna and
more. Cost: $35 single, $60 double. To
enrol call 625-6189.
BIcycle Club of Casco a.y
Join the club for a on&- to two-hou' ride
wary TIus al6 pm along the ocean and
rnarshesof Sc:arborcugl and Cape Eliza~h. P!zza and socializing afterwards,
sWllnmeng optional on warm evenings.
Meet at Pat's Pizza, Route 1, ne!l' Oak
Hil, Sca!borough. Cyclers of all abilities
wak:ome. Forfu1herlnfo, call 799-1 085.
Casco Bar RowIng Cent...
seeks to provide the place, eqlipment and
people necessary for a safe and enjoyable
rowing experience. Services oHered include storage, a sheltered tidal river, a
gathertng space and more. Classes and
clinics, suitable for allevels, are ongoing.
For more info caN 846-5139.
Communing with Natu,.
team to be one with the great outdoors
with classes beginning July 21 from 23:3Oalthe Iontalnsl~ute, TnlfethenLanding, Peaks Island. Cost: $5 per session.
For more info call 766-4425.
Get Your Padcle Wet
Bring yax kayak, paddle and craziness
to Portland's East End beach every
Thursday at6 pmforsomewaterfl.rl. For
more Info call n2-5357. ,

LaamtoSalI
Hands-on instruction al summer long incIudet everything from tying knots to rigging sails to navigation. EnroUmerrt Hmfted
to six people par course. Cost: $275120hour class. To register cal 767-9528.
Mal". Audubon Society
seeks volunteer guides for the
Scarborough Marsh Nature Center.
Training sessions at the Nature Center
July from 9:3O-noon and 6:30-6:30 pm.
For details cali 781-2330.
M..". Maritime Mu._
offers upcoming cruises: July 21 from 94. "Damariscove." a cruise to the bird
sanctuary, $34 non-mambers, $32 members; July 28 from 10-2 ''Voyage Inland"
to view historic sites abOVe Balh, $25
non-member.!, $23 members. Call 4431316 for more info.
Mal". Outdoor Adventu,. Club
brings together people who enjoy the
outdoors. MOAC offers trips and events
to people of all skill levels, begimer to
expert. Upcoming: July 24-26, Rangeley
hiking and boating weekend (828-1532l;
July 24-26, Black Angel trail maintenance (883-6788); July 24-26, Introduction to backpacking (772-2311). Ongoing: Mackworth Island walk Thurs at 6
pm. For updated trip Info, call the Outdoor Hotline at n4-1118. For club and
membership information call n2-9831 .
Orlent..... ng
LL Bean staff teaches map reading,
map Interpretation and navigation strategies July 18 from 11 -1 at Fogg House,
Desert Road, Freeport. Cost: S15. For
more details call (800) 341-4341 .
Padcllng Club
Organizational meeting July 26 at 7:30
pm for those interested informing a network of sea kayakers. canoeists and
white water paddlers In southern and
mi<koast Maine and New Hampshire.
For more info call n3-0910.
IERVEIMalne VoIunt_r DI,..,tory
lists YOIunteer opportunities throughout
Maine with state and federal natlXaI nIsource agencies. Opportunities include
"adopting" hiking trails and stmams,
wortcing on water quality issues, coordinating natural resource volunteers, conducmg environmental compliance surveys and working as conservation educators. Projects raqlinl volunteers with
skills SId abilities ranging from enthusiJ,
.
,
.
I
asm and interest in natlXe to highly
trained professionals. For more informa,
,
tion, or to obtain a copy of the directory,
cal or write to Libbey Seigars, SERVE!
MaIne, Maine Dep't of Conservation,
station 1122, Augusta. ME 04333. For
ment info, call 287-4945.
Outdoor TrIp Line
For the latest bicyCling, hiking and other
outside activities info, sponSOnld by
Casco BayBicyde Club and Maine Outdoors Adventure Club, call n4-1118.
Sundar Hatu,. Seri. .
Wolfe's Neck Woods State Park offers
cWy nature programs through July. Upcoming: "Insects, Disease and Trees."
July 16; "Conservation for Kids." July
17; "Bild Behavior." July 18; "Outdoor
Photography." July 19; "Taking Trees."
Alrshow ...
July 20; "Hiking for Exercise," July 21 ;
See the Blue Angels, precision aerobat"Life Between the Tides." July 22. Meet
Ics SId military aircraft dspIays July 25at 2 pm aI the benches in the second
26 at 8 am, Naval AM Station, Brunswick.
parldng lot. For moro info call 865-4465.
Free. For more info call 921-2527.
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South Portland Recn!ationoffersciasses
in clay sclipttn, jungle mlXals, mask
maklnQ, found object instruments and
watercolors Ju1e 3O-August 20 at the
rae center, 21 Nelson Road, S. Portland.
Cost: $20 children 6-12, $15 children 45 with adlJl. For more info caU767 -7650.
....kelb .. 1Camp
for boys entering gracias 3-9, Aug 3-7
from 9-3 at South Portland High School
637 Highland Ave, S. Portland. Cost:
$50. For more info call 767-7650.
Camp Opportunity
isaon&-waekresidentiaJcampdesigned
forchildnln, agas8-14, who suffer from
moderate to severe asthma. Two oneweek sessions offered in July. For additional info, caM 1-800-499-LUNG.
Shell. Curtis
performs comedy for kids July 21 aI
noon at Tommy's Park. Free. n2-6828.
D8II0II Worbhop
Casco Bay Movers offers a wort<shop
combining dance, art and nature July
21-31 from 9:30 am-I pm for childnln
eges 7-11 at 147-151 St. JohnSt, Portland. For more details call 871-1013.
The Fresh Air Fund
is an ~fit organization that sends
thousands of underprivileged childmn
on free summer vacations to subutban
and country host families . ~ is now seekIng host families for kids 6-12 years of
age. A ~ariaty of programs and possibilitIeS eXIst. For mora info write to The
Fresh AIr Fund, 1040 Avenue of the
Americas, New Yort<, NY 10018. Or call
(800) 367-0003.
Fresh Paint
Brunswick art studio offers classes for
kids ages 2-12 in painting, working with
clay and art appreciation at 1 Blue Heron
Drive, Brunswick. For more info call 7254983.
HOIIt F.mlll. . Naeded
forforeign students from July 29-August
19. For further info call 772-5051.
HOIItlnl T_ns from Abroad
American Institute for FOnlign Study
Scholarship FOUldation is a non-profit
organization which arranges 10-month
high school/horns experiences for teens
from Europe, Asia and Latin America
You select the person thai most closely
matches your interests. Host families
are awarded up to $800 in scholarship
funds forfamlly member.! to use on AJFS
study abroad. If you would Wke to become a host family, call 871-0682.
"Ktahkomlg, Main. 14112"
This Childnln's Museum of Maine exhibit focuses on kids and their interaction with the envirorment and explores
how childnln lIVed 500 years ago in an
exhibit that runs through Oct 12, from 10
am-5pm aI SmilingHil Farm, 781 Col.nty
Rd, Westbrook. For moro info call 7975483.
Kumon Math Center
provides an after-school math program
for childnln OWld high-schoolers. Free
diagnostic test administered, with adVOWlCement according to ability and interest. For further info cal 879-0182.
MakeYourM........
is a craative movement group for childnln 7-12 years old. Classes feattn
song, dance, drawing and writing. Sixweek!ll.mrnersessiononTuesdaysfrom
10-11 am and 11 :30-0000, at Wiliston
West Church, 32 Thomas St, Portland.
For more info, call 775-2625.
Mualcal Theat,.
The Young People's Center for the Performing Arts offers a surrmar program in
c:t.lce, song, costLm8 and set design
from July 14-29 at McAuley High Performing Arts Center, 631 Stevens Ave
Portland. Registration is now. Forfurt~
Info call 766-2857.
Outdoor Adventure Program
S. Portland Parks & Recreation offers
eXClnionsforchildrengrades 6-1 0: July
21 , canoe Saco River; July 28 sai to
Richmond 1sIIwld; August 4, bk:ycle to
Feny Beach; August 11-12 canoe trip
and hike on Saco River. For more info
cal 767-7650.
Portland Public LIbrary
invites children to enjoy its upcoming
progmms: Tales for Twos, July 18 at
10:30; Preschool Story Tima, July 20 aI
10:30; Finger Fun for Babies, July 22 aI
9:30; Tales for Twos, July 24 at 10:30.
Five Mom.ment Square, Portland. For
details call 871-1700.
Riverton LIbrary
~ffers ToddlerTima for I-to 2-yearolds,
Indudong games, storiesand songs, Wed
at 9:30 and 10:30 am & Fri at 9:30 am;
Preschool Story Hour for ages 3 to 5, Fri
at 10:30 am. The library's located at
1600 Forest Ave, Portland. For info call
797-2915 .

Deb Sewall
presents a family songfast accompanied by piano and cello July 22 at 6:30
pm, ChoooIateChurch, 804 Washington
St, Balh. For more details call 442-6627.
SIlly Saturdays
PortIandYMCA presentsa series of summer wort<shops for preschool-aged kids
on $81urdays from 9-12 at 70 Forest
Ave, Portland. Cost: $15. For info call
874-1111 .
Iocc... Camp
for chiidmn in grades 1-6 In August at
South Portland High School, 637 Highland Ave, S. PortIand.Twosessions: Aug
3-7 for grades 1-3, 9-1 0 am for boys and.
10:30-11 :30 am for girts; Aug 10-14 for
grades 4-6, 9-10 am for boys and 10:3011 :30 am for girts. Cost: $20. For more
info call 767-7650.
STAR Science Cent.r
has operings July 20-24, July 27-31 and
August 3-7 for children ages 7-12 interested In animals, Native Americans and
inventing machines for an overnight
camping trip. For Info call 1-800-6757363.
SU_r Dance Camp
Casco Bay Movers Dance School offers
a program of jazz, bailet, mime and choreography August 3-7 for children eges
8-11 and AugUS110-14 for childnln 1214 al147-151 St. John St, Portland. For
more info call 87,.,013 .
T.II... ofT....
Leeny Del Seamonds teHslradilionai tales
from around the wortd July 22 aI noon at
Royall River Park, Yarmouth. Free. Call
ahead and order a box lunch. 846-3895.
Theat... Project
offers classes through the summer at 14
Schooi St, Brunswick. Upcoming: "Silent Laughter." a class on mime and
clowning, July 13-24 from 9:30-12:30:
"ChaJIotte's Web, " a class to develop a
script and produce and perform a show,
July 27-Aug 7 from 9:30-3. Cost: $125.
For mora info call 729-8584.
Youth Indoor Soccer Program
at Portland YMCAforchildren6-11 years
of age. Registration is ongoing . For more
info call 874-1111.
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Play It Again Sports

SPORT
Archery Lenon.
LL Bean offers introductory lessons
July 21 from 6 :30-6 pm at the Fogg
House, Desert Road, Freeport. Cost:
$15. For more details call (800) 3414341 .
a-ball for Men 30.
Portland's Senior Basebail League is
now forming for the 1992 season. Call
n3-0767 for more info.
C - I,.tructlon
L.L. Bean offers lessons in solo canoe
handling July26from 6:30-6 pm at Royall
RIVer, Yarmouth. Cost: $15. For more
details call (800) 341-4341 .
Dan Michaud Century Bike-Run
Cycle IIlIougl Maine and raise money
July 18 for the Maine Division of the
American Cancer Society. For details
call (600) 464-3102.
Golf fit
A new3-month program by USM Lifeline
combining weight training and cardiovascular exercises specifically aimed at
strengthening "golfing" muscles. For
mora Info call 780-4170.
Golf Scramble
Tee off August 11 at the Sable Oaks
COlrtry Club, 500 Country Club Drive.
S. Portland. AI proceeds go toward the
pu'Chase 01 a new van for the youth
programs at the Portland YMCA Cost:
$50, indudes green fees, cart, buffet
lunch, prizes. For more info call 8741111 .
Padcllng "'-'ons
Join Saco River Outfitters Wed at 5:30
pm for paddWng sessions at East End
Beach, weather permitting. For details
call n3-4738.
Portland Rllllby Club
The Portland Rugby Club welcomes new
and old players to join them for practices
and touch rugby at 6 pm at the Fox
Street field, just off ed 7 of 1-295 in
Portland. For more info call 839-3861 .

Co"ti"ued on ".ge 30

presents a July

WHEEL
DEAL!

BIKES·ROLLERSKATES
GOLF CARTS .' EXERCISE BIKES
SKATEBOARDS ... anything with wheels.
even 10% Off our already low priced
IN-LINE SKATES

So Walk on in ... and Roll out...

PlfRY liT fR6fRllirl

SIP"I~rs

This offer not
good with any
other offer.

Sports Equipment That's Used. But Not Used Up.
311 MARGINAL WAY • PORTLAND • 773-6063
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An Old Port Tradition
Greater Portland Magazine
Award Winner
for

Flow.,.

SPORT

Best Steak • Best Late Night
B~TS~K·FR~HS~OOD

COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE

RNCI Race
Bonney Eagle Jaycees sponsor a six
IdIomaIBIS road race July 18 at 7:30 am
at Weymouth Palk TWIllis Cot.wt, junction at routes 112 and 202, Buxton.
Registar at 7 am. Entry fee:
For mora
info call 929-5806.
Roiling & ".kQak ....cue Cllnlc8
sponsored by Saco River OutfittBlS, run
Sat nights at a cost of $40. Call Saco
Rivor OUtfttters aI n3-09tO for mora
Info.
. .nlor F1t_ for Men & Women 1111.
USM Ufeline offBlS classes Mondays.
WednMdays&Fridays from 10:30-11 :15
amalthe USM Portland campus gym on
Falmouth Strael. Program consists of
prograssiYe exercises. Registration is
ongoing. Call 780-4170 for more info.

Why go anywhere else?
Open 7 Days A Week for Lunch & Dinner,

,,

American Th..t,.. Ora.n Soc.
~ts July 19 at 3 in Loranger School,
Saco Ave, Old Orchard Beach. For mora
Info call 283-1140.
Archltectw.. Walking Tou,.
Pejep~cot Historical Society and
Brunswick AAU. W. sponsor walking
tOlnof Bn.Ilswickevery Friday at 10:30
am. Meet at the Pejepsoot Historical
Society, 159 Park Row, Brunswick. Cost:
$2, includes guide booklet. For mora
Info call 729-6606.
Alta &
Standish Congmgational Church offBlS
tOln of 18 country gardens and artisans' studios in Standish July 18 from
10-3. Cost: $5. Call 6422-4282 for directions.
CI• • R.unlon
The Portland High School Class of '82
will host their 10th l'8U'lion July 18. For
mora Info call 878-3280.
Compo8llng .t Y.nnouth CI.m F"t
Festival goers are asked to separate
organic wastes from other waste. Organics should be placed in blue ba-rels.
Look for instructional signs above the
trash barrels. The festival's orgonics
latar be composted and used in Mure
town landscaping projects.

sa.

83 EXCHANGE ST. • PORTLAND, ME • 773-4731
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Tennl.Leeaona
Portland Aecfeation offBlS adUt tems
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lessons in a 1o-1esson session, July 20August 21 at the Deering oaks Park
Tennis Cou1s. Portland. Cost : $55 residents, $65 non-residents. For mora info
cal 874-8793.
Thirty Somethln' Soccw
People 30+ ~t to play soccer Sunday
awnings at 6 on Middle School field,
Scott Oyer Road, Cape ENzabeth. Events
Include pick-up games, challenge
matches and ocx:asionaJ tot.maments.
For mora Info call 799-8669.
U8M ur.llne
Off8fS membership to the general public
in its gym activities program. Squash,
weight training facilities, racquetball and
baskelballcourts, etc., araavailable. Several member!lhip options. USM Campus
Gym, 96 Falmouth St. For mora Info call
780-4170.
Volleyb811 Pro Tour
Watch professional voleyball July 17 -19
at Palace Playland. Old Orchard Beach.
Qualifying matches begin July 17 from
9-5 with local plaYBlS competing against
the pros. The Molson Pro Tour Matches
begin July 18 lrom 9-5, with semi-finals
and final matches July 19 at 9:30 am.
Wom.n'. Rugby
The Portland women's rugby team welcomes new playBlS of all abilities and
fitness levels. They practice Mons &
Weds from 7:30-9 pm at Baxtor BoUevard field. Portland. Call 828-1213 for
mora.
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computerized Control Panel • Digi~ Keypad. Standby Baller)'
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·2 Magneuc Contacts· PassIve Infrared Detection
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Only $290 Down and 118.95 per monJh
Includes CenJral Office Monitoring
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SUMMER SAVINGS SPECTACULAR!
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Local
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ACT UPIM"ne (AI~ CoIIIttIon To UnlNaII Power!
isa diverse group committed to nonviolent, drect action to and the AIDS crisis.
CM goalS include the establishment of a
Maine AIDS ResoI.rce Centor and the
seIf-empowerment of People LMng with
AIDS Community. Meetings open to the
public and held fWBry Moo from 7-9 pm
at 72 Pine st. PortIand(Andr8w!l Square
Building). New membans welcome.
Wheelchair accessible. For more info
write ACT UPlMaine, P.O. Box 5267,
Portland 04101. tel. 774-5082 or 8280401.
ACT UPIPortI.nd
He you angry that people are dying
because individuals in the federal and
local govemrnent are Ignoring the fact
that we are in a health crisis - and that
~~of~rlg~ . ~~~e

and fear nothing seems to be getting
done? Join us. We are a grassroots
organization of volunteers dedicated
tIYough non-violent drect action toendIng the AIDS crisis by dispelHng ignorance through education. Open ~
ings are Sundays at 7 pm aI the YWCA,
87 Spring Street, Portland. Wheelchair
accessible. For mora Info call 828-0566.
AfrIc:8n D8nce
Casco Bay MOYenI hosts a West African
dance class with Usa Newcomb and
dn.mmarsJuIy 18 from 1-2:3Opmal151
st. John SI. Portland. The class is open
to all levels. Cost: $10. For mora details
cal 871-1013:

Deering O.ka F....,1y FeatIY.1
The Chamber of Commerce of the
Greatar Portland Region spoIlSOIlI its
11 th festival July 21 -26 at Deering Oaks
PaIk, Portland, featlling a main stage; a
childnin'sstage; acamiva/; elephant and
pony rides; food. food and mora food;
beano, cribbage and volleyball tOLmaments; and an exhibit and sale by the
Society of Southem Maine Craftsmen.
For mora info call 772-2811 .
Equal Protection/Portland
VoIl6Iteer to ~eserve Portland's Human
Rights OIdinance . Help guarantee all
Portland residents, work8fS and visilo~
equal protection from discrimination in
employment. housing, credit and public
accommodations regardless of sexual
orientation. For more info call 879-5360
or write Equal ProteclionIPortland. P.O.
Box 1894. Portland, ME 04104 .
Femlnl.ta Against Rape (FAR)
moots Tues at 7 pm for dscussion and
planning. H you are a feminist detormined to help make Portland a city free
of sexual violence, call n2-0953 or 7725941 for location.
F,... styI. D.nclng Group
Join us every Wed at 7 pm In the Elm
street Umed Methodist Church, Elm
street ~ Broadway, S. Portland. For
further info call 799-1902.
FridII, Night Flail Frr
AjlMllpin' & groovin' jitterbugdlrlce party
on the second Fri of fWery month, with
dance instruction from 8-9 pm at The
Casco Bey MovBlS Dance studio, 151
st. John st, Portland. Admission: $4. For
mora info call 774-2718.
car..ter PortI8nd lMMim8fka
is looking for vok.nteer guides for the
PortIandObeervatory.Tnmingprovlded.
Flexible hours. For mora info call n 45561 .
Intention" Communlt... Group
Hyou are looking for a comml6lity, corne
exchange ideas and ~ people Tuesdays from 7-9, 35 SaUld9IS st, Portland. For details call 773-6132.
Le.m to Ra8CI Bett.r
Project Unk ofI8fS free information, referrals and support to aI Clmbeltand
County residents. For mora info call 8741140 or 1-800-698-4959.
LIona on the Prowl
ScaItxlrotql Lions are looking for books,
furniture, appliances. sportsequipmenl,
tools and household items to be donated to their August 15 auclionlflea
market. All proceeds go to needy individuals and organizations in the
Scartloroogh In8. For Info call 8832088.

Maine Ballroom D8ftC.
offers foxtrots, waltzes, jitterbugs, n.mbas and cha-clla classes. All run In sixweek sessions. The studio also ofIBIS
Sat night dance parties, whiCh are open
to the public. Fees: $5 parties, $30
classes. Call 773-0002 for mora into.
M"ne co..t SoI.r a.,...
is a family-oriented, clothing-optional
socIaJgroup.They mootreguiarfy incentral Maine for swims, saunas and pot
luck picnics. For further info send your
name, address and telephone nlmber,
In confidence, to Maine Coast Solar
Bares, P.O. Box 718. Norway, ME 04268.
Maine F••tlYal Volunt..,.
Get a look inside MUle's ptamienl arts
fWenI by assistingw~h construction, seiling tickets. dstributlng publicity material or worldng behind the scenes in
other exciting capacities. For more info
call 772-9012 or write 10 Maine Arts, Inc,
582 Congress st, Portland, ME 041 01 .
M8IneSh8,..
needs voIuntears to represent the group
in the wor1<place. MaineShare member
groups address AIDS. the environment,
health care, violence against women and
mora. For mora info call622~15O .
Mak. Your Own Ic. C,...m Sundlle
and listen to a refreshing summer sermon July 29 at 10:30 am In Chestnut
Street United Methodist Church, 17
Chestnut St. Portland. For details call
772-6123.
Nam" ProjectlAl~ MemorI8I Quilt
holds a pa1eI-making workshop the fi~t
and third Sun 01 each month. For mora
info call 774-2198.
Out for Oood
Lesbian discussiorVsupportgroup moots
each Thu~ from 7-9 in Saco to discuss
relevant topics. Meetingsare non-smokIng. Cost: $1 . For directions call 2473461 orwrite P.O. Box 153, E. Waterboro,
ME 04030.
Peopl. Ag"n.t Crime
provides classes in personal defense
strategies at 565 Congress St, Suite
207, Portland. Cost: $10 or $15 lor private instruction. Forfllrther info call 7990607.
Portl.nd W.t.r Dlatrlct
provides information on Sebago Lake
water quality dlling July and August at
the Windham Mali, Route 302. N.
Windham. For more info call n4-5961 .
au_N.tlon
is a militant group dedicated to the subvlllSion 01 heterosexism through nonviolent actions that celebrate and flaunt
sexual diver.;ity . Meetings are held the
first and last Wed of every month at 7 pm
at 72 Pine St, Portland. For mon! Info call
828-4024.
au.tzat
Eyes of the Condor present Latin American music and dance July 17 from 8 pm1 amattheRamadalm, 1230Congress
SI. Portland. Cost: $10. For reservations
call 772-2487.
Retired ....
VoIunt_ Progr.m
is looking for blood donor aides, assistants foryoung children's recreation program and guides for the Portland Observatory. Training provided. For mora into,
call 775-6503.
a..hore Trolley Muaeum
See and hear the old time ~Iunge~
and steam engines as they power antique log splitters. washing machines
and all kinds of appliances July 18. The
museum displays trolleys from all over
the world and offBlS rides on authentically restored electric trolley cars. Open
daily from 10-5, at Log Cabin Road,
Kernelx.rikport. Cost: sa adlJts, $5 senior citizens, $4 children 6-16. For info
call 967-2800.
Sm.1I Wondera
Maine Historical Society displays dolls,
doIlhouses and miniatlftS through Sept
4 at the Maine Bank & Trust Company
Lobby, 467 Congress Street, Portland.
For details call 774-1822.
T.t.HouM
Home of Captain George Tate, built in
1755, opens tor visilons July 1. Staff
provides tea and garden tours each Wed
aftemoon and architectural tOln Sat
aftemoons. Located at 1270 Westbrook
st, Portland. HOIn: Tues-Sat 10-4, Sun
1-4. Closes for season on Labor Day.
Cost: $3, $1 childrWlunder12. For mora
info cal 774-9781 .
VoIunt", c.nt...
needs slMllmer live-in manager for transitional house for the hometess and vocational instructor's assistant. Call 8741000 for fuIther Info. •

,or

CALL 775-1234 TO PLACE A

body" soul

caw CLASSIFIED AD

roommates

A lHERAPEUTIC MASSAGE is a great
tool for heatth! Ravilalim and strengthen
your body, ITind,and spirit. Andrea Price,

l.M.T., 871-11121.

I've identified it. I've analyzed it. Now what?
Cha nge it (and y o ur life ) by accessi n g the place
where memories and se lf-d e feating p a tt erns are h eld

CHANNELING FOR PERSONAL
GROwrH. Call Tyler 892-9540.

• Transformational Hypnotherapy •
Patricia Ross. M.Ed. • 774-0797

DEEP MUSClE MASSAGE- Karen Austen.
MA, LM.T., liaInsad Massage Therapist AlliMate chrori<: backaches. headaches, neck and shoulder stiffness, sc~
atica, stress, irT1>fOYe ability, muscle
tone, circulation, athletic pertormance. lt,'
~ntrrerrt, 865-OOn.

Initial meeting at no charge

DEVELOPING YOUR PSYCHIC ABIUTIESANOARELATIONSHIPWIlHYOUR
SPIRIT GUIOE8- Awor1lshop series for
women embracing empowerment Spirit
Guides and affirmation. Discover the
Psychicin yourself. Mondays,July27thAugust 31 st. 6:30pm-8:30pm. 242 St
John St., Portland, $135. For registration contact Dawn Andersen, 642-2257.
LESBIAN lHERAPY GROUP- Ongoing
lesbian therapy group accepting new
members. Meets Tuesday evenings
5:3O-7:30pm. $7(\1rronthly. Confidentiality respectsd. Call 775-7'¥l7.

Making Sense of

Lisa Bussey, M. A., C.E.D.T.

M ON E Y

Individual & Group Therapy

Meanin gs. Myths. Memories.
New Concepts. Tools 8< Habi ts

SHIATSU OR SWEDISH MASSAGE.
Shiatsu is Japanese-style massage.
Special introductory offer of 20'.4 off
regular lee. Keith Hintz MST 828-2023.
Portland license.
TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese
Martial Art, based on mental and physical balance. One learns to blend with an
opponents force to control ll TAl CHI is
a fl uid system based on meditation in
movement Excellent forspiritual growth,
radiant physical health and unequaled in
reducing the effects of stresS" and tension in ones life. Beginners through
advanced classes, including PushHands. Visitors welcome. For information call Gene Golden, m-9039.
THE FOOD CHAIN-to stay at the top eat
from the bottom. Add Super Blue Green
Algae to your diet for health, energy and
mental clarity. Nature's first ITiracie.
Please telephone 781-4457 for complete information.

EASTERN PROM- "'"S MlF roommate
needed to share2BR apt. Furnished, full
ocean view in historic building. $3001
mo. includes ali uti Is. 761-{)SS2.

775-7927

6-week groups ongOing

PAS TC">()L I F E

Be liefs . Anxiet ies. Fears. Questions.

HOUSEMATES WANTED. Large rooms
in house with yard in residential
Yarmouth neighborhood. $35O/mot
utils and sec. dep. Avail 811 . Call 8469002 bet 5~PM.

y

A

Unde1Slanding and Healing
Current life IssUes

Individual Counseling

Money Skills fie
Debt Management
OM

E

A Dynamic Approach 10

Someone safe to tolk to .. .

If no

MALE SURVIVORS OF SEXUAl ABUSE
group starting soon. One opening available. Previous psychotherapy/recovery
work 8SS$ntial. $45 per session. Insurance reimbursable. Tom Marino Ed.D.,
licensed psychologist 773-0649.

• Sexuality

TH

NEARBLVDAJSM-Seeking responsible
considerate M/F who values a safe and
progressive living situation. Great 2 BR
w/ porches, WID. par1ling. $300+ utils.
773-9676

Summer Evening W>rkshop
July 23, 7-9 p.m
Kathleen luke, M.A.

taugh( us, how woufd wt know?

Call 799-4927

Spen ding Pla ns. Money Decisions.

NEEDED: 2 Roommates. M/F, 3Oish. for
quiet Woodlords area apt. Avail 81t
Washer, great porch. $1551mo t sec
and 1/4 utils. Call Bill, 87t-7028

Tal< Plann ing. Basic Checkbook 8<
Bank Statement Skill s.

Individual Consulting

~.1i1

KIM MATHEWS

DON'T SIT
ON YOUR KIDS!"
Having difficulty PARElIffiNG
in a creative positive manner?
Tired of reading parenting
books to resolve confliC1S
with your children?
Call for: Individual or Group
Consuitalions, Home Vails

NEW GLOUCESTER- selking respectful, responsible individuaVcouple to
sharelarmhousewith busy woman and
2 cats. Garden, great view, easy cornmute to LewistON Portland. $250/$350
plus utils. 92~225 after 6.

ATTORNEY AT LAW
• Sexual Harm88menUAbuse

• Divorce. Custody, Support

• Wills , Probate
• Environmental Law

772-2790

"PLEASE

SHIATSU (@
__
ACUPRESSURE
......

.-"

Gmlle, relaxing, he"/ing.
An ~:xptritna if dup b,,14nu

LINDA E. HUSTON

Certified Iyengar Yoga

PARKST- Femaiewith teenage son looking for responsible Fto share Ig sunny
3rd fir apt. Waterview, gas heat parking. $325 +t12 utils. Avail 811 761-3837

message.

PORn.AN(}' seeking responsible person committed to keeping clean apt wi
3 cat artist. Spacious. fu rnished, sun ny.
1865 house. Par1<ing, WID, yard, waler
view. srrokarwelcome. Security. $35(\1
rro. incl. heat. 871-0151 eves.

WITHOUT NEEDLES

Ann Fa."'r T .bbutt, AOITA
799-9258

PORTlAND YOGA STUDIO

THE VEGETARIAN SOCIETY of Maine
will hold its first meeting Sunday, July
19th ;rt 2PM. ff i nterestd please contact
usClo JulieBailey PO Box3tO. Standish,
ME 04084

NORTH WINDHAM- close by Sebago
Lake yet 20 ITins. to Portland. Seeking
non-srroker only to share my 4 BR
horn&- 1 t12 baths plus WID- woods
behind house & loIs of birds. Really
Nice. $3201rro 892-8393

~aave

,c:::::,.o ACUPUNCTURE

Early Childhood
Behavioral Consultant
879-0509 (ans. mach.)

space NOW
in Casco Bay
Weekry's
Wellness

"'"5

• Food

Money Issues

Call Michael or
Sheila at
775-1234 to
reserve your

EAST ENOHousemates wanted for
large. sunny 3BR apt with woodstoves,
yard and parking. $275 +112 util or $t 83
+ 1/3 utils. Avail; 811 . 772~968

• Body Image

232 St.John St.

DON'T MISS OUT

CUMBERt.AN(}'3BR, quiet, Cumbef1and
home, fi replace, hardwood lloors. lots
of light, garden, storage, par1ling, privaq, 10 ITins. to downlown. $280/mo.
tutils. 829-4284.

for Women Focusing on

Money in Our Lives

CONDO LIFE? I need a n/s roommate to
share 2BR condo on BrightonAve. WID,
dish washer, par1ling, no pets. $275/mo
t utils. 774-4916

.:

Try our
Wheels Deal!

PROF. Fseeks a mature, quiet, NIS Ffor
East Prom apt. 5e401rro+ 112 utils. 011street par1ling, pine floors, furnished
except your room. Looking for a chernfree and responsible parson. 761 -4556

Directory.
In the July 30

issue of
Casco Bay
Weekly

dental

Minimum

ASPedal

Advertising
Supplement for
practitioners of
tbe Healing Arts,

CategOrIes:
acupuncture
astrology
chiropractic
counseling
(any type)
creative arts therapy
dental
educational
services
fitness
healing &
bodywork
health services
nutrition
psychic/spiritual
psychological
services
stress relief
therapy
(any type)
wholistic learning
workshops
yoga

Size
stress relief

Deadline

Check your attic, basement, your closets or garage ... take stock of what you see and ask yourself, "Would I rather keep this, or have $92 in my pocket?" If you've chosen the cash
send a 15-word descriptIOn of the ~em in question to Casco Bay Weekly, (use the coupon below), ask $92 for it, and CBW will run your ad for 4 weeks ABSOLUTELY FREE! '

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM

categories
o dining

o roommat..

o .tuflfor ....

o apte/rent
o hoUMal,..nt

o S02 .tull for ....

,..ntat.

' o yarcl .....
o 8rIe & cr8fta
o gllrdeM

o etudloa/,..nt

o Wlrlt8CI

o ..88O.,..,,..nt

ocompul8ra

o rNIeetat.

o mualc

o bulll_ property

0whw18

0 18ncl ....

obo...

o .,ctIon.

o hm.r'"
D IMming

o child 1:8,..
o help W8IIt8CI

your ad:

the sure sell

o Dody&aoul

o offIc.s/rent
o bullln_

BY PHONE: 775-1234

o jobe W8IIt8CI

o publlc.tIoM
O .,."m8Ia

o buaI_ MrtIcn

o IoIIt & found (free)

o bulll_ opportunltl88

o

onMnClal
o d.tIng .ervIcea

o bulleUn bolli'll
o ride bo8rd

.1

notlcM

25 words ... $11 per week
additional words ... 50word/week
Phone it in: 775-1234 (visa/me)
FAX it In: 775-1615 (visa/me)
Walk/Mail it in: Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101
Attn: Classifieds

deadlines

f

Line ads: Monday at 6PM
Display ads; Friday at 5PM
Call 775-1234 for display rates,

fine print
a..Ied ado must be paid fa n -.ce with caoh, perwonoI
ct1ed<, IT1ODO\' orda; III .. a Maotoraoa. Loot & _
Hems lioIod
frao. 0 _ ada ... non ..... . - caw _ not be i alllel",
any
IiaI ....,... arllOiorw. a dlIolgeo n the ad M1Id1 do
not act the va.. '" conIont '" .....ont~ chlWlgO tho",.q
01 the ad. 01dt wi! be _
when able error hao ~
d"taml".d ...., ooe _
01 puI*aIIon T _ ' - _ _
fa S210ClPI'

=:4J

Phone " .

Number of words:

Name:

Number of weeks:

Address:

o visa

0 me'

expo date

First 25 wortls
$11 per week: $
+ add. words 0 5O¢ ea.:

Total:

*
*

,.

/uly 16, 1992
32 UseD Bay Wukly
SOUTHPOR1lAIIYCN'EEll1ABETHline.

roommates
. ROOMNEARUSM,DOWNTOWN-clean,
furnished, back entrance, WID, par1ling,
kitr:hen to share with NIS father & son.
Good privacy, esp. weekends. References & 1 week ($65) security. 7747029. Ask lor Tony or leave message.
ROOMMATE WANTED FOR SUNNY
apartment w/great view, balcony, hardwood noors, privat&living room. W5I
1TIl. Heat included. 77H)666.

,

ResponsilH female to share spacioos.
sunny3 bdrmapt, washer/dryer, par1ling,
near bus ine. heaIBd! Security deposit$2OO'rro. plus t/3 utilities. 767-5817.
STATE ST. STUDIO- Available &'t . Nice,
withbayv.indow, waltowal/, tUb. No pets,
refs. $36&'1TIl. includes heat. 799-0000.
WEST END- Elu:epIionaily clean & sunny
2BR. wi hardwood noors. parlcing, gas
heatand deckwl illlractiveyard. Offared at
$55(Ylro+ uti. S/O & rels raquired. No
dogs. Non-srrokar1. AwiIBlt . 879-7t20

ROOMMATElPARTlCIPANT needed for
strange beh"iNior at au r homey laughing
house. Does your weird humor qualify
you for the low rent of 51551mo? call
7n-8S29.

ONE MONIH'S FREE RENT!

WEST PROM AREA- Weekly basis shortterm arrangement for WS female to
share spacious apt on busline. S75/Wk
ind all. Refs required. 772-1402.

CHECK US OUT.'
772-1232

WESTBRooK- MIF to share large Victorian home. S3OO'ITIl +112 utils. Call Jim
at 772-4614 days or 856-7336 after
5:30PM

Portland on the Peninsula
I, 2 & 3 Bedrooms
Heated
$315 to $600

1st flOOR, FRONT, 854 BROADWAY,
South Portland- Choice office space &
location. CPA Accountant, Manulacture~ Rep. Phone answering, par1ling, all
utilities. in house. Secretarial service wi
lax. Please call Archie Taylor ,"799-8395.

EAST END- Attractive and interesting 4

room aptw/Iots of sunlioht &greatviews.
Dishwasher &extrastoragespaceand 011street parlcing included along with heat &
HW. $475- $S2(Y1TIl based on I occupants. This is an 8I(ce/lentvalue;sokeep~
simple by calling m-2570.
EAST END- Nice 3 BR in quiet area.
Recently redone, yard, laundry facilllies. Available8l1 . $550/mo.• utils. Call
775-0468.
FAlMOUTH RENTAl- 2 room kitchen8It8 • bath. Heat • utils included. Laundry, shortwa/kto beach. No pets. $4651
1TIl. Avail 811. 781-5205.
HISTORIC WEST END Building-Large2
BR loll apt Cathedral ceiling, skylights,
Franklin fireplace. off street par1ling, inhouse laundry. $45011T1l plus heat and
lights. (Hot water incl.) Avail August
773-4820
LONGFelLOW SQUARE Area- Clean
rooms, kitchen priv., discount rates.
Call Steveor Brad aller 5PM or wknds at
775-2125 for appt.
MAINE MEO AREA-Lg sunny 3 BR,lolI.
w/w carpeting, w/heat & HW, parlcing.
S6251IT1l. call 871-1503.

TOODLE-INN NURSERY SCHOOL
(Methodist Church, Dunstan Cornar), is
now taking applications lor September
enroHment- 883-4563.

$40,OOOIYR! READ BOOKS and TV
scripts. Fill out simple 'likeJdon11ike'
form. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home.
beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.
24-hour recording r_ls details. 801379-2925, copyright IME114EB.

54STATEST-large 1&2 BRapts. Nicely
decorated. $475-S5251mo All uti Is incl.
Lease, deposit. Call 761-0557 or 7727977.

DEERING ST AREA- 2 BR in COrt Victorian. Sunny eat-in kitchen, rmdern full
bath, LR,storage, parking, laundry. Heat
induded. Flowers and a back yard for
cookouts. $565. Call 828-1426.

TOODLE-INN NURSERY SCHOOL(Methodist Church at Dunstan Corner)
is now taking applications for September enrollment. 883-4563.

MIJOOYHU-101 CongrassProninent
building, good landlord in same building.
1000 S4V1t+. $35O+I1TIl. m-7426

business rental

DEERING OAKS PARK. Newly renOllated,
heated I bedroom apartment. Hardwood
floo~. Sunny and cheerful. Clean and
secure building. Best Value in Town:
$37511T1l.773-7002.

SCARBOROUGH- Mom with lots of experience and TlC to gill8 your child
(newborn & up). Weekends too! Between Oakhill and and Mall area, call
883-3575.

help wanted

PORTlAND- 311 CUMBERlAND AVE.,
cornarol Elm St. Heavytrallic. Excellent
visibility. 1,600 sq. II. stora/office, heat
Included, parking "iNaiiable. 7n-6527.

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR AN EXPERIENCED FRAMER to set up own frame
shop in existing frameshop and gallery.
Materials and clients included. Contact
Bill Jewell, 773-3334..
ARTISTSEEKSMaiemodelforfingerdrawing. All races. Afro-American preferred.
Excellent pay. Transportation necessary.
No 8I(perience needed. CBW Box 098.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE regarding the investigation of
financing, business opportunities and
work at home opportunities, Casco BiIY
Weekly uroes it's readers to contact the
ARTISTS OF ALL KINDS- Do yourself a Bettar Business Bureau,lnc., Maine Difavor and rent a studio at 317 vision, 812 Stevens Ave., Portland, ME
Cumberland Ave. Small 10 large studios 04103-2648.
"iNaiiablewith lights and heatfurnished.
STAY HOME and makBuptoSl00 allav or
Call7n-6527. ParXing "iNailable.
more. OII8r 400 companies need home
STUDIO SPACE TO SHARE: Are you a wo~stributars NOW! Call for amazwoman artist who chooses to surround ing recorded message. 919-406-9432.
harselfwith creatill8 and spiritually conscious people? We have a 2000 sq/ft
studio with two private rooms and avery
large shared space. Sl5tVmo. Call Ruth,
JACKIS STRONG-STEP WORKOUT.
846-9808.
Light strength and endurance training.
STUIlIOS: ARTISTS ONlY building. All Low Impact aerobic conditioning. South
inclusill8, tin ceilings. artists sinks. ligh Portland Dance Center. Wednesdays
energyenvironmenl Dar1uoomstosu~es 8:30am. Some steps available. $4 dropwith views. $95 to S25tV1TIl. 7994759.
in. First Class FREE. CAli 929-4846, or
come try it!

Jobs wanted

seasonal/rent

ACADIA NATIONAl PARK- Ashort walk
lrom this guest apt. on MI. Desert Islands quill side. Meadows & lTIluntain
views. S3OO/Wk 288-9966
KENNABAGO LAKEISTREAM- Weekly
rental, good fishing, swimming, wildlife. Fully equipped, cortcarT1l, electricity, privy, canoe. $35OIwk; with boW
ITIltor- $500. Gated access. 865-3292.

business services
A TOUCH OF CLASs- Our darJ:ars come
froma placewharedrearrscomelrue. Call
today for that special occasion. 284-1 592.
A&C BUILDERS- Wedo ttall frornA-l! No
job tlosmall! 2Oyea~exparienceserving
the Lev.istoniAuburn area. Reasonable
rates. Futly Insured. 786-0770.

PEAKS ISI..N«)- Enchanting 2+ BR Cot- ATTENTION SMAll BUSlt.t:SSO'M.ERS:
tageon the ocean. Jacuzzi tub, 2fireplaces.
miCrowM boat and bicycles included. 8'
29 through 9fT S595/wt 766-'ll27

Need heipwith accounti ng, payrollortaxes'/
Call Cathy Williarrs at 878-2818 for AIfordable Accounting Services.

real estate

I

& bath, hdwd

NEW EFFICIENCY, excellent neighbor-

hood, 118ry private and small. Available

now. Must 101/8 dogs. Par1ling, utilities
included.SIKl/wk.or$250.ITIl.871-9065

or7n-2427.

008- NewtY RENOVATED, efficiency,
1 BR, start at S350/mo., heat incl. Near
beach, TerT1lle Ave., 934..(328.
PORTlAND WEST END- 2BR sunny,
rmdarn, clean , skylights, loft, cathedral
ceiling, deck, garden SPOt. storage, W/
0, parking. $5251mo +utils. 666-8457

,.

to a

=--::7=::::::::::::::::=:;;;::::;;:=.::=::::'

noo~, large LR, lots of Id~ays~0~r~on~n~week~~en~ds~88~3-~2;42~1~.

NEAR WEST END- lBR eat~n kitchen,
full bath, LA. BR. hdwd lloors. private
deck. ParXing,laundry, sunny-greatlor
plants. $3901mo Call 828-1426

Advertising Account Executive

OIsco &y WeeXIy has an opportunity for an energetic
account executive to join our sales team.
We are looking for an experienced, dynamic and
highly motivated sales representative !o pio~~r and
maintain new accounts as well as servIce eXIsting ones.
You must be organized, creative and possess excellent
interpersonal sKills. You will work as an integral part of
the srues team while at\Sressively devel~ping and
inde~ndentlr. managmg your own territory.
Farruliarity WIth Greater--rortland market will.~ a plus.
This position pays a base salary plus commlSlOn. An
ambitious sales person will earn 18K-40K plus health
coverage and benefits.
If you are enthusiastic about advertising sales send a
cover letter and resume outlining why you'd like to
work for Cllsco &y Weekly.
Send it to:

nljil,i:m SSlA Congress St_, Portland, ME 04101

nm Attn: Larry Haws, Sales Manager
a_ 'llm
.
II CBWis"n Uiua/ Opportunity Employ.,.
~~

lAHOSCAPING.LAWNCAREand installatiOn. Tree. brush ramJIIaI, ninor landscape desion, hedge trimming and plantIng. Weekly accounts welcome. Freeestimates. tow rates. Call 761-0193 anytime
LAWN MOWING- Residential & Commercial, trimming & pruning. Anytime.
call George. n5-5899.

lET P&.l 00 YOUR LAWNCARE whileyou
enjoyyoursurrrnar. No lawn too big ortoo
small. Allordable rates! Call 878-9837.
LIGHT TRUCKING- Hauling rubbish,
brush, wood, delTlllition, misc. 7 d~
week. Call 7n-m9.

HOMES COMPLETE with Dishwasher, Skylights,
Paddle Fan, Stereo, Fireplace, 2 Furnished Bedrooms,
only $19,995,

LUV
HOMES
""

Daily 11-8, Sun 11-5 • Closed Tuesday
Rt 26, Oxford, ME
207 -539-4759

~~~=~~=~======-==::;;;;;;=======i
1993 3 BEDROOMS
$150 for 180 months with $1,599 down or $15,995
APR 9,5% or 4 BR, 80' for $19,995.

LIN

Daily 10-8 • Sunday 11-5
At 1A, Holden, ME
207 -898-7644

MOVING? D.C. PACKING SERVICEHousehold/office goods, light hauling.
Insured. Reliable. 15 years eXJ)8rience.
Free estimates. Donald, 823-5117 or
775-5899. Call between 9am & !!pm.
MOVING?D.C. PackingServic&- Householdlollicegoods.light hauling, insured,
reliable, 15 yea~ experience. Free estimates. Donald 823-5117 or 775-5899
Call bel. 9AM & 9PM
PAINTING- Interior & Exterior, low
prices, free estimates. Call George anytime, 775-5899.

PRO)ECf FOR SUPPORTED LIVING

Limng SUpporters for persons
wttb dtsabtlittes.

Great opportunity for a student who
wants to make a difference.
Send resume to:
Project for SUpported Living
80 Elm Street, Portland, ME
Attn: Vicki

business services

pentry, painting, drywall, and lawn care.
Over lOy~ experience. Free estimates,
best prices in Greater Plld. area. 7674705. Very dependable.

CHARLES B. MELCHER

SEAMSTRESS- 14 years experience in
altarationsand repai~. Superior quality
work. Clothes. drapery, costumes made
to order. Time limits, special orde~, no
problem! 854-0937, Unda.
SUMMER PAtNTING- I can make your
house beautiful inside and out Also,
affordable decorative linishes. Neat,
experienced, and relerenced. Call Betsy
at Portland Paintworks, 871-0087.
SUNSHINE ClEANERS- Housecleaning.
weeldy or bi-weekly, by professionally
trained staff. 16 yea~ experience. Affordable rates, excellent references, insured! bonded. Free esttmates. Greater
Portland. 799-5323.

E.O .E.

o& RHANDYMEN- Light hauling, car-

DICKINSON & SONS, INC.- Interior &
exterior. Wallpapering, drywall, roofing.
25 yea~experience, free esti mates. Call
774-8761.
OYER'SREMODElING- Kitchens, baths.
additions, vinyl siding, windows. rooling, repairs. Quality wor1lmanshlp. 18
yea~ experience. Call 761-7967.
FOCUSING ON LEAKs- Roots. climneys.
gutte~ , etc. Repair or replace. Painting &
carpentry. No jobtoo small. Lowprices! 27
yrs. of refarerJ:es. Call 775-2511.
HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAILABlE
to do odd jobs and ITIlving, locally or
long distance. Experienced & dependable with references. Call lor low rates,
774-2159 anytime.

TREESCAPE- Natural landscape company specializing in naturalistic landscaping, traitwork, brushcutting, thinning, pruning, chipping, bush hogging,
lences, wildlife planting, birdhOUses,
lawns. and loklearing. Satisfaction guaranteed. 761-048:),
TUCKER'S TRUCKING- General trucking
& professional rroYing of all types. Rut>bish removal, basarmnts,attics&garages
cleaned. Freight hauling, 8'1024' avaitable.
Best rates around. Professional service.
Spring clean-up. Call 761-0193.
WANTED: DIRTY WINDOWS- Professional window cleaning servicewilltake
on large or small jobs. Free estimates,
reasonable rates. Call JLS Enterprise,
934-1737 or 934-4215.
WE 00 WINDOWS! Professional wor1l
at an allordable price. Call Marll at
(207)839-4593.

I'\JASTY~NEAT
COMPULSIVE (CLEANING

. . . and other life support services
If you've ever cleaned up for the cleaning people .. .
or worse, cleaned up after them •••
You need me in your life.

EXTRAORDINARY PORTRAITS
501 Cumberland Ave.
Portland 77s-6301

Katherine Clark
772-8784

commercial

residential

r---------------------,
College
Specialty
Painters

A Division or Alternate Source (ASG)

EXTERIOR SPECIALISTS
RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL

REASONABLE PR ICES
GUARANTEED WORK
INSURED

FREE ESTIMATES

Phone 878,3642
PAINTING • STAINING • CLEAR FINISHING

GLENN}. CYR
Receive a 25% Discount on
HA/Rarrs, PERMS & COLORS BY GLENN
until August 30th
772-4552

620 Congress St. Portland

Executive Chef - Tony

Pastry Chef - Anna
•
•
•
•
•
•

Restaurant DeSign
Menu Planning
Food Preparation
Food Presentation
International Cuisine
Pastries

yea~

mI
'11

CARPENTRY & CABINETRY- Projects
detailed and styled for your home or
business. Call Paul Keating 846-5802.

NINTENDO plus three games, ask $92,
call Dan at 871-7074.

LOTS CLEARED- .HVsq.II., stump r&moval, wood harvesting. 37 yearsexp&rience. Will pay top dollar lor standifl!l
timber or logs. Call lor your lree estimate. 943-20881893-1043.

Do your goals match your skills?
Do you know how to
,
market yourself? Are you
- -tongue-tied at interviews?
There is a job for you.
207/799-3344

BEULA'S BUSY MOTHER'S ClEANING
SERVICE- Your supplies, my labor at
Slothr. Cash only. Honest. dependable;
excellent references. Ask for Patti. 7612490 eves. or message: 773-1931.

stull for sale
MORRIS ROCKER, old stand up Radio.
Both need refinishing. Both $92 or $46
each. 77H803.

MASONRY WORK OF AlL TYPES- 15
experience. Brick, block, stone
walls or fireplaces. waterproofing. Reasonable rates, service guaranteed. Call
lor fast, free estimate. 865-6025.

Is your
job fun?

BAKER & HAlL- Professional wallpapering and painting. CeIling specials plus
multi-room discounts. Experience and
references. For your free estimate, call
767-5752 or 799-0231.

business services

I FIXcold-hot-steampressurewashers.
Karcher,Alkota, Power-Master,Landa,
etc. Factory trained serviceman. Also
new & used maclines for sale or lease.
call 846-1405.

studios/rent

MUNJOY HILL- 22 O'Brien. 2BR, nice
building, 2fireplaces(nolforheat). Deck
w/panoramicview. Par1ling. $450/mo + 28R HOME- 112 acre. nice starter, good PORT1..AM)- OCEAN A~. 3 bedroorrs
heat & HW. 772-7426 days. 775-7m location on Scarbofough. VA assumable plus bungalow nearschoolsand BackBay.
_.
or use own finarJ:ing, by owner. Call after Zoned for 2-family and prolessional use.
Asking $99,000. Call 773-2242.
4pm weekdays or weekends. sn.SOO.
WNJOY HILL-Two larg8 sunny 2 BR
apta. In newly renovated Victorian 3- 00 YOU HA~ A HOUSE FOR SAlE? POST & BEAM BARN- Authentic, tradiunit, $55tVmo. includes heat, water & Why not advertise it through nlESURE tional, 2-story Timber1rame. Handhewn
parlcing. One "iNailable immediately. Call SELL? Call 775-1234 or 883-4149.
timbers v.ith mortise & tenon joinery.
For more info: 829-5304 eves.
m-9S49 tNenings.
FALMOUTH- SPACtOUS, NEWLY
NEAR MAINE MED.-Brickapt building. RENNOVATED 5 BR colonial in SCARBORO-SUPER 2BR, 1.5BA
CorT1llllely renovated 1 BR apt await- Stapleford Falls. Great landscaping. In- Townhouse close to beaches & nUl,yeIin
ing its first tenant On-site maintenance cludesill-lawapartment, sundeck. priced private. treed, setting-greatcondition,tow
In an architecturally interesting & se- to sell at $229,000 by owner. 878-8673. fee & price! $69,900, Debra Leahy, Mar1l
cure building. $350tlmo. 874-7859,
Stifl1lSO'1774-64051773-1990.
PAST PARSONS FIElD,2acrewood lot
774 2121
.
paYed Rd frontage, good for home or
paSS this paper on
NEAR ME MED-Allractive heated3 room trailer $14,500. Call after 4pm. weekfriend

=:.M::r~~:.~:~

business services

help wanted

GORHAM- EXPERIENCED, CPR cert
mather of three v.ill care for your children
in "" home. Days only. Lunch prOYided.
Very low rates. call Lori, 839-3764.

onlces/rent

apts/rent

AVAILABlE AUGUST 1st, EAST ENDLOIIely, sunny, 2-3 BR, unique, with
many extras. Sweeping ocean & city
views. deck, yard, parlling. S6751mo.
heated. 774-2397.

child care

Erase
Bad Credit
CItI'I>IT REI'AIH :\En\ORK
1 Comllll'rdal St.
i72·M01O

TOUCHDOWN REMODEUNG
Kitchens &
Bathrooms Installed
• Tile Roon
• CeIling.

• Painting
No job too Big

or Small

n4-2568

HOMES
Try the Sure Sell: Call 775-1234 and let us take care of you!

470 White's Bridge Road
Standish, ME 04084
207-892-6906

business opps

stull for sale

COMPUTERIZED OFFICE, good potential . I need a buyar, partner 0 r employee
willing to makesomesortofimaginative
arrangement until the money starts coming in. " you h"iNe the time and the
initiatill8, call 225-3956, or write Box
552, Auburn, ME 04212-D552

QUEEN SIZE Waterbed with frame,
heater and mattress cover. $2SO. Moving- Must Sell. Call 767-8058 -1ea\18
rnessag&- Good Deal!

EARN SSOO OR MORE WEEKLY stulling
envelopes at home. Send long SASE to:
Country Shoppers, Dept Y3, P.O. Box
1779, OenhamSprings,La 70n7-1779.

dating services
FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE. as seen on
T.V. Capturetheyoung heartsofIheseOld
World beauti es WIth traditional val ues. Free
photo brochure. 702-451-3070 anytime.

stull for sale
2 CTX GEMINISS PillA O~NS. $4,800
each or B.O.; 40 S8Is of plymold Windsor
booths.Sl00parsection;2Digama1Mu/lie
4 ~ar crane machines, $000 each or
B.O. Other numerous ~1ImS- 879-0403.

9MO 01.0 SEARS DRYER- new oven $400

now $250. Gas 112 cooking

stolle 112

heater B.O. Call altar Spm 761-4732.
COMPUTER PRINTER- Dot matrix Tandy
132, allTllst new. Cost $169, sell 565.
773-5573 Robinson
DOES Your Lifestyle make you alarget?
Defend yourself v.ith FBI approved olc
spray. 510.95 to LaPointe PO Box 1141,
Westb ook, ME 04092
GUARANTEES ARE DNtY AS GOOD as
the company thai oilers them. Watch
out for "ITIlney back" oilers from unknown companies.
KING SIZE WATERBED, padded rails.
full pedestal, 4 drawers, 5 doors, mirrored headboard with glass cabinets
$4SO. 2501b mushroom mooring, used
1 season, ready to go S3SO 883-8932.
KING SIZE WOOD WATERBED frame. 4
large drawars underbed, padded side
and end boards. Large mirrored headboard wmght Call 767-3034.
lADIES DIAMOND RING- Center, Princess cu~ side, Trilliants, 1.42TW. One
year old. Appraised 59000, asking
$5000. 799-6681.
lARGE COOKSTOVE WIWHITE enamel
warning oven, carriage/stroller, posture chair, couch, wooden stand, eggcrate bed coushins, vanity, mini refrigerator, lobster trap, large clothes,
caderoys, dresses. 799-6847
MATIRESSES & BOXSPRINGS &
FRAMES- New and used. /\Iso washers
and dryws and appliances. We also buy
unwanteditams. Cred~availalM m-5737.
MOUNTAIN BIKE 1990 DlalTllnd Back,
AscenllEx Deora/Comp. Brand new
condo $399, ale for Andy 883-1912.
OLYMPIC TICKETS- Track and field. 81
1,813,815. 100m and 40Dm hurdles.
200m (men's & women's) and lSOOm
(women). Sarah Bullay 871-9256
OUTDOOR COOKS! I have a barbeque
sauce that goes with everything! +2
additional recipes. Send $2 SASE to:
'S&T. ENT" 27 Westbrook, Me. 04092.

TWO ITAlIAN Design armchairs- newly
upholstered in rose fabric. $ISO each.
846-3912
WHAT'S THE BIG DEAl ?The '56 WGAN
Tag Sale" tNery SundiIY, 9am-l1am.
BUY, SELL or TRADE! Tune your radio
to the "56 WGAN Tag Sale".

~92

Stuff
for Sale
1976 POSTAl JEEP- low niles. great
for parts or fiX. Interesting? $92 call JiIY
828-4062
1982 CHEVETTE- Tie rods springs muffler, Ball joints alternator, tires all r&cently replaced. Call 772-5813.

real uzzle

BII 0011 Rill/iII
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Mathemag!c
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Each of the

Pair custom-made Schumacher drapes
fortallwindow. 6l1plus, noral on creamy
whit&- $92.

~~~~the ~11~~~

PHONE and Answering Machine, short
W"iNe radio $92 takes all. G.E. MicroW"iNe oven 592 76NI058

sponds to

SCUBA EQUIP.- Fins. mask, snorllel, wt
belt, air gauge, compass. $92 or B.O.

657-3n6.
SHARP 8ectronic Typewriter- Excellent
cond,$92. DIMIOMl CuVAoruntined goid
"t' initial ladies ring. $92. 7'l1-8978

33

an

Arabic numeral
in a simple
division problem. See if you
can express the
math in more
conventional
terms.
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TECHNIQUES LINEAR, Programmable
tumlable$92. CASIOCl101 $92.SEGAwl
6 games, gun, trackball $92. m-Ot37
TOILET AND SINK plus fixtures. pink,
American Standard, excellentcond. 592
call 773-4380.
TWO DAY SERVICES lor 592. Will drive
you or children on errands or day trips.
865-6819.
VWRABBIT-1'l19Runs. Nostickar. Needs
wor1l or great parts car. $92 871-9377
WATER HEATER- Enargy efficienL electric, 40 gal., 1 yr. old. 799-9709.
WETSUIT-LadieslargeHenderson lined
farmerjohn with jacket, hood, boots.
Primo Condition. $92 or b.o. 657-3726
WHITE WOODEN TWIN Canopy Bed
Frames and Rxtvres, $92 865-68t9.

Clo"ijkth:
775-1234

Can you solve the
Real Puzzle? There is a
$20 gift certificate from
Alberta's for the firstprize winner. The
serond-prize winner
recei ves two free passes
to The Movies at
Exchange Street.
Winners will receive
their prizes in the mail.

Drawings are done at
random. Contestants are
ineligible to win more
than one prize in a fourweek span. Only one
entry is allowed per
person per week.
All entries for this
week's puzzle must be
received by Wednesday,
Jul y 22. The solution to

this week's puzzle will
appear in the July 30
issue of Casco &y
Weekly. Send your best
guess to:
Real Puzzle #131

Casco &y Weekly
551A Congress St.
. Portland, Maine 04101

Solution to Real Puzzle # 129

yard sales

("On the blink")

PORTlAND-l DAYSAlE:Antiques. furniture, colleclables, woodstove, china,
many books & ITIlre. Saturday, July 18,
9-4, 197 State St

wanted

1) open/ closed
2) beer/wine
3) air conditioned/
(no) vacancy
4) used/cars
5) bail/bonds

6) inby9/outby5
7) good/eats

8) casino/lounge
9) dine/dance
10) food/fuel

JUNK CARS & muCKS wanted. Free
pickup. Call DumboEnterprises8S4-2068.
SEEKING STROBOSCOPETuner- ~you
ha118 one collecting dust, I will buy it!
Please call collect. Use the name 'Stroboscope." Eric (603)447-5107.

This week, Marc
Veilleux and a friend
will dine at Alberta's.
Rufus Hale and a
friend will take in a
movie at The Movies at
Exchange Street.

(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was recently published by Harper and Row.)

20 GALLON Rsh Tank, Baby Cradle,
I1111111111111111111I11I1II11II1I11111111111111111111111111111111111I111111111111I1111111I
Men's Bauar-Panther Ice Skates S1lB 8.
Like new 592.828-1142.

Portland's Largest
Adult Entertainment
Center!

BAUER XF 3RC RollarbiadessilB 8men'sused only 3 times. $92. Call 773-2365.

,

BICYClES: Girl's 24' Schwinn, Boy's
26" Grants. Both 5 speed, both new
cond. 592. 829"3426.
BIKE TRAINER- Magturbo II. 5175 new.
Hardly used. 592 729-0465 after 4PM
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN TICKETS! 3 flCklis for N.J. Show July 25th $92. Call
Gerry 773-5897.
CHAIRS, ladder back w/ rush seats. sat
of 4 $92/BO 7~65 after 4PM

Offering a huge
selection of videos,
magazines and toys for
the discriminating
adult ...

COMPUTER MONITOR- NEW! TAXAN
12 inch amber display- sale for your
eyes. $92 Call Kathy 77M682.
COUNTRY PINE Table w/6 chai~. S92.
Good condition. MOIling must sell. Call
773-4334.
elECTRIC BASS GUitar (Black) $92
Yamaha 12 String Acoustic $92 OM
797-8978
FOR SAlE Duo-fonecordless telephone.
$45 A steal! Panasonic answering machine, $47. anytime, 799-7044.
FOR SAlE: Duolone cordless phone.
works fine! Panasonic answering machine. $92 for both. 799-7044
HEWLETT PACKARD BusinessConsultant 18c Rnancial Calculator w/ manual
$92. Dave 775-5234 days.

Newly Remodeled & Newly Expanded!

LUNA-PROSBC- nashmeter attachment.
case. instructions. $240 new. ElIceIlent
condition: 592. 957-5607
MATCHING COUCH & CHAIR. Woodsided, earthtonecolors. Very good condition. $92. 772-2236, leall8 message.
MEN'S 10 speed bike, 25" Frame good
condo great corT1lOnents. 20 Ibs. $92
926-4608
MlNOLTASRT I OOv.ithSOmmIens.Looks
and wor1<s pertectly. $92. 967-5607.

PORTLAND
• VIDEO EXPO.
666 Congress 5t • 774-1
Open M-Sat, 10-10 •

Also in KITTERY

• VIDEO EXPO •
Route 236 • 439-6285
Open M-Sat. 10-10 • Sun, 12-7

34 Casco &y Weekly
HARlEY XLH '83-1000cc, 9200 iii, c~
tomengravedchrome, 3.2galtanlc. $4000'
neg. -Custom bui~ tniler additional S5OO'
neg. 729-1117. Leaw message.

wanted
WANTED:

Water lor I Family Mixer.

My \hIM children, from deep

aou\h and the wUd west, are
counting on me to find lhem a
place for a reunion. And a
reasonably priced, watarfronl
cemp, 10-15 miles from
Portland, would be a greal
mixer. Many of these foll,a
have Rever mel, 80 II'S vary
Impor1anllhat mom not let her
klda down. All told, _ 're
talking about e adults and 3
kids. Plans ara for the week of
Sept. 20-27. call 767-T7T7 attar
e pm, and help gal mom off
the hook.

wheels

1972 Maroon Eldorado Cadillac Convertible- 8.2L. 73,000 original miles,
excellent condition. $800018.0. 797·
6073, INYe message.

BMW Kl00RT- 4 cyI, 7700 lIi,lun dress.

IlMMa!2Blertires, new battery, Lllflmlister
exhaust Asking$4600.call alter 5wl\day$,
wl\nds anytime. 474.a:J42.

~

I

CAMARO RS 1991· Auro, V~, Hop,
10INers, tilt-wheel, ps/pb, air, arn'fm
cassette, rllilr dafrost, extra clean, low
lliles. AsIIing $11 ,500. 76Hl644
CHEAP! FBVU.S. SEIZED: '89 Mercedes.
$200; '86 VW, $50; '~Mercedes, $1 00;
'65 Mustang, $50. Choose l rom thousands starting $25. 24-hour recording
reveals giv9iIWaY prices. SOl-379-2929,
copyright IME114JC.

,

CHEVY CITATION 1981- Brown, automatic, 4 door, nice cond, a-c, ps/pb,
79000 llilas,well maintained. 761-1705,
leave message.
CORVETTE. $400; BRONCO, $50; '89
Mercedes, $200; '~ BMW, $100;.'65
Mustang, $50- U.S. Public Auction,
druglord properties. Chocsefromthousands starting $25. 24-hour recording
revealsgiv9iIWaY prices. 801-379-2930,
copyright IMEl14RC.
CORVETTE, 1979- Silver, auto.• w/llirror T-tops, PSlPB, Am'Fm cassette, AI
C. $10,500. 879-0284 after 6pm.
FORD FESTIVA, 1988- AlC, 5-spd
man ualtrans., 46K. great gas llileage,
reliabietransportation, I8d,2-dr. $2275
firm. 774-3293, leave message.
FORD RANGER 4x4, 1986- STX ~ACK
AGE,47,0001liIes,~,kyhnder,

exceilentcondition,S4,700orB.O. m-

9664.
GMC C25 WRECKER. 1980- Too many
parts to list $2500 or B.D. Days, 6553800, nights, 642-2776.
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GMC PICKUP Sierra 1500 1989w/special capand dura liner, IIXC. cond.$8700.
Call for more details! 998-2605
SON 1986- Heritage
HARLEY DAVID
Special
red ashape.
cr9i\m,
saddle1-339-9437
bags. 2500
lliles. ;nnt
S9IKlO,

i

1 ;; ~ )
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CHARLIE BROWN- I understand what
you'retrylngtodo. Nonfanatically, I love
you,l'mprayingforyou, and please take
care of you rself. -Downtown Lucy

PLYMOUTH HORIZON HATCHBACKGreat condition, original owner, very
low llileage,l985, new tires, Well-maintained, stereo, radio a tape, very reliable
transportation. $18OM1.0. 774-6405,

EXOTIC DANCERS- Theareasfinest male
and female PROFESSIONAL DANCERS.
Birthday, BachelorlBacheiorette parties,
etc. Gall PARTY-UP TALENT at 761-

TOYOTA CELICA GT, ,1989- Red, 5speed, AMlFM casalle, OIl r, cruise, power
sunroof, low miles. $9,900. 934-0702.

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jet there anytime for only 5169
with AIRHITCH(r~. Call 212-864-2000.

GET·mE REACH YOU NEED
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CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY

women

For more information, call

Panache Salon

Portland'. Haircolor Specialists

772-5767

LOST A PET? Call The Animal Refuge
League, 854-9771 .

21 ' POINTER FIBERGLASS Lobster boat
with cabin. Mari ner 150hp, BlO. Trailer,
elec. Hawler, newly painted, rea<lyto go
in water $75,000. Gall 883-4105.

Placing your classified ad
before over 100,000 readers
in the Greater Portland area
is as easy as 1 - 2 - 3 - 4

21FT CUDDY CABIN wooden boat. 4
cyI., grey Marine a trailer $3000, 7724835 call alter 6pm.
AVON 13FT RUBBER RAFT, woJ1( boat
model. 3OhpTohatso motor, used mainly
inlresh water. Galkins trailer$2,700for
all 767-4337.

learning

DANCE WORKSHOPS lor kids. (Aug. 3-7,
ages 8-1t~. (Aug. 10-17, ages 12-H~.
9:30-1 PMdally.lncludesJalz, Ball«, MIme.
Choreography. Casco Bay MO\Iers 15t
StJohn ST, Portland. ~1-1013

HEAR TALKING PERSONALS- 1-900884-8500, S2Jrnin. (18+) OR: TALK TO
LIVE GIRLS- 1-900-884-1220 $2.!l!W
llin. (18+). CONNECTIONS UsA, Ft.
Laud., FL. Info: 305-525-5433 (x9122).
HOT, LIVE a WILD, JUST YOU a ME,.I702-871-4103. Over 21 only, very diScreet billing.

DRAWING with Bonnie Spiegel at her
studio 8 lessons using "Drawing on the
Right Side of the Brain." 8eginnilll! July
22. Wednesdays ~. No expenence
necessary. $80. 774-4160

LOCAl WOMEN & MEN- With phone
numbers! 1-900-884-DATE, lid. 428.,
$lIlIin.,lS+. (T.V., Fort Myers, R.., tt.~

animals

TRANSVESTITE,
TRANSEXUAL.
CROSSORESSER information IIltlineand
mealingplace. 1-212-9IIs-lm-8 or 1212-986-91156-7. Local! Nationwide, 24
houl'!/ 7 days. Exciting tastion catalog
from famous Michael Salem TV Boutique.

ALL DRESSED UP wanting someplace
to go! BaW tuxedo cat ready to strut
into your hllilrt. Call Al'llmal Refuge
t.
::Lsag::!.:u2e,~854
~
-9-:77-::

1-900-454-1444
ST .79/m1n: 18. only
1-800-955-5580
InIoJl:.~'stmembershlp
Whurlwlnd. Inc.

From Batb to Sebago Lake to Kennebunk,
over 100,000 readers...
Nowtbat's

REACH!

;;;;';~~~~;;Iiiiiir,,~,,~~

tone phone! Enterh fOU'-dgit" number 0
~ertlsar may not
to, listan to the gr88llf1l1. ~ ~~~i. You may stll lea.... a
have nIOOIded a grae~ line) The dale _the and at the ad Is the last
message on ~ per.IOI1 s
. also choolle to ·browse· through all ads
day to reply to that ad. You may
aiIIItlIeto"bIowsIIj.
lnaspacificcategory(companlonaandotheranotllN
Calls cost$1 .o49Imin. You must be 18 or aver. C
Bay~ 551A
T respond to a CBW Box', address maol to asco.
' ..
o
st .......'1Ind, ME 04101 , making sure tof the
print the \hrae-dgil
Cong/flSS ., ru....,
envelope
CBW Box • clearty In the lower left-hand comer 0
.

HoW til place your personal ad:

~~~D5-DD'D 0

o YeS, I agree to record my voice greeting

0 0 0 0 000

Free 15·word Personal Ad:

category:
o men" men
o others
o companions

COnfidential InfOrmation:
l(Ne cmnot print your ad without it .~

phone:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

T place a FREE ad with ~I Cldlll, fill out the coupon and mail
o
.
......._ photocopy the coupon first
or FAX it (775-1615) to us. (If faxing, ....-eI)The .... nefor
h

upon recievlng my Personal Call Code.

o women " men
Omen" women
o women " women

.

n~ :

________________________

...

. The
.n! doesn~ reproduce w.
.........,
and lhan
it.
nawspn
at noon. FREE ads are 25 words or less
,. fax
~adslSMonday
receMOg
free ads will be accepted aver the phone. Nt5
andrunfortwoweeks. No
adcitionalword. We11 send you a
with mora than 25 words cost 50¢ per
. . II security code
four~igit,. nll'T1ber(lo be printed inYOUttvougr
ad)~;'~at 00 cost to
for exduslve access to yOU' responses

address: _____________________
c~:----------------------

state: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ zip:: _ _ _ __

~ Box hand P.O. Boxlscost $20 per two-week ad. Nt5 may be

the
I ~,
•

.

~

f

I '
I

'

1 . ;.
,

~

paid for with VISa or MaslerClWd, or local check or cash.

person of the week

DWF, 49, PROFESSIONAL, attractive (all 5'7" is physically
fit), affectionate, sensual, has many interests (except
high-risk like sky-diving); favorites are: films, plays, singing, reading, camping, hiking, x-country skiing, canoes/
kayaks, garden, the ocean ... Seeking phYSically fit SWM
with good communication and people skills, likes his
chosen work, can play, humorous, environmentally
aware, interested in own personal development and
wanting monogamous relationship. No addictive behaviors. 1r5744 (8/3)

NICE GUY WANTED- GWM, 33, 6',
1701bs., good.jooking, into travel, beach,
outdoor activities and laughter. Seeks
good~ooki ng, straight-acting man with
healthy outlook lor friendship leading to
relationShip. !l5759 (&'3~
LWATTACHED GWM, 4Os, intel, healthy,
prof, trim, nice guy, seeks sillilar 3OsI40s
maleforgenuinefriendship. -S703(7128~

others
26 yr.old YUPPIE MALE looking for hedonistic fun with good ~ooking, professional females. 30-45. I am attractive,
athletic, fun~oving . !l5767 (&'3~
31 yr. old MWM seeks attractive TVs,
transijeodars lor all possibilities. Cleanlinass a discretion a must. "5764 (&'3)

7/1 WMGX NOONTIME performance@
Tommy's- You wore orange shirt. sunglasses, & radiant slIile. You offered to
get me a sched ule... I want you r pho ne
number instead! "5711 (7/28~
BiWM, 38, MARRIED, seeks a gentte
and exciting, kind and passionate man
to help me express the other part of
~f. Tell me why you're the one.
Box 094. !l5706 (7128)

caw

81.UE-EYEO BlONDE, built like Swuee,
blue jeans and all,looking for one couple
to reach out and call. Happily married,
80 discretion a must. Good friends at
first, and then maybe lust. P.O. Box
9715-190, Portland. ME 04104.
EXHIBITIONIST looking lor women to
entertain. Just the thing for private par-

OVERWEIGHT GRANOMA looking for HEALTHY, STABLE, sensitive,
grandpa, 53+, tosharewhat_lffe has looking professional DWM, 41 , looking
to offer. Many interests. Lat'senjll'f the for kind, genUe, attractive, NIS woman
nlDrt fifty years together! !15m (&'3~
who is active,emotionally available, and
young at heart "5712 (7/28)
WO, HRP! I helped find apt for my
girffriend. Now must find her a man, HONEST, CARING DWM, 38, 5'8",likes
between 4D-5O. She is bubbly, attrac- music, bowling, camping, seeks SIIlWF
live. Pl9i\se call! I'm tired. -5757 (&'3) who's attractive, fit likes good Urnes,
possible long-term relationship, Let's
meet! (Brunswick~ !l5766 (&'3)

men.r women

I AM INTERESTED in meeting an intelliME YOU I£AI.THY, 1Omantic, but ~ gent, physically fit attractive SWF, 2S!rated with your rTiserabIe life? Me. 100. 35, who is passionate in her beliefs and
Let us meet and resolve this problem and actions. and wants 10 share Chianti by
be happy. I'm 25, SlIM. P.O. Box 11432, candlelight H thafs you, we hM tile
1'oftIand, ME 04104. Photo appreciated. foundation for a beautiful beginning.
life is short. there alii beaches to walk,
ATTRACTIVE, athletic SM, 46, well-read, sunsets to share, theatlll, dancing and
weII-IraYeIad, laacher and fenirist, sup- dining to bedone. CBWBox095. "5716.
porter of the arts, seeks awise, witty, welleducated woman.
Box 096. !l5719 I FEEL LlI<E A NEEDLE INA HAYSTACkGaring, sensitiveSWM, 29. NlS, enjoys
BAM! POW! ZOOM! Boy Wonder look- live music and danCing, good beer,
Ing for Catwoman- I love III scratch a movies and stimulating conversation.
kitty until It purrs! Have an Itch? Meow! WantsSWF,25-35, for more than friend!:all me. Please, no Penguins or Ice ship and a roll in the... HEY! Give me a
Maidens. !l5741 (8/3~
call. -5758 (&'3~

WASP SEEKS MATE- 40, educated, inlADY, YFAHTASIZE byyourselfwhen this
dependent males bio-alarm just stung. AITRACTIVE GWM, 29, trim, N/S, casual, fit 40s MWM can put an ear-2-ear
straight-acting,
relatively
i
nacptrienCed,
Oueen bee sought for love, passion, &
snile on your face. Satisfaction guaranfallily hive. Risk wafting your phero- seeks same, 20-35. I'm not promiscu- teed! Discnllion a must! !l5769 (8/3~
ous. but open to possibilities. I enjoy
.
mones my way. -5770 (&'3~
exploring the outdoors, hiking nature, LOOKING FOR ATTRACTIVE. marnedl
,
_ separated 40s-age woman for a perWHEN 2 STARS como - I man atnHIbC
• .,.... qatot 1IIioS, """li!lIVtly. ~ ~~~ \\\i . -I
'Wn'1f
SHY, HONEST DWM, 36, seeks to meet SWM,1at82Os, financiaily/emotionallY5&- aren't everythiQp, b~.mhl~~: ~ RV,ldl :
female, 30-40, for friendship and possI_ cure. I believe dreams do come true, ro- totennisstar AndreAgassi isaplus(not slonal. kind, lOVing, understanding
mandatory!~. Come out of the closet. SWM, age 31. -5748 (1V3~
blymore. leniD'l'theoutdoors, children, mance and ~ dille 1940&, cuddling,
wherever you are, so we can talk.
POA
and
Independentthoughtand
actions
and affection. If you have
LOOKING FOR RJN- BiM, 30s, goodsimuar lI\Or
ofwomen. Hyou beliewthatrainydaysara Boxholder, P.O. Box 724, Brunswick, looking. seekino close friendships with
for !oven; and weekends are made ME 04011 . -5771 (8/3~
other males or couples. Give me acall If
SWM. 28. 5'10' 1851, brown hair, halIII
n call.
you'rewilli~toexploreall possibilities.
eyes, -aoe build, handsome, athletic,
ATTRACTIIII' GWM, 32, fit. masculine !l5715 (7/2
COllegHducated, career-type, woJ1(ing WIFE WANTED: I'm 34, I smoke and I proTes";onal,soITllJWl1at5ltYOl1.tin.gond
proiessional. Wolid like to connect with drink about one S-pack of beer a week. shape, straight--acting, looking to meet M. 3O,LOOKING for awoman who likes III
ba~whenshe'snaughl'iand ma&attractive, interesting,outgoing,
SWF, I love kids and I need to be needed. others.Jnto working out c;ampjng, ilin- sagedwhenshe·smce.Sensuaiistspl9i\se.
ing
out
and
dancing.
"5765
(&'3~
18-45, who is sericusly interested in form- !l5747 (&'3)
Fantasies appreciated. !l5746 ~l
ing a POSitive. lasting lriendShi~l8lationShip.
be shy! call 115718 (7/2S)
BiWM,26,AITRACTlVE,l00·.4straight MWM SEEKS fEMALE for fun or lanlasl.
95% of the time. Masculine, profes- Interests include adu~ movies, hot tubs,
candy panties, Pee Wee Herman, or your
SWM, 2S, 5'10', athletic, NlS, attractive,
sional, many hobbiesandinterests. You: desire. Age not important. tI5699 (7/28~
former college/military, now profe&BilGWM, 21-30, masculine. good-looksiona! in Southern Maine. Enjoy working, straight acting- not into gay scene. PHYSICALLY FIT MALE in search of
ing out, comedy movies. dancing, SPOrts, CWF, 23, Haven' been to ZOOTZ yal- Discretion assured. CBW Box 092. females any age for erotic, sexy, discreat. clean fun. Corne to my retreat lor
camping, beach partying. Seeking com- though I found Raffles a The Movies. Idig 115695 (7/21)
an oil massaga, cocktails at the jacuzzi
fortable relationship wijh happy, active, 'tift In Hell" corrics, this cellophane city,
outgoing, attractive, NlS SWF, 21 "35, bumpy brick sidewalks.listeri ng III Rollins GWMWAmNG-lam36,liveinBrunswick, and dinner in the r~. !l5708 (7/28~
bold enough to answer a personal ad. inlhecarwhen it's raining, by-lines, IeaYas wanting to f1lI8I G'Bi men for lriendstip SEEKING Bi MAlES- Professional BiM,
turning upside down in IIle wind off the and mora, so let's get together and have 32, honest and discreet. hoping ro f1lI8I
Donl be shy! "5751 (&'3~
river. Have you been alone and not no- some fun. !l5761 (8/3~
sameorcoupfe,20-45, todevelopafriendSWM, 33, AITRACTIVE, honest, col- ticed? !l5T73 (8/3~
ship and expIorelantasies. "5714 (7/28~
lage-educated, who loves canoeing,
GWM,
25,
SEEKING
si
ncere,
monagaSWM,29,
HANDSOME, humorous, athFIRST
TIMER
USING
PERSONALS
movies, fishing, dancing, quiet times.
letic, professional, happily uncommitmous,
straight--acting
GWM,
If
you're
would
like
to
meet
40+
outdoors,
aniSeeking easy'Ooing, cute lady who is
ted. Seeking unhappily married female
both sensible and seeking meaningful mal-loving woman lor lriendship, de- bored wilh the bars, like long walks on to share stories, trust, friendship and
veloping relationship. Honesty and dis- the beach, shopping, dining out, call
relationship. !l5750 (8/3~
hopefully a carafully planned, discreet
soon. "5763 (&'3~
cretion a must !l5768 (8/3~
whirlwind romance. !l5707 (7128)
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IT WAS A SVM WfiO CA.L~ED THE
AMBULANCE, HE WAITEO WITH HER 8Y
A PL.A( E CAl. I.E 0 JR~S LOUNG£ . A
(LOS.\) P~"'CE """Iit'. SOAROEO ODoRS Wf!ERE
SI1 E STOrPED AfiEOR 51110 COU I.DN ' .
WALl< ANYM ORE . HER PLAN WAS To
JVST DI SAPPEAR FoR A coUP~E OF HOURS,
TAI< E ALL I4 ER SAil ED UP MONEY FROM
WOP-KING AT 11IE B~ VE MOUSE Tl-I EATER
t\ w\) III SAIlP\: AltJ.ijRW!I,~;;:]~~

women ... women

THE DO&TOW N DOCToR. WAS GOING To
FIX I,

foR HER. SHE GillE 5> HIM

THE

t.JEY AND HE GIVES HERTf\ETICKET BACt<. To \-IE!? LIFE, FOR GRAOUA -

TION HER BOYFRIEND Go, ATRIPlO
Eup.oPE. ESTHER GoT A RIDE ON lW•.
NUMBER. SEIJE N Bus GoiNG NORTH. \-\ER
eo'l'FRiENl) WENT TO FRANCE AND
SA~ me ElffE\. TOWE.R . ESTHER
WENT TO D06TOWN ANO SAW. '\).IE
eEH.ING OF A 8ASEM~NT. \-II HoNEY..
Yov WERE HERE. r=~.....

c:.

HER ?LAN WAS TO DISAppeAR foR. JUST
A covPLE OF HOURS Mjlln1eNCoME HOME.
DOG TOWN OOQORS S INC, THIS SONG,
DO-DAII. . Do - OAK .
Doc, TOWN 6R",,,E. YARD Five M I LES LoNG

014

E

Co - DA

add'i words 0 .50 each: _ _ _ __

lev

Giv

men

First 25 words & headline; _--"FIH
==-_

HOW til lSI your Personal call® mailbox:
,. number and private security code, you may
After you ~~~roduction Use your introduction 10 Iell more
record your ...... ~- I
first name but OON'T give
about yourself than yOU' ad does.
e yoAJt
, ask ~ .. callers
phonenll'T1beroraddress. MakeslI'eyou
7~
you'laStn~,
rumbars and the basi lirneslocallthem. All
to leave lheir names, .phonewedby CBW and go on line withrI 24 hours.
introductions are revle

men

ROCK a ROLL LOVER- SWM, 32, 6'2",
smoker, sentimental, romantic, businass owner, OJ, chem-free, seeks SWF,
slender, pretty, no narcotics. neurotics,
psychotics, OK eroUcs, for long-term
palTll8ring . ..5700 (7/28)

caw

How to respond to a personal ad:
Just call 1-900-370-2041 BnI time, 2. ~~day, =~

SWM, JUSTTURNED 18, 6'0', 1901bs.,
very attractive (and good, ff you know
what I'm saying~ , blonda, hazel eyes,
~
athletic, starting at Bowdoin College next
fall, native 01 Bakersfield, CA., sick of 29, AVERAGE GUY, GWM, 6', l!Kl1, norOld Port bars (I have fake I.D.~ and mal type, seeks others, 20-30, not into
would like to meet some girts in my age
scene, anjll'f movies, walkson beach,long
group, Must bethin. Write and save this
drives, and mora. !l5720 (7128~
non-native dude. (Ayuh- Blaah! Who
ever invented this awful word?) COW
Box 093. "5704 (&'4)

ties. !15m (&'3~

1. Write your 25-word classified ad.
2. Have your Visa or MasterCard ready.
3. Call THE SURE SEll HOTLINE at 775-12~4.
4. Get ready to answer your phone
as the results come ringing in!

LIVE PSYCHICS INTERPRET
YOUR PAST, PRESENT &
FUTURE OF
THROUGH
THE POWER
THE TAROT

AmNTIONCATS: Novacationloryou?
Think OIUin. Call Club Purr for cats only
...lata.
boarding. Va! ApP~. Immac u
IndiVidual windows, iIIr condlUoned,
personal attention. Gorham 839-2037, ~

PERSONAL

Each week, a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad is chosen as caws ·Person of the Week· and is
awarded two free movie rentals, compliments of Videoport. All personal ads are entered in the
drawing.

-

FOR HOmST, BURNING, live, 1alk number!Talkwilh I(l to two beautiful gins! Rm
18 seconds mEE! $20, Adu~! 1-900786-5762 extension 620 AlNVCHIIIl. _

ART, NATURE &DANCE WoJ1(shop for
children 7-11 yrsJuly27-31,daily9:301PM. InStructors: Michelle Stuckey and
Lisa Williams. Casco Bay MOIlers. 151
St.John St Portland. ~1-1 013

_-::-==-:;;

!l5755(&'3~

WIm THE SURE SEll

adult services

boats

BEYO~Handsome.dowI!-to-farth LIVE TEDDY BEAR- DWM, 6', 45, seeks
musician in 3Os, looking for Iow-malnte- lady fair, 25-35, for all times, slow dancnance beauty forsoiar1lO\'t'9I8d fun, swim- Ing, museums, zoos, fairs, open to havlling, walking, boating, liking. Romance? ing children. I live in CT, but will travel
Long hair a plus. !l5754 (8/3)
anywhere. !l5762 (&'3~
DWM, 40, Jaiut Barnes seeks Lady Brett
Ashley 10 deconstruct and naturalim NEW TO AREA- NlS, social drinks ok,
"TheSunAlSQRises'. lnterested inadd- SM, ovar paSsionate, loves life, frt a
trim. Let's do trails, bike rides, romantic
ing chapters and rewriting the ending.
evenings! Life's too short. enjoy, be
Phoro appreciated. !l5705 (7/2S~
happy! !l5742 (&'3)
DWM. YOIMG 46, 5~1/2', 1551bs.,
SIll, valuee compassion, kindness, honesIy, harmony, intimacy. Seeks an unat!ached, friendly, outgoing, pretty, shapely
lriend. Beach, dining, coast. videos, quiet
times. music, hugs. !l5710 (7128)
FIT, ADVENTUROUS MAN, 43, 1451bs.

ws.

models needed for advmced
salon workshops.

GOLD RING w/2 purple stones- Lost 7/
5 probably in East Prom arllil. Great
sentimental value. Reward. B74-2932

men

DWF,49,PROFESSIONAl,attractive(all
5'7- is Physically fit~, affectionate, sensual, has many interests (except highrisk like sky-diving); favorites are: films,
plays, singing, reading, camping, hiking, x~untry skiing, canoeslkayaks,
garden, the ocean... Seeking physically
fit SWM with good communication and
peopleskills, likes his chosen work, can
play, humorous, environmentally~are,
interested in own personal development with education, culture and a good caand wanting monogamous relationship. noe seeks slim. femnine counterpart
No addictive behaviors. !l5744 (&'3~
Children & non-biting animals welcome.

-FREE HAlRCOLOR-

lost .. found

~

ATTRACTM, DESIRABLE, slim, personable, young~ooking 44 yrs. old SWF
seeks attractive, desirable man for passible relationship. PI9i\se, only attractive men. "5753 (1V3~

WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU
HELPED save a life? Do it this week by
donating blood at the Red Cross. For
more Information call us at HKlO-4280734 or 775-2367.

YAMAHA XS650, 1979- 19,000 milas,
road-ready. Runs great. AsIIing $500.
797-6852.

caw

(Calls cost 1,49/min. Must be 18 or over, TOLCh-tone phones only. Casco Bay Weekly 207 -775-1234)

5566.

.........-r.

•

1'-

PATHETICAlLYsad looking 19111 Chevy
Cltation-91 K. Good around rown. Burns
oil. Power not hi ng. Attractive rust spots.
Free gas. $150. Scott 781-3886.

va

AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS. any
condition, seven days aweek, 9-9. 7736878

'uly 16, 1992

"PSYCHIC-ASTROLOGiCAl· Readi.ngs.
predictions, ESP, -Crystal Clear" Views
into your zodia sign and -~ of economic situation, job change-move, family, marriage, your future! 883-3223.

MERCURY COUGAR, 1987- AIC, power
windowsllocks, auto., 45,000 miles,
serviced regularty. burgundy, AMlfM
cassette. Moving, must sell. S5OOO,B.O.
772-9707.

VOL P-l800, 1966- Ccupe. red, very
good condition, $3,500. 773-1204.

$$ CASH CASH CASH iS$- WE HAUL

. I

bulletin board

Guidelines:

.

. rellI1ionohipe.~_ngtD buyoroell ..xuol

ParacnaJ . . . . "'ailableforOinglel*'pieo;:r:.. or phone nurn"" will be publ;.t>ed. ,...
..viCM will be reluMd. No full - - otrMI
.
be bI;.t>ed w.~. the righl lO edit.
uaI or IMtDrricol language Will not
pu
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France
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Russia
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1 So why is
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36 CAsco Bay Weekly

Maine Physicians for Social Responsibility want you to know:

1
1
1
1
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1
1
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1
1
1
I
1
1
1

CONGRESS COULD END U.S. NUCLEAR TESTING
France and Russia have temporarily
halted their nuclear testing programs.
Meanwhile, the U.S. has already
exploded four bombs this year.

On June 4, the House voted to suspend
nuclear testing. 62 Senators, including Senator George Mitchell, are co-sponsoring
similar legislation in the Senate.

If the U.S. Stops Testing:
• Russia and France will extend their
moratoria on testing.
• The former Soviet Union can
implement much-needed reforms
instead of maintaining its military
establishments.
• The U.S. will be a leader in global
nonproliferation efforts.

Why Pay for an Arms Race That's Over?
The U.S. has celebrated the end of the Cold
War. But American taxpayers are still
paying the bills. The U.S. is spending $600
million per year to explode nuclear weapons
in NeVada.

This ad paid for by members and supporters of the Maine Chapter of PbyslC1a.ns for Boc1a.l ResponslbWty, work1ng

-'

I
I
1
1

1
1
Let's Not Blow This Opportunity.
I
From every perspectivErpolitical,
environmental, health-the answer is clear:
1
The U.S. must stop testing nuclear weapons.
1
1
1 Senator Cohen Hasn't Yet Made Up His Mind On This Issue. Let's Help Him.
1
Please clip and maj] this entire ad, urging him to co-sponsor the Nuclear Testing
1 Moratorium
Act.
Senator William Cohen
Mail it to:
1
322
Hart Senate Building
1
Washington, D.C. 20610
1
1
To increase your effectiveness, send along a note with your personal comments.
Or call and ask to speak to his legislative aide,
Bodner, at (202) 224-2523.
1
1
1
1
I
~------------------Jim

..

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

to prevent nuclear war, protect the environment, and re-order national spending priorities. For more
1nforma.tl.on, wr1te to PSR/Maine, P.O. Box 4202 Station A, Portland, Maine 04101.

